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Dissertation Outline

I begin my dissertation by charting and assessing two competing approaches to theorise
about the nature of knowledge – modalism and explanationism. According to the former,
knowledge equates with a belief which is true in a relevant set of possible worlds; ac-
cording to the latter, knowledge is a matter of believing the truth on the basis of the right
explanation. When it comes to the competition between modalism and explanationism in
traditional epistemology, I reject explanationism and I endorse modalism: I move novel
objections against the most recent explanationist account of knowledge and I develop a
novel version of modalism. This new version of modalism consists of a different safety
condition which is informed by the etiological theory of functions made popular in the
philosophy of biology. I argue that it does better than both extant versions of modalism
and extant versions of explanationism.

I then move on to the contrast between modalism and explanationism in the context of
applied legal epistemology. By emphasising a few structural connections between knowl-
edge and legal proof, epistemologists have moved quite freely from a modalist account of
knowledge to a modalist account of legal proof. A case in point is Duncan Pritchard, who
proposes a modal condition for knowledge (safety) and then extends it to legal standards
of proof. On this second issue, I see things differently: in legal epistemology, I endorse
explanationism and I reject modalism. Accordingly, I object to influential modal accounts
of legal proof and I offer an alternative explanationist account. I develop an account of
legal proof as an inference to the best contrastive explanation: by drawing on up-to-date
literature on abductive reasoning in the philosophy of science, I bring into focus hitherto
unappreciated connections between the nature of legal proof and the structure of scientific
explanation. The final upshot is a well-informed account of legal proof which does away
with modal conditions and better captures the nature of juridical proof.

My dissertation advances two closely related debates by emphasising a neat separation
between modalism and explanationism: while the former is the right approach to theorise
about the nature of knowledge, only the latter can provide a satisfactory account of legal
proof. Such separation offers a new picture of the relationship between knowledge and le-
gal proof, and it provides new insights into several debates at the intersection of traditional
and applied legal epistemology.
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Chapter 1

Setting the Stage

1.1 Overview of the Chapter

This chapter introduces the methodological commitments of the dissertation, as well as the
two main families of views that take centre stage in the subsequent chapters (modalism
and explanationism). I clarify the subject matter of the epistemological questions that I
aim to raise, and I also provide a taxonomy of different versions of modalism and explana-
tionism. The chapter also serves as a self-standing overview of two competing approaches
to theorising about the nature of knowledge (viz. modalism and explanationism).

1.2 Gettierology and Metaepistemology

Epistemology is commonly referred to as the theory of knowledge. In this chapter, I shall
follow and adopt this broad characterisation but also add some suitable specifications. I
am also interested in the nature of knowledge: more specifically, I am interested in which
conditions – if any – can be necessary, sufficient and perhaps even necessary and sufficient
for knowledge. I will assume without arguments that knowledge requires at least truth and
belief as necessary conditions, and focus on the type of connection with truth that can be
necessary and sufficient for knowledge.1. This connection is purportedly captured by so
called anti-Gettier conditions – the type of condition that rules out Gettier-style cases, such
as the following:

Sheep in the field. Roddy is a farmer. One day he is looking into a field
near-by and clearly sees something that looks just like a sheep. Consequently
he forms a belief that there is a sheep in the field. Moreover, this belief is
true in that there is a sheep in the field in question. However, what Roddy is
looking at is not a sheep, but rather a big hairy dog that looks just like a sheep
and which is obscuring from view the sheep standing just behind.2

1See Shope (1983) Ichikawa & Steup (2014) and Carter & Littlejohn (2021) for an overview. For the
contention that knows doesn’t require truth, see Hazlet (2010). For an objection against the necessity of
belief for knowledge, see Radford (1966).

2Chisholm (1966).
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Fake Barn. Using his reliable perceptual faculties, Barney forms a true belief
that the object in front of him is barn. Barney is indeed looking at a barn.
Unbeknownst to Barney, however, most objects that look like barns in these
parts are in fact barn façades.3

In each of these cases originally proposed by Gettier (1963), the agent has a (justified)
true belief, and yet they lack knowledge. But what kind of condition can predict absence
of knowledge here? What kind of condition can capture the right kind of connection to
truth that is necessary and sufficient for knowledge? In other words, which is the correct
anti-Gettier condition? We may call this the ‘Gettier problem’, and subsume under the la-
bel ‘Gettierology’ all the attempts to answer to this question.4 However, before engaging
with this more specific epistemological question, it’s worth stepping back to clarify the
substantial commitments and assumptions underlying it and do some important metaepis-
temology. Accordingly, let’s distinguish between the following two questions:

Epistemological Question. Which condition can capture the right connection
to truth that is necessary and sufficient for knowledge?
Metaepistemological Question. How can such condition be individuated?

As some commentators have noticed, epistemologists often remain silent on these core
metaepistemological questions.5 The first question constitutes an attempt to provide an
informative, non-circular analysis of knowledge of the form “S knows that p if and only
if: ” . The second question asks what exactly is being analysed and how to best do so.
Let’s focus on themetaepistemology question. Following Sosa (1991, 2015, 2021), we can
distinguish between three types of analyses depending on the nature of the analysandum:

• A semantic analysis of the word knows.

• A conceptual analysis of the concept knows.

• A metaphysical analysis of the objective phenomenon of knowing.

Semantic analyses share the methodological assumption that knowledge attributions are
a useful guide to the nature of knowledge (e.g., Stanley 2005). Conceptual analyses pur-
port to investigate the nature of knowledge by looking at the features of our concept of

3Goldman (1976).
4It is unclear whether the Gettier problem is a new problem. As Plantinga (1993) writes: ‘Of course

there is an interesting historical irony here: it isn’t easy to find many really explicit statements of a JTB
analysis of knowledge prior to Gettier. It is almost as if a distinguished critic created a tradition in the very
act of destroying it.’ On this point, see also Antognazza (2015 and Dutant (2015).

5For example, Shope (1983: 34) writes that “lack of clarity in talking about concepts, and widespread
contemporary suspicion of the analytic/synthetic distinction have led most authors to avoid committing
themselves to the view that what is being analyzed is the content of the concept knowledge”. In a similar
vein, Ichikawa and Steup (2018) note that “In practice, many epistemologists engaging in the project of
analyzing knowledge leave these metaphilosophical interpretive questions unresolved; attempted analyses,
and counterexamples thereto, are often proposed without its being made explicit whether the claims are
intended as metaphysical or conceptual ones.”
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knowledge (e.g., Jackson 1998) and by providing a type of conceptual analysis (a com-
mon methodology in philosophy). Differently, metaphysical analyses are concerned with
the referent of our word and concept of knowledge. As Sosa (2015: Chapter 1) is keen to
emphasise:

Here our focus is on an objective phenomenon that need be neither expression
nor concept. Our focus is rather on a state that people host or an act that they
perform. This is the phenomenon whose ontology we now wish to under-
stand. What is the nature of such a state or act, and how is it grounded? In
virtue of what is it actual when it is actual?6

Another author who’s explicitly concerned with the referent and the phenomenon of
knowledge is Ruth Millikan:

(...) I propose to describe knowledge in the same sort of spirit in which sci-
ence has described, say, tuberculosis or acidity or genes. Whatever else it is,
knowledge surely is a phenomenon in the world that we need to understand.
(Millikan 1993: 243)

Back to our metaepistemological question: in this and in the subsequent chapters, I will
be concerned first and foremost with a metaphysical analysis of knowledge and focus
on the objective wordly phenomenon of knowing. As a result, I will have to set aside
(interesting) linguistic questions concerning knowledge attributions. However, I will not
completely discard the weight of broadly conceptual considerations: I take our concept
of knowledge to have important consequences for our investigation of it. In sum, I will
embrace a somewhat pluralistic metaepistemology: while my main focus will be on its
referent, I shall pay attention also to some features of the concept of knowledge (for in-
stance, when it comes to motivate the incompatibility between knowledge and luck). This
pluralistic metaepistemology will constrain the philosophical methodology of the subse-
quent chapters. To highlight important structural features of knowledge, I will construct
and appeal to hypothetical cases: these cases elicit specific intuitions that I take to be a
reliable – though certainly not infallible – guide to investigate the nature of knowledge.
To get a better sense of this pluralistic metaepistemology, it will be useful to compare and
contrast it with further metaepistemological views. Jonathan Ichikawa and Carrie Jenk-
ins also advocate a type of pluralism, and they’re interested in both the concept and the
referent of knowledge. As they nicely put it:

We do not assume that it is metaphysical, rather than representational, ques-
tions that are central to epistemology. There is a clear tradition of episte-
mological investigation of the nature of the concept KNOWS, the semantics
of ‘knows’, and the psychology of knowledge ascriptions. We are pluralists
about epistemology; we see no obvious reason not to think these are of sig-
nificant epistemological interest in their own right, alongside questions about
knowledge itself. (Ichikawa & Jenkins 2017: 127)

6Italics are mine. Also quoted in Carter & Sosa (2022).
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The metaepistemological approach endorsed here aligns well with Ichikawa and Jenkins’
pluralism. Differently, it parts way with Kornblith’s naturalistic metaepistemology. Ko-
rblith (2002) holds that knowledge is a natural kind, and, as such, cannot be investigated
relying on a priori methods or by investigating its concept. Because Kornblith’s focus is
exclusively on the referent rather the concept of knowledge, it is in tension with the broadly
pluralistic metaepistemology defended here. Ruth Millikan (1993: Chapter 12) also sets
aside considerations pertaining to the concept or the word “knows”. Here’s a telling quote:

The setting within which I will explore the phenomenon of knowledge is that
of evolutionary theory. Thus I make an immediate and obvious departure
from conceptual analysis. Indeed, should the phenomena I discuss turn out to
have no connection with the term ” knowledge, ” that would surprise but not
unduly pain me. They would still be phenomena deserving of philosophical
reflection, interesting in their own right.

In dissertation, I part ways with this approach. Even if our main concern will be with
the state of knowledge, conceptual considerations will have at least some weight.

So much for our epistemology and metaepistemology: we are after a metaphysical
analysis of knowledge in the form of an anti-Gettier condition that can be necessary
and sufficient for knowledge. However, the idea that knowledge can be (metaphysi-
cally) analysed faces a powerful objection from Williamson’s knowledge-first epistemol-
ogy (Williamson 2000). The core metaepistemological idea of knowledge-first epistemol-
ogy is to take knowledge as basic and use it to elucidate further philosophically relevant
phenomena (e.g., belief, justification, evidence, understanding, assertion). Williamson
provides different arguments in support of his metaepistemological position: a pessimistic
abduction based on the failure of providing a satisfactory anti-Gettier condition, and an
argument against the very possibility of equating the concept of knowledge with a distinct
concept.7 While intrinsically compelling and potentially far-reaching, this metaepistemo-
logical position can be resisted. As McGlynn notices (2014), it may be too early to throw
in the towel when it comes to provide a satisfactory (metaphysical) analysis of knowledge.
In his own words:

I don’t think we should be impressed by the inductive argument against the
possibility of an analysis of knowledge. Stating necessary or sufficient con-
ditions for anything philosophically interesting is hard, and it remains so even
once one gives up the reductive ambitions that many of the participants in the
post-Gettier debate seem to have harboured. That there’s a distinctive prob-
lem faced by proponents of the thesis that knowledge is true belief that meets
further conditions hasn’t been demonstrated. (McGlynn 2014: 174)

Indeed, the two approaches under consideration here (modalism and explanationism)
are promising candidates to spell out this further anti-Gettier condition. In the remainder

7See the exchange between Cassam (2009) and Williamson (2009a) for relevant discussion of these
arguments.
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of the chapter I shall provide a rough characterisation of each, and taxonomise different
versions of both modalism and explanationism.8

1.3 Modalism: Motivations and Taxonomy

Modalist anti-Gettier conditions begin with a specific diagnosis of the kind of accidentality
standardly found in Gettier-style cases. Their key insight is that in these cases the agent’s
true belief is only luckily true. Back to the cases mentioned above. Roddy’s belief is true
only by luck: only luckily there happens to be a sheep behind the rock that makes the
belief under consideration true. The same holds for Barney: only luckily he picks the real
barn amidst a forest of fakes. This suggests the following:

Anti-luck platitutde. Knowledge and luck are essentially incompatible.9

It is important to clarify the specific type of luck which is incompatible with knowledge.
You may be lucky to have a proper-functioning visual system when you gaze out the
window and see a blue sky, but this doesn’t prevent you from coming to know that the sky
is blue. Similarly, Nancy Drew may be lucky in finding a key piece of evidence against
the murderer of the cases she’s working on, but this doesn’t prevent her from coming to
knowwho committed the murder. Following Pritchard (2005, 2007, 2012a 2013), the type
of luck incompatible with knowledge is best called veritic luck – the type of luck which
makes a belief only accidentally true.

With the anti-luck platitude on the table, advocates of modalism can then advance and
develop a suitable anti-luck condition which is proposed as necessary or sufficient for
knowledge depending on the modalist anti-Gettier condition in question. To constitute
knowledge, a true belief must meet such anti-luck condition which is meant to rule out
Gettier-style cases. Crucially for our purposes, such condition is standardly cast in terms
of possible worlds. Accordingly:

Modalist core commitment. Knowledge is amodalmatter: whether the true
belief under consideration counts as knowledge depends on whether the true
belief under consideration is true in a relevant set of possible worlds.

There’s a number of different ways to spell out the modalist core commitment: modalist
have an internal disagreement on which possible worlds are relevant for knowledge, or
on how to best formulate their modal anti-Gettier condition. In what follows, I provide a
taxonomy of the most influential modalist anti-Gettier conditions.

8One more word of caution on the knowledge-first approach to epistemology. In Appendix B, I consider
and reject a metaphysical objection against the viability of a knowledge-first approach to epistemology.
But even if this objection fails to go through, adopting the knowledge-first approach involves a number of
methodological commitments that I shall not take on in this thesis.

9See Unger (1968) and Pritchard (2005, 2007, 2012a 2013) for a canonical defense of this platitude. See
Carter & Berrocal (2017 for a thorough discussion of the anti-luck platitude. See Hetherington (2013) for
the contention that knowledge and luck are actually compatible.
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One way to develop a modalist anti-Gettier condition is in terms of subjunctive condi-
tionals, i.e. sentences of the form ‘if ... were (not) the case, then... would (not) be the case
’. In symbols: A→ B, where A and B represent the antecedent and the consequent respec-
tively. For example: ‘if the glass was to fall, it would break’. Standard truth-conditions
for subjunctive conditionals are cast in terms of possible worlds:

A→ B is true at a world w if and only if all the worlds that are most similar to
w where A is true are worlds where B is true as well. (Comesaña 2007: 782)

Subjunctive conditionals can yield powerful modalist anti-Gettier conditions. These are
also called tracking conditions: a true belief tracks the truth and can therefore exclude
knowledge-undermining luck. Nozick (1981) proposes the followingmodalist anti-Gettier
condition:

S knows that p if and only if:

(1) S believes p.

(2) p is true.

(3) had p been false, then S would not have believed p (variation).

(4) had p been true, then S would have believed p (adherence).

Taken together, clauses (3) and (4) constitute the sensitivity condition. Interestingly, such
condition can explain absence of knowledge in the Gettier-style cases outlined above: in
fact, the variation clause is violated. Had there not been a sheep behind the rock, Roddy
would have believed it anyway. Had there not been a real barn (suppose that there was a
fake instead), Barney would have believed it anyway. Because the third condition is not
met, knowledge is absent.

The sentivitity condition is, however, much too strong. Firstly, it doesn’t permit to
know the denial of sceptical hypotheses: if you were a radically deceived subject (e.g.,
a brain in a vat), you’d believe it anyway. This leads to problematic closure failures and
abominable conjuctions (I know that I have a hand, but I don’t know that I’m not a handless
brain in a vat). Take the following suitably restricted closure principle on knowledge:

Closure. If one knows p and competently deduces q from p, thereby coming
to believe q while retaining one’s knowledge that p, then one comes to know
that q. (Williamson 2000; Hawthorne 2005)

Let p and q be the following propositions: that you have a hand and that you are not a
brain in a vat. While you can competently deduce q from p, only the former is sensitive.
This yields the kind of abominable conjunction described by DeRose (1995).10 Moreover,
sensitivity rules out common cases of inductive knowledge. Sosa (1999) proposes the
following case of knowledge which nonetheless violates the sensitivity condition:

10Bernecker (2012) argues that closure considerations can’t be used to argue in favour of safety and sen-
sitivity. Roush (2005) develops a version of sensitivity that complies with principle like deductive closure.
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Trash Chute. On my way to the elevator I release a trash bag down the chute
frommy high rise condo. Presumably I knowmy bag will soon be in the base-
ment. But what if, having been released, it still (incredibly) were not to arrive
there? That presumably would be because it had been snagged somehow in
the chute on the way down (an incredibly rare occurrence), or some such hap-
penstance. But none such could affect my predictive belief as I release it, so I
would still predict that the bag would soon arrive in the basement. My belief
seems not to be sensitive, therefore, but constitutes knowledge anyhow, and
can correctly be said to do so. (Sosa 1999: 146-147)

To do better, Sosa proposes to modify Nozick’s tracking theory by appealing to a different
subjunctive conditional:

S knows that p if and only if:

(1) S believes p.

(2) p is true.

(3) Were S to believe p, then p would be true.

This is a different subjunctive conditional, that Sosa called ‘Safety’. Because subjunctive
conditionals do not contrapose, sensitivity and safety are distinct.11 In fact, safety permits
to know the denial of sceptical hypotheses, complies with plausible closure principles and
also accommodates cases like Trash Chute.

The safety condition became the most popular modalist condition. What is more, the
safety condition has been further developed without explicit reference to subjunctive con-
ditionals.12 For example, Williamson (2000) and Pritchard (2007) propose the following
formulations of safety:

Williamson’s Safety. If one knows, one could not easily have been wrong in
a similar case (Williamson 2000: 147)

Pritchard’s Safety. S’s belief is safe if and only if in most nearby possible
worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition
in the same way as in the actual world, and in all very close nearby possible
worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition in
the same way as in the actual world, the belief continues to be true. (Pritchard
2005, 2007)

Notice finally that safety also explains absence of knowledge in the Gettier-style cases
mentioned above. Roddy could have easily formed the belief that there’s a sheep in the

11Consider: If Jon had said he was going to the party, Sarah would have as well. But if Sarah hadn’t said
she was going to the party, Jon would have – he’s been avoiding her all week.

12Another defender of safety is Sainsbury (1997. For a clear overview of the safety condition, see Rabi-
nowitz (2011).
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field by looking at the painted sheep: in close possible worlds, the belief under consider-
ation is false. Ditto for Barney, who could have easily looked at a fake barn and formed a
false belief. In close possible worlds, Barney’s belief is also false.

Thus, to sum up, modalist approaches equate knowledge with a belief which is true in
the relevant possible worlds. Among modalist approaches, we can distinguish:

• Subjunctive conditional tracking: sensitivity (Nozick 1981).

• Subjunctive conditional tracking: safety (Sosa 1999).

• Simple safety (Pritchard 2007, Williamson 2000).

These are the bare bones of modalism, but we will go back to safety and make more fine-
grained distinction in Chapter 2. It is now time to turn the attention to the main competitor
of modalism – explanationism.

1.4 Explanationism: Motivations and Taxonomy

Advocates of explanationism set out to capture the kind of accidentality at play in Gettier-
style cases by focusing on (the lack of) explanatory connections between the belief in
question and its truth. The focus on explanatory connections is especially important: the
notion of explanation is in fact hyperintensional – it flank substitution salva veritate of
necessarily equivalent and coextensive terms.13 As such, explanation is a kind of notion
that can’t be adequately captured by modal notions. To better illustrate this point, consider
the following pair of sentences:

1 Your friend is in danger because Dr. Jekyll is their neighbour.

2 Your friend is in danger becauseMr. Hyde is their neighbour.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are necessarily equivalent and therefore coextensive terms:
whatever is true of the former is also true of the latter in every possible world. Yet only
[2] provides an explanation of why your friend is in danger. Modal notions struggle to
accommodate this difference.14

Lack of appropriate explanatory connections help to shed light on what goes wrong
in Gettier-style cases. What explains why the belief under consideration is hold is not its
truth, but rather some deviant factor or some specific interference: Roddy believes that
there’s a sheep in the field because of a replica rather than because of the actual sheep.
And perhaps Barney believes that there’s a barn in front of him because the object merely
looks like a barn just like other barn replicas look like barns. So far, so good.

Explanationists are free to develop their condition depending on their preferred reading
of explanation – a notoriously opaque notion. Here’s a (non-exhaustive) list of the most
developed explanationist conditions:

13On the hyperintensionality of explanation, see Nolan (2014). On the hyperintensionality of explanation
in the specific context of mathematics, see Baron et al. (2017 and Schnieder (2011).

14See Berto & Nolan (2021) for a thorough overview of hyperintensionality.
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1 Contextualist explanationism. According to Neta (2002), the notion of explanation
varies with context; this contextualist reading helps with Gettier-style cases and
closure.

2 Abductivist explanationism. Rieber (1998) holds that the relevant type of explana-
tion is an inference to the best explanation (abduction).

3 Scopic explanationism. Carrie Jenkins (2006) adopts a more sophisticated notion of
explanation: she appeals to the truth of p being a good explanation for an external
observer – someone not acquainted with a more specific set of facts.

4 Kairetic explanationism. Bogardus and Perrin (forthcoming) lean on Strevens kairetic
test for scientific explanation (Strevens 2008). Complete explanations amounts to
the set of explanantes that can’t be subtracted away.

5 Contrastivist explanationism. According to Bernecker (forthcoming), the relevant
notion of explanation is contrastive: S knows p if and only if the best explanation
available favour p rather than q.

Summing up: explanationist approaches to the Gettier problem insist on explanatory con-
nections between the belief under consideration and its truth. Different notions of expla-
nation yield different explanationist conditions; however, each of these conditions rejects
the key modalist assumption that knowledge is a matter of truth across possible worlds.

1.5 The Plan

Let’s recap: so far, I’ve laid out two competing ways to capture the right anti-Gettier con-
dition on knowledge – modalism and explanationism. The former focusses on relevant
possible worlds; the latter on explanatory connections between the belief under consider-
ation and its truth. With these points in play, I now give a more detailed overview of the
main thesis defended in this dissertation, and also a more precise outline of the upcoming
chapters.

When it comes to the competition betweenmodalism and explanationism in traditional
epistemology, I reject explanationism and I endorse modalism. In chapter 3, I rescue the
safety condition from a thorny dilemma that casts doubt on its necessity for knowledge
(and its prospects as anti-Gettier condition). In Chapter 4, I move novel objections against
the most recent explanationist account of knowledge (kairetic explanationism) and next, in
Chapter 5, I develop a novel version of modalism. This new version of modalism consists
of a different safety condition which is informed by the etiological theory of functions
made popular in the philosophy of biology. I argue that it does better than both extant
versions of modalism and extant versions of explanationism.

I then move on to the contrast between modalism and explanationism in the context of
applied legal epistemology. By emphasising a few structural connections between knowl-
edge and legal proof, epistemologists have moved quite freely from a modalist account of
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knowledge to a modalist account of legal proof. A case in point is Pritchard (2018b), who
proposes a modal condition for knowledge (safety) and then extends it to legal standards
of proof. On this second issue, I see things differently: in legal epistemology, I endorse
explanationism and I reject modalism. Accordingly, I object to influential modal accounts
of legal proof and I offer an alternative explanationist account. I develop an account of
legal proof as an inference to the best contrastive de re why-explanation: by drawing on
up-to-date literature on abductive reasoning in the philosophy of science, I bring into focus
hitherto unappreciated connections between the nature of legal proof and the structure of
scientific explanation. The final upshot is a well-informed account of legal proof which
does away with modal conditions and better captures the nature of juridical proof.

Before I turn the attention to kairetic explanationism and to the yet to be developed
version of modalism, I must first add another view into the mix (virtue reliabilism) and
clarify some key further aspects of modalism and explanationism. In other words, we need
to take a closer look. I shall do so in the next chapter.

1.6 Chapter Summary

I take myself to have achieved the following in this chapter. Firstly, I have clarified the
metaepistemological foundations of questions pertaining to the Gettier problem and anti-
Gettier conditions. Secondly, I have laid out the core tenets of the two families of positions
that take centre stage in this dissertation: modalism and explanationism. Finally, I’ve
provided a taxonomy of different versions of each family of views.
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Chapter 2

A Closer Look

2.1 Overview of the Chapter

This chapter delves deeper into some versions of modalism and explanationism with a
special emphasis on the safety condition for knowledge. By drawing a close comparison
with virtue reliabilism, different versions of the safety condition are distinguished and a
number of problems for safety are outlined and discussed. It is also shown how kairetic
explanationism seems to have the upper hand in handling these two problems. However,
appearances are misleading: in the last section I sketch out a strategy to deal with these
two objections to the safety: this strategy paves the way for the novel version of safety
developed in the subsequent chapters.

2.2 Compromising: Virtue-reliabilist Aptness

Recall the key tenets of the two main families of views considered in this dissertation:
according to modalist approaches to the analysis of knowledge, knowledge equates with a
belief which is true in a relevant set of possible worlds. Champions of the safety condition
restrict the set of possible worlds to close and similar possible worlds. Differently, accord-
ing to explanationist approaches to the analysis of knowledge, knowledge equates with a
belief which meets suitably specified explanatory standards. For example, according to
kairetic explanationism, to count as knowledge the truth of the belief under consideration
must figure essentially in the explanation of why it’s hold and pass the so called kairetic
test.

We have already focussed on a substantial difference between modalism and explana-
tionism in general and safety and kairetic explanationism in particular. Because the former
employs modal notions and the latter does not (remember that explanation is hyperinten-
sional), these two approaches seem to be hard – if not impossible – to reconcile. But once
a new player enters the field (virtue reliabilism and aptness theories of knowledge), the
differences between modalism and explanationism appear to be less stark. Moreover, and
crucially for our purposes, aptness theories of knowledge provide new insights into both
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modalism and explanationism: by appealing to aptness, the modalist can develop more
precise versions of the safety condition; and by looking at aptness, the explanationist can
also clarify the role of explanation in marking a difference between knowledge and igno-
rance. Accordingly, aptness may be thought to be an attractive compromise between two
independently plausible views (safety and kairetic explanationism).

Virtue reliabilist conceptions of aptness are most prominently developed and defended
by Ernest Sosa (2007; 2010; 2015; 2021) and John Greco (2010), among others.1 Accord-
ing to virtue reliabilists (sometimes also called robust virtue epistemology), knowledge is,
always and in each case, success from ability.2 More specifically, virtue reliabilist defend
different versions of the following theses:

Performance normativity. Knowledge is a specific genus of a broader species,
i.e. performances: knowledge is a type of performance (belief) whose suc-
cess (truth) is substantially attributable to an agent ability.

A practical analogy with archery usually helps to understand the general structure of per-
formance normativity, and also how it sheds light on the nature of knowledge. Take an
archer who skillfully takes a shot and hits the bull’s eye: the success of her performance
is essentially due and creditable to her competence. Knowledge is just the same – a true
belief whose truth is due and creditable to the agent’s cognitive ability. This analogy can
explain why knowledge is a suitably specified type of success from the exercise of a cog-
nitive ability. In short, knowledge equates with apt belief, a belief that is accurate because
it’s competent (adroit):

Aptness. A belief is apt if and only if it is accurate because it is adroit (com-
petent).

Two things to note here. First, aptness also provides an elegant anti-Gettier condition.
Back to Sheep in the Field: even if the agent forms a competent (adroit) true (accurate)
belief, such belief is not apt – it’s not true because it’s competent (the truth of the belief is
explained by the presence of the sheep-looking dog nearby).3 Secondly, cognitive abilities
are standarly conceived as dispositions to reliably form true beliefs, and the because/due
to relation lends itself to two distinct readings:

1 Explanatory-salience aptness. S’s belief that p is apt if and only if the most salient
part of a causal explanation for why S’s belief that p is true is S’s stable disposition
to believe truly. (Greco 2010)

1See also Kelp (2011, 2013, 2018), Miracchi (2015), Turri (2016), Riggs (2009), and Carter (2016) for
further (and different!) defenses of virtue reliabilism. See Turri & Greco (2017) and Greco & Kelp (2020
for an up to date overview of virtue reliabilism.

2The slogan is due to John Greco.
3The explanatory power of aptness may come at a high price. As some authors have influentially argued

(Lackey 2007, 2009; Pritchard 2010, 2012a), aptness-based theories of knowledge struggle to accommodate
common instances of testimonial knowledge. For the purposes of this chapter, I shall set aside problems
pertaining to aptness and testimony.
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2 Ability-manifestation aptness. S’s belief that p is apt if and only if S’s belief that
p manifests a complete competence of the agent. (Sosa 2015)

These two readings of aptness help to develop more fine-grained versions of modalism
and explanationism. But before moving on to such versions, it’s worth taking a closer
look at the similarities between aptness and modalism on the one hand and aptness and
explanationism on the other.

2.3 Between Modalism and Explanationism

The main point of agreement between advocates of safety and advocates of aptness lies
in the modal conception of abilities defended by virtue reliabilists. Recall that according
to both Greco and Sosa, abilities are reliable dispositions to form true beliefs. Crucially,
dispositions naturally lend themselves to a modal counterfactual reading. To say that
object O has a disposition to ϕ in condition C is to say that if O were in condition C,
then O would (likely) ϕ. This is a trigger-manifestation conditional: if object O was in
conditions C, would O likely to ϕ?4 The (more fundamental) metaphysics of dispositions
clarifies the nature of abilities, and we can ask the same trigger-manifestation conditionals
to investigate more specific cognitive abilities: if S formed a belief in conditions C, would
S’s belief (likely) be true?

Crucially, a dispositional conception of abilities yields a modal reliability condition
that nicely captures the spirit of safety.5 It’s not so hard to see why: if knowledge is
success from ability, then the agent continues to form true beliefs in the close possible
worlds where they continue to exercise their cognitive abilities (which are, recall, modal
dispositions to form true beliefs). Accordingly, by specifying the conditions relative to
which a cognitive ability is successfully and completely exercised, we can get a better
purchase on the details of a safety condition on knowledge.

A different but relevant point of agreement between aptness anti-Gettier conditions
and explanationism can be found in Greco’s explanatory salience conception of aptness.
According to Greco, knowledge is an achievement in the sense that it’s a success causally
explained by cognitive abilities. For this reason, Greco opts for an explanatory reading of
the because relation featuring in the formulation of aptness. To characterise this explana-
tory reading, Greco offers the following remarks, worth quoting in full:

What factors govern the distribution of explanatory salience? That is not well
understood, but we can say some things about it. First, explanatory salience
is often governed by relevant interests and purposes [Feature 1]. Thus one

4See Sosa (2015: 96) and Kelp (2018: 20) for a thorough exposition of the analogies between cog-
nitive abilities and dispositions. Vetter (2014, 2015) develops influential arguments against a modal and
dispositional conception of abilities.

5Kelp (2018: 21) makes this point as follows: “It may be worth noting that the trigger-manifestation
conditionals effectively impose a reliability condition on abilities. Abilities are, by nature, reliably connected
to the relevant successes in the sense at is specified by the trigger-manifestation conditional.” The relevant
sense of the reliability under consideration is modal rather than, say, merely probabilistic.
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reason we look to sparks rather than oxygen to explain the warehouse fire
is that we more easily control the presence of sparks than the presence of
oxygen. Likewise, we readily attribute a crash to the drunk driver, presumably
because we have an interest in regulating drunk driving. Second, explanatory
salience attaches to the odd or unusual [Feature 2]. Thus suppose that a fire
starts in an area where there is usually no oxygen, perhaps in some special
space in a chemical lab. In that case, we might very well attribute the fire to
the presence of oxygen.6 (Greco 2012a: 10)

From this, we can highlight two main features of explanatory salience:

1 Sensitivity to practical interests.

2 Relevance of abnormal factors.

Explanatory salience is constrained by the practical purposes and interests underlying the
candidate explanations. In the case of knowledge, we will therefore focus more on how
the exercise of abilities may or may not explain the truth of the belief under consideration.
Moreover, our attention will be also directed to abnormal features of the case. In Kelp’s
nice terminology, abnormalities are ’salience magnets’ (Kelp 2018: 38). For instance,
in Sheep in the field, the fact that there is a sheep that looks like a dog is a type of ab-
normal feature that becomes relevant for the explanation of the truth of the belief under
consideration.

These two features of explanatory salience can be incorporated in any explanation-
ist account of knowledge. For example, explanationists can characterise their notion of
explanation as the best explanation given contextual practical purposes.7 Moreover, ex-
planationists can also stipulate that the explanation of why S believes that p should not
feature abnormal factors. Overall, Greco’s explanatory salience reading of the aptness
condition displays interesting point of contact with explanationist approaches to the anal-
ysis of knowledge.

2.4 Fine-grained Versions of Safety

With the notion of aptness on the table, we can now move on to develop three distinct
(and more precise) versions of the safety condition. The first relativises safety to belief-
forming methods; the second and the third unpack safety in terms of aptness by appealing
to Sosa’s and Greco’s notions. Overall, each of these versions advances our understanding
of the safety condition on knowledge.

6Italics are mine.
7Contrastivist versions of explanationism would arguably fit the bill.
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2.4.1 Standard Method-relative Safety

The key insight of a safety condition for knowledge is that a safe belief can’t easily be
false: in the close possible worlds where the subject forms the belief under consideration,
such belief continues to be true. One immediate questions pertains how tolerant a safety
condition can be. This question translates into how to carve out the relevant range of
possible worlds: can the belief be false in one or more close worlds, or does it have to
be true in every close world? The first choice point to elaborate on a safety condition is
between strong and weak formulations of safety:

Strong Safety. S’s belief that p is safe if and only if S’s belief that p is true
in the actual world and in every close possible world in which S believes that
p, p is true. (Greco 2012b: 196)

A more tolerant safety condition admits false beliefs in some close worlds:

Weak Safety. S’s belief that p is safe if and only if S’s belief that p is true in
the actual world and in most close possible worlds in which S believes that p,
p is true. (Greco 2012b: 196)

So much for the tolerance of the safety condition. But of course this can’t be the full
story: absent any further specifications, a rough and unrestricted safety condition invites
counterexamples like the following:

Grandmother. A grandmother sees her grandson is well when he comes to
visit; but if he were sick or dead, others would tell her he was well to spare
her upset. Yet this does not mean she doesn’t know he is well (or at least
ambulatory) when she sees him. (Nozick 1981: 179)

Dachsund. I look at a nearby dachshund and truly believe that what I see is
a dog. Had I not been seeing a dachshund, I would have been seeing a wolf,
and would have falsely believed myself to be seeing a dog. (Goldman 1976)

These counterexamples were originally raised against a sensivity condition, but they also
apply against a safety condition. The point of these counterexamples is the following:
while in close possible worlds the agents seem to form false beliefs (because the granson
is ill, or the dog is a wolf)), they nevertheless seem to know in the actual world. This
led Nozick (and other modalists) to relativise the safety (or sensitivity) condition to the
agent’s evidential situation and to the belief-forming methods under consideration) (also
dubbed bases. Commenting on another counterexample raised against safety, Pritchard
emphasises the importance of keeping the belief-method under consideration fixed as fol-
lows:

The crux of the matter is that we need to keep the subject’s actual evidential
basis fixed, and of course his actual evidential basis for his belief is formed by
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consulting the reliable and unaffected clock. While it is lucky that the subject
has this evidential basis (in that there are close possible worlds where it is
absent), it is not lucky that she forms a true belief on this basis. Indeed, in all
close possible worlds where she continues to enjoy the same evidential basis
she continues to form a true belief.8 (Pritchard 2018a: 9)

The focus on the belief-forming methods helps to make progress on the counterexamples
raised above: what matters for the safety condition is that the belief under consideration
continues to be true given the way it was formed. But how are we to individuate belief-
forming methods in a coherent, informative and principled way? On this point, matters
become more complicated. Modalists like safety and sensitivity theorists standardly hold
that belief-forming methods can be sorted according to the following criteria:

1 Internal vs external individuation of bases.9

2 Coarse-grained vs fine-grained individuation of bases.10

If the criterion is internal, then belief-forming methods are restricted to the agent’s mental
states (e.g., visual appearances such as seeming to see a dog: crucially, mental content
is individuated narrowly). External criteria deny this, and build external elements into
the individuation of belief-forming methods (e.g., seeing an actual dog). A different de-
gree of specificity separates coarse-grained from fine-grained criteria of individuation of
belief-forming methods: the former are less specified (e.g., seeing a dog tout court), the
latter make reference to additional information (seeing a dog in normal environmental
conditions).11

Those tasked with identifying a successful criterion of individuation of methods face
the following challenges. The first challenge is to provide a criterion which is principled,
informative and that avoids any charge of ad hocness. The second challenge is to come
up with a sufficiently high degree of specificity for the belief-forming methods. This is a
type of generality problem.12 Because belief-forming methods can be specified more or
less precisely (seeing a dog vs seeing a dog on the 24th of April 2022 in normal visual
conditions), the degree of specification can make a difference between knowledge and
ignorance; moreover, the degree of specification can be crucial in assessing the modal
profile of the belief-forming method across relevantly close similar possible worlds.13

8Emphasis mine; I return to said counterexample in more detail in the next chapter(s).
9This terminology is employed by both Nozick (1981) and Pritchard (2005, 2018a).
10The terminology is employed by Williamson (2009), Goldman 2009), Alfano (2009), Becker (2012)

and Rabinowitz (2011).
11Following Alfano (2009), a logical criterion for sorting belief-forming methods reads as follow:

(∀m1)(∀m2)[RM (m1,m2) ≡ (m1 ∈ M & m2 ∈ M)],

. As Alfano clarifies,m1 andm2 are tokens of belief-forming methods and M is a method type.
12An early version of the problem is already discussed in Goldman (1979, though see Conee & Feldman

(1998) for a locus classicus, Heller (1995) for an early solution and Beddor & Goldman (2021: §2.3) for
recent a survey of possible solutions to the generality problem.

13The generality problem for belief-forming methods is similar but distinct from the generality problem
affecting process-reliabilist theories of justification (Lyons 2019: 466, fn. 4). For a thorough discussion of
the differences between these two types of generality problems, see Lyons (2021: §3).
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One good way to make progress on these challenges is to specify belief-forming methods
with references to aptness and cognitive abilities.

2.4.2 Ability-relative SSS Safety

Given that there are good reasons to relativise safety to belief-forming methods or bases, it
is open to the advocate of modalism to appeal to virtue-theoretic criteria of individuation
of belief-forming methods. As mentioned above, virtue reliabilist insist on the key role of
dispositional cognitive abilities for their theory of knowledge. A promising strategy here
is to understand methods and the way beliefs are formed in reference to cognitive abilities.
Recall Pritchard’s formulation of safety:

Pritchard’s Safety. S’s belief is safe if and only if in most nearby possible
worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition
in the same way as in the actual world, and in all very close nearby possible
worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition in
the same way as in the actual world, the belief continues to be true. (Pritchard
2005, 2007)

The move consists in swapping “the way the belief is formed” with a virtue reliabilist
competence. More precisely, competences are understood along the lines of the following
tuple:

• The innermost seat (Se), located in the agent’s brain (also called “skill”).

• The inner shape (Sh), corresponding to the agent’s general condition.

• The external situation (Si), namely the environment in which the agent is perform-
ing.

Sosa provides the following example to illustrate the structure of competences:

With regard to one’s competence in driving, for example, we can distinguish
between (a) the innermost driving competence that is seated in one’s brain,
nervous system, and body, which one retains even while asleep or drunk; (b)
a fuller inner competence, which requires also that one be in proper shape,
that is, awake, sober, alert, and so on; and (c) complete competence or ability
to drive well and safely (on a given road or in a certain area), which requires
also that one be well situated, with appropriate road conditions pertaining to
the surface, the lighting, etc. The complete competence is thus an SSS (or an
SeShSi) competence.14 (Sosa 2017: 191, 192)

The SSS tuple applies to virtually any other competence: from playing a sport or an instru-
ment including also belief-forming methods. Accordingly, we can restrict belief-forming
methods to the exercise of a skill in a suitable shape and situation:

14See also Carter (2021: §4) for an illuminating discussion of Sosa’s notion of abilities.
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SSS-Safety (Sosa). S belief that p is safe if and only if in all close possible
worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition
exercising the same skill (Se) while in the same shape (Sh) and external situ-
ation (Si), S’s belief is true.15

Take for instance any knowledgeable perceptual belief: once we keep the skill, shape
and situation fixed, these beliefs will continue to be true in relevantly closed possible
worlds. As long as the agent exercises their perceptual skill in an appropriate shape and
in a suitable situation, these beliefs will be modally robust. The same story can be told
about other types of beliefs based on memory, testimony and inferences.

This is a type of restricted safety: rather than requiring one’s belief to be true across
possible worlds simpliciter, it focusses on a specific (and restricted) set of circumstances.
There are important choice points for picking out the relevant set of circumstances, the
range of propositions and the degree of reliability; Virtue reliabilists have a more internal
disagreement on how to best do so. As we saw above, Sosa applies a theory of dispositions
to inform fill the parameters of Seat, Shape and Situation. Similarly, Greco (2010, 2012a,
2020b) thinks of abilities as relative to environments and he restricts safety to the exercise
of abilities in “appropriate” conditions. He further thinks of conditions in terms of modal
environments – swaths of possible worlds centred around the actual world. When it comes
to range of propositions and degrees of reliability, he appeals to practical takes: abilities
are relative to modal environments and information-dependent practical tasks that inform
range of propositions and degree of reliability. Relative to that specific modal environ-
ment, abilities will yield safe beliefs. This is Greco’s full account of abilities:

S has a knowledge-producing ability A(Se/Sh/Si/R/D) relative to a modal en-
vironment E if and only if: S has a disposition seated in inner seat Se to be-
lieve truths in an appropriate range R of propositions when in appropriate Sh
and appropriate Si, and in E, with appropriate degree of reliability D. (Greco
2020b: 133)

And in turn, such an account entails the following restricted version of safety:

SSS-Safety (Greco). S’s belief that p is SSS-safe: for every proposition in
range R, not easily would S believe p (while retaining Se and in Sh, Si) when
p is false. (Greco 2020b: 134)

Once belief-forming methods are individuated with reference to abilities, the safety
condition becomes clearer and more informative. Indeed, this virtue-theoretic criterion
of individuation of belief-forming methods meets the challenges outlined in the previous
section. Thanks to the reference to the SSS tuple, it is informative and it avoids charges
of ad hocness. And by filling the details in light of skill, shape and situation of the agent,
it also achieves a sufficiently high level of specificity: the SSS tuple allows us to make

15This formulation is borrowed from both Greco (2020a: 5152) and Carter (forthcoming: Chapter 2)
presentations.
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the right predictions when it comes to evaluate whether the belief under consideration
amounts to knowledge.

2.5 Problems with Safety (and Explanationist Solutions)

Advocates of a safety condition for knowledge insist on the importance of the modal ro-
bustness of belief-forming methods. This in turn raises important questions pertaining to
the criteria of individuation of belief-forming methods. One way to make progress on
these questions is to adopt a virtue-theoretic criterion, and unpack belief-forming meth-
ods in terms of dispositional cognitive abilities – and with reference to the SSS tuple. The
result is a full-fledged safety condition, which (at the very least) can be developed and
formulated in a plausible way.

Of course, being in a position to articulate the safety condition properly doesn’t mean
that we should accept it. Indeed, there are two big persistent problems for any safety
condition for knowledge – problems that highlight its inadequacy as anti-Gettier condition
or condition for knowledge. Let me now outline each in turn.

Firstly, there are cases of unsafe knowledge in which the agent forms a false belief in
a relevantly similar close possible world and yet they intuitively know in the actual world.
Kelp (2009, 2016) offers the following one:

Frankfurt Clock. Russell’s arch-nemesis, a powerful demon, has an interest
that Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock
in the hallway when he comes down the stairs. Russell’s arch-nemesis is
prepared to do whatever it may take in order to ensure that Russell acquires a
belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock when he comes down
the stairs. However, Russell’s arch-nemesis is also lazy. He will act only if
Russell does not come down the stairs at 8:22 of his own accord. Suppose,
as it so happens, Russell does come down the stairs at 8:22. Russell’s arch-
nemesis remains inactive. Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22. It is 8:22. The
grandfather clock is working reliably as always.

The main point of the case is that, despite the close possibility of error, Russell does nev-
ertheless come to know the time. Had Russell come down the stairs a few seconds earlier
and formed the target belief in the same way, he’d have formed a false belief. As such,
safety doesn’t seem to be necessary for knowledge: a true belief can easily be false and
yet constitute knowledge. More such cases can be generated, and they all share the same
structure: even with a modally close possibility of error, the agents can come to know the
target proposition.16

Once this type of cases are raised in conjunction with fake-barn style cases, the safety
theorist faces the following dilemma:

16Comesaña (2005), Baumann (2008 and 2014) also develop similar cases.
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• (horn 1) Either safety is going to be too strong to predict knowledge in Frankfurt-
style cases

• (horn 2) or it’s going to be too weak to predict absence of knowledge in barn-style
cases.

No matter which horn is picked, safety and knowledge come apart. As Kelp puts it, this is
the safety dilemma that puts pressure on the tenability of safety as anti-Gettier or necessary
condition on knowledge.

Yet more cases question the sufficiency of safety for knowledge. For example:

TrueTemp. Temp forms beliefs about the temperature by consulting a broken
thermometer. However, Temp has a guardian angel in the room who controls
the thermostat, ensuring that the room’s temperature matches the reading dis-
played on the thermometer. Assuming the angel manipulates the thermostat
in all nearby worlds, any belief Temp forms about the temperature in such
worlds will be true. Pritchard: (2012a)

Necessary Truths. Emma is using a calculator to count the sum of 12 x 13.
As a result, she forms a true belief that 12 x 13 = 156. However, the calculator
is actually broken and it’s generating answers at random. Emma’s belief is
true in (every) close possible worlds. (Pritchard: 2012a)

The beliefs under consideration are true in the actual world and also true in close (e.g.
TrueTemp) or every possible worlds (necessary truths), yet they don’t amount to knowl-
edge. Even worse for the safety theorists who are concerned with finding an anti-luck
condition, these beliefs are safe and yet only luckily true (they are veritically lucky).

Taken together, these cases suggest that the safety condition doesn’t seem to be neither
necessary nor sufficient for knowledge.

Interestingly, explanationism seems to succeed exactly where safety fails. To illus-
trate this point, let’s pause the appreciate the reason why safety is neither necessary nor
sufficient for knowledge in the cases discussed in the previous section. Taken for instance
Frankfurt Clock: as some authors have noted (Bogardus 2014), the belief under consid-
eration meets some key explanatory connection: because the clock is functioning properly
and reads correctly, the agent forms a correct belief about the time. This is precisely why
the modal proximity of error doesn’t prevent the agent from acquiring knowledge: expla-
nationists have an easy time to avoid the safety dilemma.

A similar story can be told about counterexamples to the sufficiency of safety for
knowledge. Despite the modal robustness, the beliefs under consideration in TrueTemp
and Necessary Truths fail to meet the right explanatory connection: Temp’s belief is true
because there’s a guardian angel and the calculator is yielding those results because it’s
malfunctioning. Again, lack of explanatory connections explain lack of knowledge.

The point about explanatory connections can be made in many ways depending on
the relevant notion of explanation at play. One might resort to Strevens’ kairetic test, and
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hold that the truth of the belief figures in the complete explanation of the beliefs under
consideration. Perhaps the truth of the belief under consideration is the best explanation
of why the agent holds the belief. Or, by borrowing Greco’s terminology, the truth of the
belief under consideration is a salient explanation of why it’s held. Either way, it’s clear
that explanationism (no matter how unpacked) has a substantial advantage when it comes
to deal with the counterexamples raised against the necessity and sufficiency of safety for
knowledge.

How can the safety theorists respond? A key upshot of this discussion is the follow-
ing: the safety condition ought to be made more precise. Take for instance Pritchard’s
formulation. In his formulation, it’s clear that too many details remain to be filled: the
relevant external circumstances, belief-forming methods, close possible worlds, and range
of propositions. Virtue reliabilist have the resources to do so, and can derive a restricted
safety condition from their preferred notion of ability.

Should the safety theorists retreat and adopt a version of virtue reliabilism? Would this
help them to deal with the counterexamples to safety? Matters are complicated, and a lot
will depend onwhich version of virtue reliabilism is picked and endorsed. The safety theo-
rist may restrict belief-forming methods to Greco’s notion of abilities and deal with coun-
terexamples like Necessary Truths and TrueTemp like explanationists do. But Sosa’s
manifestation readings of abilities may be less helpful: for example, TrueTemp’s plausi-
bly has an ability to form belief truly. Their belief-forming method passes the trigger-
manifestation conditional test: if S formed a belief in conditions C, would S’s belief
(likely) be true? If Temp formed a belief in these favourable conditions, their beliefs is
guaranteed to be true. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this led Sosa to accept an (animal) knowl-
edge verdict in the case of TrueTemp (Sosa: 2010, 2015). Accordingly, retreating to virtue
reliabilism may help with some though not all the objections to safety.

We can sum up the comparison between a specific version of modalism (safety) and
explanationism with the following table. The scoreboard reads thusly:

Safety Dilemma Necessary Truths TrueTemp

Unrestricted Safety x x x
Explanationism v v v

Restricted Sosa SSS-Safety ? v x
Restricted Greco SSS-Safety ? v v

2.6 The Way Forward

At this point, it’s worth pausing to set the record straight about the dialectic considered
so far. The chief version of modalism, safety, equates knowledge with a modally robust
true beliefs: this equation requires a suitable specification of belief-forming methods, and
a good way to specify belief-forming methods is to appeal to the SSS tuple endorsed
by virtue reliabilist accounts of knowledge (e.g., Sosa’s aptness). While this helps to
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articulate the safety condition well, there are remaining problems with the necessity and
sufficiency of safety for knowledge – problems that are made vivid by the safety dilemma
and other counterexamples.

What about explanationism? Different versions of explanationism seem to succeed
precisely where safety fails, and the reason why they do so is the insistence on explana-
tory connections that are met in the case of knowledge and not met otherwise. These
claimed advantages of explanationism seem to suggest that the right anti-Gettier condi-
tion is hyperintensional and explanatory rather than essentially modal.

The following chapters will question this assumption. Chapter 3 provides a solution
to the safety dilemma by indexing safety to belief-forming methods and environments.
Chapter 4 reveals the inadequacies of one recent version of explanationism – kairetic ex-
planationism – as anti-Gettier condition. Chapter 5 makes the index to belief-forming
methods and environments more precise by appeal to etiological proper function; this
novel version of safety deals with each counterexample raised against in the literature.

2.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter I’ve taken a closer look at modalism and explanationism through the lens
of virtue reliabilism. This comparison brought up important similarities: the explanatory
salience version of aptness is close enough to explanationism, and the notion of abilities
defended by virtue reliabilists helps to better unpack the safety condition by providing
a virtue-theoretic criterion of individuation of belief-forming methods. I also outlined
some problems for the safety condition that questions its necessity and sufficiency for
knowledge, and I’ve shown how explanationism seems to have the upper hand in handling
these two problems.
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Chapter 3

Solving the Safety Dilemma

3.1 Overview of the Chapter

Despite the substantial appeal of the safety condition, Kelp (2009, 2016,2018) has raised
a difficult challenge for safety-theoretic accounts of knowledge. By combining Gettier-
style fake barn cases with epistemic Frankfurt cases, he concludes that no formulation of
safety can be strong enough to predict ignorance in the former and weak enough to ac-
commodate knowledge in the latter. In this chapter, my contribution is two-fold. Firstly,
I take up Kelp’s challenge and I show that, once properly understood, safety successfully
rises to it. Secondly, I draw a more general lesson on the safety condition: a satisfac-
tory solution to Kelp’s challenge calls for a revision of the standard formulation of safety,
which must be indexed to both methods and environments. My conclusion will be that
an environment-relative version of safety not only meets Kelp’s challenge, but it also ad-
vances our understanding of the safety condition on knowledge.

3.2 The Hardest Challenge for Safety

Recall that, according to the safety condition, knowledge requires protection from error:
if one knows, then one could not have easily been wrong in similar cases. As a modalist
condition, safety is formulated by reference to possible worlds and indexed to methods of
belief formation:

Safety. In most or all close possible worlds in which S believes that p via the
same method of belief formation M that S uses in the actual world, p is true.1

As we have seen, safety has considerable explanatory power. As an anti-luck condition,
it promises to solve the Gettier problem: safety delivers the correct verdict of ignorance
in various Gettier-style cases. By denying knowledge of lottery propositions, safety deals

1Prominent defenders of safety include Sainsbury (1997), Sosa (1999), Williamson (2000), and Pritchard
(2005, 2007). For recent discussion of the safety condition on knowledge, see Bernecker (2020), Greco
(2020a) and Hirvelä (2019). See Rabinowitz (2011) for an overview.
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also with another much debated issue in epistemology – the lottery problem.2 Moreover,
safety complies with the closure principle, and, unlike sensitivity, it does not open the door
to a disturbing sceptical threat (cf. Pritchard 2008: 446).

Despite such substantial appeal, the safety condition has now fallen on hard times.
As we have seen in the previous chapter, in various placesKelp (2009, 2016,2018) has
challenged safety with a troubling conjunction of cases: Gettier-style fake barn cases and
more ingenious epistemic Frankfurt cases. Begin with the former:

Fake barn. Barney, a reliable barn spotter, is driving through the countryside.
He looks out of thewindow, sees a barn and comes to believe that he is looking
at a barn. Whilst Barney’s belief is true, unbeknownst to him, the structure
he is looking at is the only real barn in an area filled with fake barns that are
indistinguishable from real barns. (cf. Goldman 1976)

Intuitively, Barney does not know that he’s looking at a barn, and safety neatly explains
why. Barney’s belief could too easily have been false: in many similar close possible
worlds where he forms the same belief via the same method (i.e., visual perception), Bar-
ney’s belief is false because he’s looking at one of themany papier-mâché copies of the real
barn. Here, safety delivers the correct verdict. But now consider the following apparently
similar case:

Frankfurt Clock. Russell’s arch-nemesis, a powerful demon, has an interest
that Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock
in the hallway when he comes down the stairs. Russell’s arch-nemesis is
prepared to do whatever it may take in order to ensure that Russell acquires a
belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock when he comes down
the stairs. However, Russell’s arch-nemesis is also lazy. He will act only if
Russell does not come down the stairs at 8:22 of his own accord. Suppose,
as it so happens, Russell does come down the stairs at 8:22. Russell’s arch-
nemesis remains inactive. Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22. It is 8:22. The
grandfather clock is working reliably as always. (Kelp 2016: 28)

Intuitively, Russell does know the time. Yet, his belief appears to be unsafe: while Rus-
sell’s belief is true, it could too easily have been false. For sake of vividness, consider
the possible worlds where Russell comes down the stairs a few minutes earlier. In these
nearby worlds, Russell forms a false belief via the same method, which Kelp identifies as
Russell’s ability to read clocks (Kelp 2016: 28). Frankfurt Clock is offered as a straight-
forward instance of unsafe knowledge: Russell knows, but the belief in question is unsafe.
In this case, safety delivers the wrong verdict.

2Consider Chisholm’s sheep in the field Gettier-style case: in nearby worlds where there’s no sheep
behind the rock, the agent forms a false belief, hence no knowledge. Same with lottery-style propositions:
since there’s a similar nearby world where your ticket wins, your belief that your ticket is a loser could too
easily be false (Pritchard 2012a: 253-254).
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Kelp’s argument casts into serious doubts the success of safety as anti-Gettier condi-
tion on knowledge. To fully appreciate the significance of his challenge, we must con-
sider Fake Barn in conjunction with Frankfurt Clock.3 It looks as though no version of
the safety principle will be strong enough to predict ignorance in Gettier-style cases like
Fake Barn and, at the same time, weak enough to accommodate knowledge in Frank-
furt Clock.4 Kelp calls this “the safety dilemma”. He draws the following pessimistic
conclusion, worth quoting in full:

I’d like to add that meeting this challenge is by no means trivial. Most stan-
dard proposals in the literature are prone to fail it in one way or another.
Modal accounts, such as safety and sensitivity-based accounts, fail it because
the conditions they impose are too strong: they predict absence of knowledge
in Frankfurt cases. Other accounts fail in that the proposed conditions are
too weak to explain the absence of knowledge in fake barn cases. If there
exists a workable account of knowledge in terms of justified true belief and
an anti-Gettier condition that gets both fake barn cases and Frankfurt cases
right, epistemology still awaits its discovery. (Kelp 2016: 36)

Safety theorists have not met Kelp’s challenge yet, at least not in Kelp’s terms. To wit,
Pritchard (2009: Section 3) tentatively defends a no-knowledge verdict in Frankfurt
Clock. Given the presence of environmental luck in both Fake Barn and Frankfurt
Clock, he maintains that neither is a genuine case of knowledge. However, Pritchard’s
response is counterintuitive: the knowledge intuition in Frankfurt Clock is plausible,
and it’s hardly explained away by considerations pertaining to environmental luck. Other
safety theorists (e.g., Grundmann 2018) have attempted to capture the knowledge intuition
in Frankfurt Clock by appealing to a more fine-grained individuation of belief-forming
methods. As we will see, this strategy struggles to explain absence of knowledge in Fake
Barn. At present, Kelp’s challenge still stands.

In this chapter, I revisit Kelp’s challenge and develop a better solution than the ones
currently on offer. I shall argue that a properly understood safety condition successfully
captures the intuitions of knowledge and ignorance in Frankfurt Clock and Fake Barn.
The two vignettes display an important but hitherto overlooked difference in their re-
spective environments. Once brought into focus, such difference has far-reaching con-
sequences. Firstly, it provides a principled way out of Kelp’s dilemma, and, in doing
so, it also weakens one of the main motivations for the recent knowledge-first shift in
the virtue-epistemological camp (e.g., Miracchi 2015; Kelp 2018). Crucially, Kelp raises

3It’s worth add a point of clarification on the challenge raised by Kelp. Kelp’s epistemic Frankfurt
case closely resembles other counterexamples to the necessity of safety for knowledge moved by Neta
and Rohrbaugh (2004 ), Comesaña (2005), Baumann (2008) and Bogardus (2014). However, Kelp takes
these counterexamples one step further by conjoining them with fake-barn cases, thus posing an even more
difficult challenge for the safety condition on knowledge.

4For the purpose of this chapter, I assume the no-knowledge verdict inFake barn to be correct. However,
I also note that both epistemologists (Lycan 2006; Sosa 2010: 472-473) and experimental philosophers
(Colaço et alia2014 ) have adduced arguments to challenge the correctness of the no-knowledge verdict in
cases like Fake Barn.
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this dilemma to motivate the move from traditional (or indirect) virtue epistemology to
knowledge-first (or direct) virtue epistemology: with a principled way out of his dilemma
on the table, knowledge-first virtue epistemology loses one of its main motivations.5 Sec-
ondly, this key environmental difference is of independent interest to safety theorists: in
fact, it further elucidates the safety condition on knowledge, which is best understood as
relative not only to belief-forming methods but also to environments.

Having clarified my aims, I now proceed to criticise the two extant solutions to Kelp’s
dilemma. The former is conciliatory: by adopting a more fine-grained individuation of
belief-forming methods, it attempts to reconcile safety with the knowledge verdict in
Frankfurt Clock. The latter is revisionary: by insisting on the presence of environmental
luck, it defends a verdict of ignorance in both Frankfurt Clock and Fake Barn. Neither
is ultimately successful. To do better, I close by outlining a refined environment-relative
safety condition: unlike its conciliatory and revisionary rivals, this solution rises to Kelp’s
challenge.

3.3 Belief-forming Methods

To avoid counterexamples like Nozick’s grandmother case (Nozick 1981: 179) or Gold-
man’s dachshund vignette (Goldman 2009: 80), modal conditions on knowledge are usu-
ally indexed to belief-forming methods.6

Let’s pause to appreciate the strenght and the point of these counterexamples. In
Nozick’s vignette, the agent forms a false belief in nearby worlds, but the belief-forming
method is crucially different (Granny is told that her grandson is well instead of seeing
that he’s well). These cases have led safety theorists to focus not only on the truth value
of the target proposition in nearby worlds, but also on whether the agent’s belief continues
to be true in nearby worlds given the way it was formed in the actual world. For further
discussion, see Pritchard (2008: 444-446; 2013: 158) and Rabinowitz (2011: Section 3).

So much for belief-forming methods. But could the safety theorist also meet Kelp’s
challenge by appeal to a more specific, fine-grained individuation of methods? Unfor-
tunately, the answer is negative. In this section, I argue that while initially promising,
this conciliatory strategy ultimately fails. In fact, by yielding a knowledge verdict in both
Frankfurt Clock and Fake Barn, the conciliatory strategy simply doesn’t distinguish
between our two cases of interest.

Let’s focus on methods. In assessing Frankfurt Clock, Kelp comments as follows:

Intuitively, Russell knows that it is 8:22 in this case. After all, wemay assume,
5See Kelp (2016; 2016: 35-36; 2017: 240-243; 2018: 78-79) for the connection of the safety dilemma

with knowledge-first virtue epistemology. The other main motivation for knowledge-first virtue epistemol-
ogy stems from the difficulties of traditional virtue epistemology in dealing with Gettier cases (Miracchi
2015; Kelp 2017: 229-230; Kelp 2018: 47-52). However, Hirvelä (2019) argues that, pace Kelp and Mirac-
chi, traditional virtue epistemology can in fact handle these Gettier cases successfully. Special thanks to an
anonymous reviewer of Synthese for encouraging me to emphasise this point

6To be precise, Nozick’s and Goldman’s cases are offered in support of method-relative sensitivity rather
than safety. However, similar considerations equally motivate a method-relative version of safety.
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he has the ability to read the clock and forms a belief via an exercise of this
ability. Moreover, the clock is actually functioning properly, and the reading
is accurate. At the same time, Russell’s belief is not safe. After all, among
the very close nearby worlds are worlds at which Russell comes down the
stairs a minute earlier or later. At those worlds, the demon intervenes with
the result that Russell takes a reading from an inaccurate clock and ends up
with a false belief that it is 8:22. At the same time, Russell continues to form
his belief in the same way as in the actual world, that is, by exercising his
clock-reading ability. Since safety does not tolerate false beliefs at very close
nearby possible worlds at which the agent forms his belief in the same way
as in the actual world, Russell’s belief turns out unsafe. (Kelp 2016: 28;
emphasis mine)

As the quote suggests, Kelp identifies the relevant belief-forming method as the general
ability to read a clock. To make his case, he moves from worlds where the clock is func-
tioning properly and accurately to worlds where the clock is not functioning properly and
it’s inaccurate. However, in such worlds the belief-forming method is crucially different.
One thing is to form beliefs on the basis of a properly functioning accurate clock; another
is to form beliefs on the basis of a manipulated, inaccurate clock. If in lieu of the lat-
ter we assume the former belief-forming method and we then focus on the worlds where
the clock is functioning properly, Russell does keep forming true beliefs. Once specified
as the more fine-grained ability to read a properly functioning clock, the belief-forming
method turns out safe: in this way, safety captures the knowledge verdict in Frankfurt
Clock.7

In fairness to the conciliatory strategy, the focus on worlds where the clock is func-
tioning properly enjoys independent plausibility. If we agree with Kelp that the relevant
belief-forming method is Russell’s ability to read a clock, it makes sense to specify the
relevant ability by including the fact that the clock is functioning properly. This is clearer
if we think of abilities along the lines of Sosa’s influential triple-S model (Sosa 2010: 465-
467; 2017: 191-192) that we already outlined in the previous chapter. For every ability,
we can specify the innermost seat (or skill) in the agent’s brain, nervous system and body,
the agent’s inner shape (are they drunk, sober, asleep, alert?) and the external situation
the agent is in (are there any relevant external interferences or intervening factors?). Rus-
sell gains knowledge only through the exercise of a complete ability to read a clock: the
complete ability is exercised only when each S is in play, that is, only when he is prop-
erly situated. The relevant situation here must include a properly functioning clock: in
the worlds where Russell forms a false belief, the relevant ability is different due to the
crucial change of situation (the clock stops). Once the belief-forming method is specified
by reference to Russell’s complete ability, his belief is safe.8

7See Grundmann (2018: 10-12) for a brief defence of this line of response Kelp’s epistemic Frankfurt
case.

8Hirvelä (2019: 1178-1180) also defends a similar virtue-theoretic approach to individuate safe belief-
forming methods.
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While prima facie promising, the conciliatory strategy is ultimately unsuccessful. Re-
call the key challenge of the safety dilemma: to accommodate presence of knowledge
in Frankfurt Clock and to capture the ignorance intuition in Fake Barn. A more fine-
grained individuation of methods achieves the former but crucially fails to deliver on the
latter. To see why, let’s consider again Fake Barn. If we include the fact that the clock
is functioning properly in Frankfurt Clock , by parity of reasoning we will also have to
concede that Barney is looking at the only real barn in Fake Barn. Advocates of the con-
ciliatory strategy will have to individuate a more fine-grained belief-forming method in
both cases: so, just like Russell reads from a properly functioning clock instead of merely
reading from a clock, Barney also sees the real barn instead of merely having a visual ap-
pearance of a barn.9 But, once specified in the same way as Russell’s, Barney’s belief will
be safe too: if he forms beliefs by looking at that real barn, then he will trivially form true
beliefs in every close world in which he’s looking at that very same barn. Otherwise put,
this more specific belief-forming method yields a de re true belief in every close world.10

A more fine-grained individuation of methods may reconcile safety with the knowledge
verdict in Frankfurt Clock, but it inevitably fails to explain ignorance in Fake Barn.

This more fine-grained criterion of individuation of belief-forming methods spells
trouble for the safety theorist because it’s so specific to be factive, and thus yields only
true beliefs: the clock is functioning properly and accurately; Barney sees that there’s a
barn and in fact there is a barn. I am not the first to raise this type of worries concerning
such way of individuating belief-forming methods. For instance, Goldman (2009: 80)
also argues that an analogous too fine-grained criterion of individuation of belief-forming
methods raises trouble forWilliamson’s safety condition on knowledge, and so doesWhit-
comb (2008).11 In a similar spirit, and more to the point given the cases of interest here,
Ranalli (2014: 1231-1234) observes that, if understood with reference to the agent’s actual
and factive belief-forming method, safety inevitably delivers a knowledge verdict in Fake
Barn. Here’s why. Given factivity, it’s logically impossible to see a barn without there
not being a barn: accordingly, in all the nearby worlds where the agent sees a barn and
believes there is a barn the agent forms a true belief. The safety condition is satisfied and
the verdict in Fake Barn has to be knowledge. Similar problems arise also in the context
of the safety dilemma: as a result, the conciliatory strategy leaves the dilemma unsolved.

9On this point, terminological clarification is needed. Need a proper functioning accurate clock be as
accurate as the veridical perception of the only real barn? Perhaps the clock’s hands are slightly off and
therefore slightly inaccurate, and yet the clock seems to be still functioning properly. But by ‘properly
functioning clock’ I mean a properly functioning accurate enough clock. A properly functioning clock need
not (and often will not) be perfectly accurate: even if the hands are slightly off, it will be accurate enough
to read the correct time. This imperfect degree of accuracy will apply to the belief-forming method in Fake
Barn: properly functioning perceptual capacities need not (and often will not) be perfectly accurate (perhaps
they won’t discriminate some details of the shape or colour of the barn), but they’re nonetheless accurate
enough to single out the real barn. Parity of reasoning here requires two very fine-grained and ultimately
factive methods: reading from a properly accurate clock and having an accurate perception of the real barn.
Thanks to an anonymous reviewer of Synthese for encouraging me to be more precise on this.

10For more discussion of de re barn beliefs, see Bernecker (2020: 1107), Hiller and Neta (2007: 312),
Pryor (2004: 71), Hawthorne (2005: 56, fn. 17) and Brown (2000).

11See Williamson (2009: 305-308) for a reply to Goldman’s criticism.
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For sake of clarity and to make the problem more vivid, I’d like to offer an additional
case. A genuinely perceptual version of Frankfurt Clock brings out even more clearly
the difficulties that the conciliatory strategy incurs. Consider the following case:

Bowl of Grapes. You and your flatmate are both very hungry, so you go
to the kitchen to have some grapes. You desperately want those grapes, but
your flatmate has an interest that you don’t eat them, so they’re willing to do
whatever it takes to eat the grapes first and replace them with fake grapes.
However, your flatmate is slow, so you get to the kitchen before them. Ev-
erything is in order, and you see the bowl of grapes on the table, but had you
arrived a few minutes later, you’d have seen the fake grapes.

This is a perceptual variation of Frankfurt Clock.12 To capture the knowledge verdict
by appeal to safety, advocates of the conciliatory strategy must specify the belief-forming
method in a fine-grained and factive fashion, and then include the real grapes in the rele-
vant method: if the method is specified as merely seeing grapes, the belief turns out false
in nearby worlds. But once the same belief-forming method is operating in another per-
ceptual case like Fake Barn, then barn beliefs will also be trivially safe, and the two cases
of interest are collapsed. In fairness, I should note that the advocate of the conciliatory
strategy may still point out another principled difference between the two cases, and then
individuate belief-forming methods in a fine-grained, narrow and ultimately factive man-
ner in Frankfurt Clock and in a more coarse-grained, non-factive manner in Fake Barn.
However, absent any such difference and motivation, this individuation of belief-forming
methods is clearly ad hoc.

Let’s take stock. So construed, safety fails to distinguish between the two cases: both
Russell’s and Barney’s beliefs are safe, and thus candidates for knowledge. This is es-
pecially troublesome once we appreciate that one of the main motivations for adopting a
full-blooded safety condition is precisely to explain absence of knowledge in fake barn
cases. If this minimal desideratum is not met, safety loses its appeal. Overall, relativizing
safety to more fine-grained belief-forming methods does not make progress on the safety
dilemma: a successful solution is to be sought elsewhere.

3.4 Environments

Pritchard’s approach to Kelp’s dilemma is revisionary: he defuses Kelp’s challenge by
sacrificing the knowledge intuition in Frankfurt Clock. Pritchard maintains that such
intuition mistakes mere cognitive achievement with knowledge: while Russell forms a
true belief on the basis of his cognitive ability (that is, reading a clock), his belief falls
short of knowledge courtesy of environmental luck. Pritchard writes:

12For the case to go through, I am stipulating that experiences can have high level content: seeing that
object o is a grape involves the concept GRAPE, which is plausibly a rich/high-level fruit concept. See
Siegel (2021: Section 4.3 and Section 6) for relevant discussion. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer of
Synthese for urging me to clarify this point.
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What is being exhibited in this example is, I would claim, not knowledge
at all, but rather a mere cognitive achievement. In order to see this, one
only has to note that this case is essentially a barn-façade-style case in which
the agent’s true belief is infected by environmental luck. While nothing in-
tervenes between [Russell’s] cognitive ability and his cognitive success—he
really does employ his cognitive abilities in order to gain his true belief about
the time, he is in a very unfriendly environment from an epistemic point of
view. (Pritchard 2009: 40; emphasis mine)

In what follows, I take issue with Pritchard’s claim that the agent in Frankurt Clock is
in an unfriendly environment from an epistemic point of view. I will argue that there’s
an important modal difference between actually unfriendly environments and only poten-
tially unfriendly environments. While the former may be incompatible with knowledge,
we have little reason to think that also the latter are. Since it will be crucial also to the re-
fined formulation of safety that I outline in the next section, this modal difference between
the two environments is worthy of special attention.

To get a better purchase on Pritchard’s diagnosis, let’s focus on environmental luck.
In Fake Barn, (veritic) environmental luck makes Barney’s belief only luckily true for
reasons having to do with specific actual features of the environment. The belief is true
but it could easily have been false because of the environment in which it was formed
(more precisely, because of the many papier-mâché copies of the real barn). Elsewhere
too, Pritchard assumes that knowledge and environmental luck are incompatible (e.g.,
Pritchard 2009: 38; Pritchard 2012a: 273).

If Frankfurt Clock is also a genuine case of environmental luck, then it surely is a
very unusual one. Canonical instances of environmental luck correspond to actually un-
friendly environments: the possibility of error is not abstract, but it’s rather concretely
realised in some specific feature of the environment under consideration. We see no such
feature in Frankfurt Clock. Since the demon could but ultimately does not intervene,
the environment is fine from an epistemic point of view. Granted, the environment could
have been unfriendly, the demon could have intervened. However, absent such interven-
tion, the environment is at best potentially unfriendly, not actually unfriendly. There is an
overlooked but important modal difference between the environment in Fake Barn and
the environment in Frankfurt Clock: while only the former is actually unfriendly from
an epistemic point of view, the latter is not, it only could have been.13

This modal difference is starker when we consider other clear instances of environ-
mental luck. Take Kvanvig’s Comanche case. While the debate is different, the point
to drive home is the same: actually unfriendly environments are incompatible with epis-
temic states like knowledge or understanding. Let’s recall Kvanvig’s case and pay special
attention to its structure:

13Kelp (2018: 52) briefly notices this difference, but he doubts that it helps the safety theorist to meet
his challenge. As I argue in the next section, this difference has far-reaching consequences for safety-based
diagnoses of the cases.
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Comanche. Suppose you pick up a textbook on Native American History
and read through a chapter documenting the Comanche dominance of the
southern plains, until eventually you seem genuinely to understand why the
Comanches dominated the southern plains. But suppose as well that while
the book you happened to pick up is accurate, most other books on this topic
are full of errors. If you had picked up one of these other books instead (and
we can imagine that they are all within easy reach!), your beliefs about the
Comanches would have been almost entirely false. (Kvanvig 2003: 197, 198;
emphasis mine)

Bracketing whether it is convincing, Kvanvig’s case of environmental luck also features an
actually unfriendly environment (there are many inaccurate books on the shelf) rather than
a mere potentially unfriendly environment (there could have been inaccurate books on the
shelf). The point is general, and applies to further clear-cut instances of environmental
luck. Sosa (2010: 471) offers yet another case in point: “Take a subject who drinks from
a cup out of several available on a table. All the other cups, let us say, contain a drug
that much degrades ‘subitizing’ ability.” This further instance of environmental luck also
features an actually unfriendly environment (the cup actually contains the drug) rather
than a mere potentially unfriendly environment (the cup could have contained the drug).

In light of these points, To deny knowledge in virtue of environmental luck, Pritchard
needs the following version of Kelp’s Frankfurt case:

Fake Clocks. At 8:22, Russell comes down the stairs and checks the time
by looking at one of the many clocks in the room. While most of them are
actually stopped, Russell happens to look at the only properly functioning
clock. As a result, he forms the true belief that it’s 8:22.

I take this to be a more compelling instance of environmental luck. The environment is
epistemically unfriendly because of an actual live possibility of error. At the same time,
it’s also clear that Fake Clocks and Frankfurt Clock are not structurally similar, and
Pritchard needs such structural similarity to vindicate his no-knowledge verdict.

I have argued that the environment in Frankfurt Clock is not a genuine instance of
environmental luck; now I want to focus on why this kind of environment is after all com-
patible with knowledge. I have previously dubbed it ‘potentially-unfriendly-but-actually-
friendly’. Here’s an explication to make further sense of it: we can think of the envi-
ronment in Frankfurt Clock as an instance of higher-order environmental luck. This is
because the agent is merely lucky to not be unlucky: they find themselves in an environ-
ment that could have been unfriendly, but actually isn’t. We see this difference at work
by comparing the standard version of Fake Barn with this crucially different variation of
the case, which I slightly readapt from Carter (2016: 5):

Fake Barn*. Barney* is driving in the countryside, and hits a fork in the
road. If he goes left, he enters a normal epistemically friendly environment.
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If he goes right, he enters Fake barn country. He luckily takes a left, sees a
barn and forms the belief that there is a barn.

This is a more explicit case of higher order environmental luck – a type of luck that doesn’t
undermine knowledge. After all, higher-order environmental luck is just an instance of
benign luck. Barney* may be lucky to be in a friendly environment and thus in a position
to know that there is a barn. However, his belief is not true courtesy of luck. Simi-
larly, the environment in Frankfurt Clock is also affected by higher-order environmental
luck. Russell may be equally lucky to have stepped into a friendly environment and to
be in a position to know the time, but this doesn’t prevent him from coming to know the
time. These considerations tell against Pritchard’s assessment: Fake Barn and Frankfurt
Clock display a relevant modal difference in their respective environments. The former
environment undermines knowledge, but the latter doesn’t.

A quick summary of the cases covered so far will be helpful. First, to treat Frankfurt
Clock on a par with Fake Barn, Pritchard needs a different scenario featuring an actually
unfriendly environment. I have offered such scenario in Fake Clocks. The upshot is
that Frankfurt Clock and Fake Barn are not analogous. Second, I have argued that
Frankfurt Clock is more similar to Fake Barn* due to a common instance of higher-
order environmental luck, which is compatible with knowledge. Pace Pritchard, if the
agent lacks knowledge in Frankfurt Clock, it’s not because of knowledge-undermining
environmental luck. Pritchard’s diagnosis is inadequate.

At this point, it’s also worth pausing to set the record straight on the dialectical situ-
ation. Merely appreciating the inadequacy of Pritchard’s diagnosis doesn’t quite let the
safety theorist off the hook yet. One fundamental question remains: does the difference in
the two environments help the safety theorist to capture the verdicts of knowledge and
ignorance in Frankfurt Clock and Fake Barn? Once we incorporate this difference
into the general formulation of safety, the answer is ‘yes’. In fact, the two vignettes dis-
play two crucially different environments. Forming a true belief on the basis of a good
method (reading from a clock) in a potentially-unfriendly-but-actually-friendly environ-
ment (Frankfurt Clock) is not the same as forming a true belief on the basis of a good
method (visual perception) in an actually unfriendly environment (Fake Barn). In the
next section, I reformulate the safety condition in light of this difference and I show how
it successfully meets Kelp’s challenge.

3.5 Environment-relative Safety

This is my proposed modification to the safety condition on knowledge:

Environment-relative Safety. In most or all close possible worlds in which
S believes that p via the same method of belief formation M that S uses in the
actual world (sub-condition M) and S occupies the same environment E that
S occupies in the actual world (sub-condition E), p is true.
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Two points are immediately worth noting.
Firstly, one might have qualms about my use of ‘same’. In response, I offer the fol-

lowing remarks. First, methods and environments are not literally identical, but only rel-
evantly similar (compare: different tokens of the same type are relevantly similar but not
literally identical to each other). Second, modal epistemologists notoriously struggle to
identify satisfactory criteria of individuation of methods and environments across rele-
vantly close world. Some authors have even suggested that said criteria ultimately rest
on a modal fallacy (Hetherington 2013: 166-167). While I’m aware of the problems with
the notion of similarity and with how to individuate methods and environments in nearby
worlds, I also notice that they affect any modal condition on knowledge and do not bear
directly on the formulation of safety on offer here.

Secondly, and crucially, this safety condition is different from environment-relative
ability conditions that further entail a safety condition (e.g., Greco 2020a: Section 3). The
focus here is exclusively on safety and environments, not on abilities. Accordingly, this
version of safety differs from the SSS safety condition outlined in Chapter 2.

After clarifying these two key points, Several ideas in this refined formulation of safety
deserve unpacking. In what follows, I will:

(a) Explain and motivate the conjunctive formulation of Environment-relative Safety.

(b) Clarify howEnvironment-relative Safety provides a satisfactory solution to the safety
dilemma and also deals with further variations of fake barn.

(c) Show that, despite some important limitations, Environment-relative Safety is prefer-
able to the conciliatory and revisionary strategies discussed above.

3.6 Safety as a Conjunctive Condition

To bring out the distinctiveness of my formulation of safety, it might be useful to start
by comparing it with other versions of the principle. For instance, Williamson’s safety
condition reads as follows: “if one knows, one could not have easily been wrong in a
similar case” (Williamson 2000: 147). Pritchard (2007: 281) writes: “S’s belief is safe iff
in most nearby possible worlds in which S continues to form her belief about the target
proposition in the same way as in the actual world the belief continues to be true”. Finally,
Sosa (1999: 146): “If S were to believe that p, p would be true”. 14

All these formulations are rather simple: instead of a conjunction of conditions, they
feature only one condition. Second, they are relativized, more or less explicitly, tomethods
or bases only (e.g., Williamson ?: 128; Pritchard 2008: 446; Sosa 2007: 26). Differently,
we can think of Environment-relative Safety as the conjunction of two sub-conditions:
just as a conjunction is true if and only if both conjuncts are true, so Environment-relative

14Here, I am following Ranalli (2014: 230, fn. 12) for a similar (and helpful) list of formulations of the
safety principle. See also Blome-Tillman (2020: 36) for an appendix with another list of formulations of
safety.
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Safety is satisfied if and only if both sub-conditions are met. The first, sub-condition M, is
familiar: safety theorists have already noted the importance of keeping the belief-forming
method fixed. The second, sub-condition E, is new: it comprises environments, and it
has received comparatively less attention. Crucially, sub-condition E expands the set of
factors that determine which worlds count as relevantly close. As we have seen, these
factors standardly include the subject S, the proposition P, the time T, and the method M:
S, P, T, M. In the revised version, we keep also the environment E fixed, and enrich the
set accordingly: S, P, T, M, E.

This addition distinguishes our two cases of interest, and, far from being ad hoc, it
also better captures the spirit of the safety condition on knowledge. Safety is supposed to
explicate the sense in which knowledge equals non-accidentally true belief. Such ‘non-
accidentality’ has to do with the modal profile of both the method employed and the envi-
ronment in which it is employed. To fully appreciate this point, consider a non-epistemic
case of safety. For example, if we aim to assess whether a car is safe, we will make sure
to drive it in a suitably specified environment (say, in appropriate driving conditions). In
general, judgements on safety tacitly assume environmental factors, so it’s worth making
these factors explicit in the formulation of the safety condition on knowledge. To count
as safe, a true belief must meet each of the two sub-conditions: if it meets just one, then
it fails to constitute knowledge. This is the key to solve the safety dilemma, as I shall
explain next.

3.7 A New Solution to the Safety Dilemma

Environment-relative Safety not only accommodates presence of knowledge inFrankfurt
Clock, but it also captures the ignorance intuition in Fake Barn. Let’s take each in turn.
Presence of knowledge in Frankfurt Clock: if we keep the method (competently reading
from a clock) and also the potentially unfriendly but actually friendly environment fixed,
then Russell’s belief is safe. In the close worlds where Russell competently reads from a
clock and the demon doesn’t intervene on the environment, the belief is true and satisfies
Environment-relative Safety. Both sub-conditions E andM are met: knowledge is present.

On to ignorance in Fake Barn: if we keep the method (visual perception) and also
the actually unfriendly environment fixed, then Barney’s belief is unsafe. In the close
worlds where Barney continues to occupy an environment filled with fake barns, the belief
is false and fails to satisfy Environment-relative Safety. Sub-condition E isn’t met: the
environment is and remains unfriendly, so knowledge is absent.

This point brings out a key difference between this formulation of safety and Sosa’s
aptness condition, which also stresses the importance of environmental factors. A be-
lief is apt if and only if it’s accurate because adroit (competent) and for the adroitness to
explain the accuracy, the believer’s exercise must succeed in a way that overcomes the
influence of certain environmental interferences (for instance, Gettier-style deviant causal
chains). However, Sosa’s aptness condition remains compatible with some environmental
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interferences: in Fake Barn, the agent’s belief comes out as apt and constitutes (animal)
knowledge (Sosa 2010: 473; 2015: 81). Despite the close possibility of an environmen-
tal interference, their belief is accurate (true) because it’s adroit (competent). Differently,
and unlike Sosa’s aptness condition, Environment-relative Safety yields a no-knowledge
verdict in Fake Barn: precisely in virtue of the close possibility of an environmental in-
terference, the agent’s belief comes out as unsafe and thus fails to constitute knowledge.
When it comes to environmental interferences, the safety condition defended here is more
demanding than Sosa’s aptness condition, which at best entails a weaker type of safety
relative only to the agent’s abilities (see Ranalli 2014: 1232 and Greco 2020a: 5152-5154
for discussion). Crucially, my formulation of safety focusses on environments directly,
bypasses abilities entirely and thus differs from Sosa’s aptness condition.

We now have a key environmental difference between the two cases, and now safety
can detect it. In Frankfurt Clock, the error possibility requires a change in the environ-
ment: for Russell to form a false belief, the demon has to intervene. In Fake Barn, no
such change in needed. The error possibility is already realised in the environment: be-
cause of the actual papier-mâché copies of the real barn, Barney’s belief could too easily
be false. So construed, safety rises to Kelp’s challenge.

However, this formulation of safety incurs further difficulties when it comes to indi-
viduate the relevant environments more precisely. For example, indexing safety to the
agent’s environment and the agent’s actual position in that environment may yield the re-
sult that the agent knows in fake-barn cases: if we restrict the safety condition to all the
worlds where Barney’s environment is exactly as it and where he’s located where he’s
actually located, these are all worlds where Barney is looking at the only real barn. Bar-
ney seems to have knowledge on such safety principle, and this is bad news for the safety
condition I am offering here.

One moral to draw from this type of case is that, just like belief-forming methods,
environments should not be individuated too narrowly. Barney’s actual environment is
broadly misleading: while it does include one real barn, it is more generally constituted
by one real barn amidst many fake barns. If we keep such broadly misleading environment
fixed, in these close worlds he ends up forming a false belief because in addition to the
real barn there’s many more fake barns. A knowledge verdict trades on a too narrow
individuation of belief-forming methods (Barney forms his belief on the basis of seeing
the real barn) but also on an equally narrow individuation of the relevant environment
(Barney’s location in the only portion of fake barn country where the real barn is visible).
As I’ve argued already, neither of these approaches is ultimately correct.

It’s important to be clear on the limits of this proposed safety condition, and testing it
against an even harder case does so in an especially vivid way. Imagine a variation of Fake
Barn in which Barney travels through different regions: some are genuine barn regions
and some are fake barn regions. Does Barney have knowledge in genuine barn region?
Does he lack knowledge in fake barn region? And what about borderline cases where
he’s still in genuine barn region and yet very close to fake barn region? This variation
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of Fake Barn raises a difficult question: which specific concept of environment can suit
Environment-relative Safety? Crucially, providing an informative answer to this question
turns out to be very challenging.

In order to make progress on this question, we might initially try to equate environ-
ments with the spatio-temporal regions of the actual world where the agent is located and
then keep these regions fixed across close possible worlds.15 With this conception of envi-
ronments at hand, we could argue as follows: given Environment-relative Safety, Barney
has knowledge as long as he’s located in an actually friendly environment even if he’s
close and could easily have ended up in an epistemically unfriendly and misleading envi-
ronment. But this way of identifying environments is deeply problematic because it fails
to capture important intuitions concerning the modal closeness of relevant error possibili-
ties. In fact, when Barney merely gets too physically close to the unfriendly environment
it looks like he automatically counts as being in the unfriendly environment even if he
hasn’t crossed the physical border and he’s not yet in the physical region filled with fakes.
As such, this concept of environments is ill-suited for the safety condition on offer here.
The crucial question pertaining to the relevant concept of environment still remains, but
what more can be said in answer to this question? While there seems to be at least two
available options, neither is fully adequate. Let’s briefly review each option in turn.

The first option takes the relevant concept of environment as primitive: perhaps we
have a pre-theoretic, context-sensitive concept of environment that we tacitly appeal to
when making judgements about cases of knowledge in various environments. However,
since it doesn’t say much on the key features of knowledge-conducive environments, this
line of response is not very informative, and, accordingly, not very satisfactory.

Building on Williamson’s circular version of safety, the second line of response con-
sists in providing a closely related circular characterisation of environments: just like we
use intuitions about knowledge to guide determinations of safe belief (Williamson 2009:
305), we use our intuitions about knowledge also to guide determinations of what counts as
an environment suitable for knowledge. The circularity involved here is not obviously vi-
cious: it just takes the concept of environment suitable for knowledge as being dependent
on the concept of knowledge. Perhaps in some key cases we can give only a somewhat cir-
cular answer to the question of whether the agent’s environment is suitable for knowledge:
this is because we first have to answer the question of whether the agent knows, and then
use it to that to say something more informative about the relevant features of their envi-
ronment.16 While it still leaves important questions open, this circular characterisation of
environments can initially suit the safety condition offered here.

15This concept of environment draws inspiration from the closely related notion of local reliability of
belief-forming methods: roughly, a belief-forming method is more or less locally reliable depending on the
specific spatio-temporal regions in which the agent is located while employing such method. See Goldman
(1986: 45; 2008: 91), Goldberg (2010: 52), Graham (2014a) and Bernecker (2020: Section 2) for a thorough
discussion of the notion of local reliability.

16This circular account is not necessarily a concession to the knowledge-first programme: knowledge can
still be a type of safe true belief formed in a suitable environment even if we ultimately need to consult the
concept of knowledge to say something more informative on the features of such environment.
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However, neither the primitive nor the circular option seem fully satisfactory: more
work needs to be done to see whether each option can deal with further and potentially
more challenging cases. Taken together, these considerations suggest that Environment-
relative Safety inevitably runs into some version of the generality problem raised against
the individuation of environments instead of belief-forming methods: it is difficult to pro-
vide a sufficiently specific and ultimately informative account of environments that suits
this version of safety. This variation of the generality problem is certainly pressing, but
it doesn’t affect the solution to the safety dilemma on offer: even without a fully worked
out conception of suitable environments for knowledge, we can still register an important
environmental difference between the two cases discussed here and use this difference
to address Kelp’s challenge. Giving a more precise account of what exact features an
environment must display in order to be compatible with knowledge (perceptual or oth-
erwise) is a task best left for another occasion. For now, we can more modestly focus on
how Environment-relative Safety fares when compared to the other solutions offered in
response to the safety dilemma. I do so in the next section.

3.8 Theoretical Virtues

Importantly, Environment-relative Safety does better than the conciliatory and revisionary
strategies discussed above. First, unlike the conciliatory solution, Environment-relative
Safety does not have to specify the belief-forming method in a too specific fine-grained
way. Instead of focussing on a properly functioning clock and collapsing the two cases of
interest, the relevant method is simply Russell’s general ability to read a clock. Second,
unlike the revisionary solution, Environment-relative Safety is not committed to a dubious
conception of environmental luck, and it straightforwardly captures the correct intuitions
of knowledge and ignorance in each case.

I also wish to flag that Environment-Relative Safety is not the only available solu-
tion to Kelp’s dilemma. Beddor and Pavese’s (2018) and Wedgwood’s (2020) normality
approaches also provide a principled distinction between the environment in Frankfurt
Clock (absent any demon intervention, quite normal) and the environment in Fake Barn
(since it’s filled with mere barn façades, quite abnormal). However, since it’s not wedded
to the admittedly murky concept of normality, Environment-relative Safety is theoretically
simpler, and thus preferable. Moreover, as Kelp (Manuscript) points out, these normality
accounts still face a slightly different version of the safety dilemma.

In conclusion, a further index to both methods and environments makes great progress
on the safety dilemma. while I acknowledge that such additional index incurs substantial
difficulties in individuating the relevant environments, I also maintain that it’s the most
promising strategy to rescue the safety condition from Kelp’s troubling conjunction of
cases.
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3.9 Chapter Summary

By conjoining Franfurt Clock with Fake Barn, Kelp raises a thorny dilemma for safety-
theoretic accounts of knowledge. He draws a pessimistic conclusion: no formulation of
safety can be weak enough to grant knowledge in the former and strong enough to predict
ignorance in the latter. The shortcomings of the conciliatory and revisionary solutions
further confirm Kelp’s conclusion: since they fail to capture the right verdict in one of
the two cases, it seems that the safety theorist has no choice but to sacrifice one of these
intuitively correct verdicts.

Yet, appearances are misleading. There’s a crucial difference between a potentially
unfriendly environment (Frankfurt Clock) and an actually unfriendly environment (Fake
Barn). This difference requires to index the safety condition not only to belief-forming
methods, but also to environments, and Environment-relative Safety does just that. True
enough, this new version of safety is not without problems and leaves many important
questions open: crucially, Environment-relative Safety fails to individuate environments
in a precise manner and it doesn’t fully clarify the range of environments in which agents
can fall prey to epistemic Frankfurt cases. However, Environment-relative Safety also
provides a principled way out of Kelp’s dilemma: in fact, it can predict knowledge in
Frankfurt Clock and ignorance in Fake Barn. To do away with the safety condition on
knowledge we may have to wait another day.
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Chapter 4

Against Kairetic Explanationism

4.1 Overview of the Chapter

As we have seen in Chapters 1 and 2, recent epistemology has witnessed a substantial
opposition between two competing approaches to capturing the notion of non-accidentality
in the analysis of knowledge: the explanationist and themodalist. Because explanationism
promises to deliver an analysis of knowledge without any appeal to modal notions, it looks
like an elegant proposal with prima facie appeal. However, appearances are misleading:
in this chapter I raise some objections to a recent explanationist analysis of knowledge and
defend a novel version of modalism. I conclude with a reassessment of the explanationist’s
initial ambition to provide an analysis of knowledge without modal notions. The upshot
will be that even if the prospects for such analysis remain dim, our money should be on
the modalist, not the explanationist.

4.2 The Competition: Safety and Kairetic Explanation-
ism

While the task of providing an analysis of knowledge was once crucial to epistemology, in
retrospect it looks more like a hopeless series of misplaced efforts. Troubles began when
Gettier’s paper was taken to show that even if truth, belief and justification are individ-
ually necessary, they are nonetheless jointly insufficient conditions for knowledge. This
naturally prompted the question at the very heart of the Gettier problem: in addition to
these three, which further condition is ultimately sufficient for knowledge? Epistemol-
ogists embarked in a long journey searching for such missing condition, and considered
different candidates along the way. Modal conditions stood out among the most promising
but equally fell prey to Gettier-style counterexamples, and, after almost three decades of
unsuccessful proposals, the hope in a full-blooded analysis slowly but steadily wore off.1

1For an overview of post-Gettier epistemology, see Ichikawa and Steup (2018). For a more histori-
cally informed perspective, see Antognazza (2015). For discussion of Gettier-style counterexamples raised
specifically against the sufficiency of modal conditions on knowledge, see in particular Goldberg (2015:
Section 1) and Grundmann (20182018: Section 3).
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Craig (1990) urged to focus on the function of the concept of knowledge rather than on
its analysis, Zagzebski (1994) showed that the Gettier problem is virtually inescapable,
and Williamson (2000: 2-5) suggested, quite radically, that knowledge simply cannot be
analysed. As a result, many epistemologists no longer hold out hope that there is – or
there even can be – a satisfactory analysis of knowledge, and such pessimism appears to
be well-motivated.

Many, though not every epistemologist: some don’t share the pessimism and still retain
hope. Recent times have seen the rise of novel explanationist analyses of knowledge.2 The
explanationist begins by taking issue with a dominant figure of post-Gettier epistemology,
the modalist. With Sosa (1999), modalists ask how knowledge must be modally related
to what is known. They give two answers: sensitivity (roughly, S knows that p if and
only if in the closest possible world where p is false, S does not believe that p) or safety
(roughly, S knows that p if and only if in most or all close possible worlds S’s belief that
p is true).3 Modalists occasionally quibble over the details, but they all agree that a modal
condition like sensitivity or safety is the key to solve the Gettier problem. And at precisely
this point, the explanationist demurs: instead of asking how knowledge must be modally
related to what is known, she asks how knowledge must be explanatorily related to what is
known. Since explanation is a hyperintensional notion (Nolan 2014: 157), the key to solve
the Gettier problem is not a modal condition. According to the explanationist, knowledge
doesn’t require the subject’s belief to be true in an appropriate set of possible worlds. More
simply, it only requires the subject to believe p because p is true.

In this chapter, I object to the explanationist and I side with the modalist: I shall argue
that the most recent explanationist condition offered by Bogardus and Perrin (forthcom-
ing) remains insufficient for knowledge due to, once again, Gettier-style cases. But the
significance of my contribution goes beyond a mere discussion of the intuitively correct
verdicts in Gettier-style vignettes, for what is at stake is more than just that. If successful,
this recent explanationist proposal would deliver what many epistemologists have longed
for – an analysis of knowledge – and it would do so without modal conditions. Crucially,
the success of explanationism also casts serious doubt on the relevance of modal notions
to epistemological theorising, and, a fortiori, on the tenability of modalism in general.
Accordingly, modalists have urgent enough reason to halt the explanationist advance, and
such is the task I take on here: I will show that the most recent version of explanationism
not only fails to provide a satisfactory analysis, but it also incurs difficulties that modalism
easily avoids. Ultimately, such version of explanationism does not live up to its promises:
thus, epistemologists should not do away with modal conditions on knowledge – not yet
at least.

Here’s a more precise overview of the chapter. In section 1, I lay out the main tenets of
explanationism and focus on the putative analysis of knowledge offered by its most recent

2For instance, Bogardus and Perrin (forthcoming), Faraci (2019), Korman and Locke (2020). Less recent
advocates include Alan Goldman (1984), Rieber (1998), Neta (2002), Jenkins (2006).

3Nozick (1981), Sainsbury (1997), Sosa (1999, 2007), Williamson (2000), Pritchard (2005, 2007,
2012a), Kelp (2013), Pavese and Beddor (2018), Clarke-Doane and Baras (2021).
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advocates (Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming). In section 2, I argue that the explanationist
condition is not sufficient for knowledge due to standard Gettier cases and fake-barn cases.
The latter are especially troubling in virtue of a problematic closure failure. In section 3,
I turn the spotlight to modalism and I defend it in two stages: I recall the refined safety
condition developed in the previous chapter and I show its superiority in handling the
same Gettier cases that beset Bogardus and Perrin’s version of explanationism. I close by
reassessing the case for their initial ambition to provide an analysis of knowledge without
modal notions. The upshot will be that even if the prospects for such analysis remain
dim and modalism is not problem-free, our money should be on the modalist, not the
explanationist.

4.3 Kairetic Explanationism Outlined

Explanationist analyses of knowledge take the following simple form: S knows that p if
and only if S believes that p because p is true. The truth of p must enter prominently –
or figure crucially – in the explanation of why the target belief is held. Instead of modal
conditions and related possible world talk, the focus is primarily on the hyperintensional
notion of explanation.4 Explanationist approaches may vary in the details, but they all
accept some qualified version of this simple analysis.

Variation in the details is due to how the key notion of explanation is unpacked. Alan
Goldman (1984: 101) and Rieber (1998) both invoke the truth of p as “the best explana-
tion” of why S believes p. However, as also noted elsewhere (Jenkins 2006: 142-143),
both these analyses leave the central notion of explanation too vaguely stated. Accord-
ingly, I shall put them aside for the purpose of this paper. Carrie Jenkins (2006: 139)
refines the explanationist condition: according to her scopic notion of explanation, she
appeals to the truth of p being a good explanation for an outsider – someone not ac-
quainted with a more specific set of facts. Despite her explanationist sympathies, Jenkins
is nonetheless keen to deny the ambitious status of reductive analysis to her proposal.
More modestly, she only aims at “getting a handle on the concept of knowledge” and
“understanding what its role in our lives might be” (Jenkins 2006: 138; emphasis mine).
Since my focus is on full-blooded analyses of knowledge and Jenkins is careful to stress
that she’s not offering one, I will have to put also Jenkins’s proposal to one side.

This leaves me with one main candidate left. In what follows, the action will be exclu-
sively on the most recent and fully developed explanationist analysis offered by Bogardus
and Perrin (forthcoming). My reason to do so is simple: Bogardus and Perrin (forth-
coming: 1) are explicit in stating that their explanationist condition is both necessary and
sufficient for knowledge. Hence, theirs is a full-blooded reductive analysis. Since I am

4Recall our discussion in Chapter 1. Hyperintensional notions distinguish between necessarily equiva-
lent contents and block substitution salva veritate. It is widely agreed that explanation is hyperintensional:
there’s a truth-conditional difference between “I am in danger because Doctor Jekyll is in the room” and “I
am in danger because Mr. Hyde is in the room”, even though Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are intensionally
equivalent terms. For a state-of-the-art overview of hyperintensionality, see Berto and Nolan (2021).
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chiefly interested in whether explanationism provides a satisfactory reductive analysis and
they are indeed offering one, I shall narrow down my focus specifically to their proposal.5

Bogardus and Perrin make a two-fold case for explanationism. First, they offer a
knockdown counterexample aimed at every modalist approach. Then, they proceed to
provide an alternative explanationist analysis of knowledge. Before focussing on their
explanationist analysis, let’s look at the knockdown counterexample to modalism. Con-
sider the following case already introduced in Chapter 2:

Atomic Clock. The world’s most accurate clock hangs in Mia’s office. The
clock’s accuracy is due to a clever radiation sensor. However, this radiation
sensor is very sensitive and could easily malfunction if a radioactive isotope
were to decay in the vicinity. This morning, against the odds, someone did
in fact leave a small amount of a radioactive isotope near the world’s most
accurate clock in Mia’s office. This alien isotope has a relatively short half-
life, but – quite improbably – it has not yet decayed at all. It is 8:20 am. The
alien isotope will decay at any moment, but it is indeterminate when exactly
it will decay. Whenever it does, it will disrupt the clock’s sensor, and freeze
the clock on the reading ‘‘8:22.’’ Therefore, though it is currently functioning
properly, the clock’s sensor is not safe. The clock is in danger of stopping at
anymoment, even while it currently continues to be the world’s most accurate
clock. (Bogardus 2014: 12; Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: 4)

According to the explanationist, Mia knows the time but her belief is neither safe nor
sensitive. Mia’s belief is unsafe: since the isotope could have easily decayed, in the very
close worlds where it does the clock stops and Mia forms the false belief that it’s 8:22.
Mia’s belief is also insensitive: in the closest possible world where the isotope decays and
the clock stops, she forms the false belief that it’s 8:22. Thus, had p been false, Mia would
have believed it anyway. From this, the explanationist swiftly concludes that no modal
condition is necessary for knowledge.6 Such conclusion paves the way for a different
explanationist analysis, to which I now turn the attention.

We can see this explanationist analysis in action by focussing on ordinary cases of
perceptual knowledge (this will be important also for the related explanationist treatment
of fake-barn cases; more on this below). Suppose I truly believe that there’s a cup of
coffee in front of me. There is a set of different explanations for my belief: it might be
because it appears to me that there’s a cup of coffee, because of particularly favourable

5A quick but important terminological clarification: unless specified otherwise, I will henceforth use
‘explanationism’ and ‘the explanationist’ to refer to Bogardus and Perrin’s specific version of kairetic ex-
planationism.

6In the explanationist’s own words: “Such a case nicely pries apart our concept of knowledge from our
concepts of safety and sensitivity, by polluting very many of the ‘nearby’ worlds with false beliefs while
maintaining a tight enough connection between belief and its truth to allow for knowledge” (Bogardus and
Perrin forthcoming: 4). For more counterexamples against the necessity of safety for knowledge, see Neta
and Rohrbaugh (2004), Comesaña (2005) and Kelp (2009, 2016). I return to this counterexample in section
3, and I show it to be toothless against my version of modalism.
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lighting conditions, because of my properly-functioning visual system, because I am par-
ticularly craving coffee at that time of the day, and so on. If we start to run the kairetic
test, we quickly notice how none of these explanations really makes a difference: we can
subtract each of these candidate explanantes, and yet, according to Bogardus and Perrin,
the explanation wouldn’t be complete. For example, if the explanation offered for why I
(truly!) believe that there’s a cup of coffee in front of me is that it only appears that there
is one, something would be missing because in fact there truly is a cup of coffee in front
of me. To reach a complete and satisfactory explanation, we must appeal to the truth of p:
I believe that there’s a cup of coffee in front of me because it’s true that there’s a cup of
coffee in front of me. The truth of p crucially figures in the explanation of why the target
belief is held: hence, the belief under consideration constitutes knowledge. According to
the explanationist, the same procedure generalises beyond perceptual knowledge and it’s
is meant to apply, mutatis mutandis, to further cases of interest to epistemologists (e.g.,
knowledge from memory, testimony and inference).

With these points in play, it’s now worth pausing to appreciate the ambitions of Bog-
ardus and Perrin’s proposal. Equipped only with the notion of explanation and Strevens’
kairetic test, they set out to cover all the relevant instances of knowledge: perceptual, in-
ductive, deductive, moral, and mathematical (Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: Section
3). Moreover, given cases like Atomic Clock, they also reject the key modalist assump-
tion, namely any relevance of modal conditions on knowledge. They are quite explicit on
this; for sake of vividness, consider the following passage:

We believe modalism misses something crucial about the nature of knowl-
edge: the connection between a believer and the truth can’t be fully captured
in modal terms, because it’s an explanatory connection. Modalism, then, can
have no long-term success as a research project. It’s standing in its own grave.
So, it’s time to look elsewhere for the analysis of knowledge. (Bogardus and
Perrin forthcoming: 7, emphasis mine)

This is themain ambition of Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationism: to provide a successful
reductive analysis of knowledge without modal notions. Crucially, for their analysis to be
successful, the explanationist condition must suffice for knowledge and thus be immune
from Gettier-style counterexamples. Yet, as I argue in the next sections, the explanationist
analysis has no such immunity and falls prey to Gettier-style cases. Modalism, on the
contrary, does not stand in its own grave: it is not undermined by counterexamples like
Atomic Clock and it easily accommodates the same Gettier cases that will be shown to
beset explanationism. Defending the superiority of modalism will occupy section 3; now
I want to focus on two familiar vignettes featuring stopped clocks and fake barns.

4.4 Kairetic Explanationism Exposed: Stopped Clocks

Consider the following run-of-the-mill Gettier case:
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Stopped Clock. Russell takes a competent reading from a clock that he
knows to be reliable and has no reason to think is currently not working.
Based on this reading, Russell forms the belief that it is 8:22 pm. What’s
more, the belief is true: it is indeed 8:22 pm. There is, however, a twist to
the story: the clock is broken and the reason Russell’s belief is true is that the
clock happened to stop working exactly twenty-four hours ago.7

Intuitively, Russell has a justified true belief that it’s 8:22, but he doesn’t know it. Can the
explanationist accommodate this verdict? In this initial case, the answer is ‘yes’. Russell
believes that it’s 8:22 pm because the clock reads 8:22 pm. However, the clock reads 8:22
not because it is 8:22. Rather, it reads 8:22 because it was 8:22 exactly twenty-four hours
before (Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: 17). Russell doesn’t believe that p because p
is true: the bi-conditional of the explanationist analysis is not satisfied, and, accordingly,
the explanationist condition is not met. Since the truth of p doesn’t figure crucially in
the explanation of why the target belief is held, the target belief does not to constitute
knowledge. So far, so good: explanationism can capture absence of knowledge in this
familiar Gettier-style case and it secures the right result.

But now consider the following slightly different version of Stopped Clock:

Defective Stopped Clock. Russell takes a competent reading from a clock
that he knows to be reliable and has no reason to think is currently not work-
ing. Based on this reading, he forms the belief that it’s 8:22 pm. What is
more, it is 8:22 pm and the clock correctly reads 8:22 pm. There is, however,
a twist to the story: in virtue of an undetected manufacturing defect, the clock
is designed to stop at exactly 8:22 pm, which is also when Russell happens to
look at it. It’s 8:22 pm, the clock stops at 8:22 pm, and Russell truly believes
that it’s 8:22 pm.

Here too, Russell may have a justified true belief that it’s 8:22 pm, but he doesn’t know
it. The reason why Russell fails to know is the uncontroversial assumption that one can’t
know the time from a stopped clock regardless of when exactly the clock happens to stop.
Can the explanationist secure the right result also in this case? Unfortunately, now the
answer is ‘no’. Russell believes that it’s 8.22 pm because the clock reads 8:22 pm. Unlike
the previous version of this Gettier case, the clock reads 8:22 pm because it is 8:22 pm.
Nevertheless, the clock also stops because it is 8:22 pm, and one hardly comes to know
the time by consulting a stopped clock. Russell believes that p because p is true: the truth
of p crucially figures in the explanation of why the target belief is held. However, the
same fact also explains why the clock stops: given the undetected manufacturing defect,
the fact that it’s actually 8:22 pm is also the reason why the clock stops. Russell believes
that p because p is true, but, p the explanationist, he intuitively fails to know.

7Following Pritchard (2012a), this is a standard Gettier case featuring intervening luck: the agent’s belief
is initially false, but it then hits upon the truth courtesy of a stroke of luck. Differently, non-standard fake-
barn cases display environmental luck: the agent’s belief is true, but it could have easily been false given
the environment where it was formed.
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The explanationist analysis fails to pass the sufficiency test with more refined versions
of standard Gettier cases. The explanationist condition is met: Russell believes that it’s
8:22 pm because the clock reads 8:22 pm, the clock reads 8:22 pm because it is 8:22 pm and
it’s true that it is 8:22 pm. Yet, knowledge is intuitively absent. After all, you can’t come
to know the time from a stopped clock.8 Even granting that the explanationist condition
is necessary, Defective Stopped Clock shows that it remains insufficient for knowledge.
Standard Gettier cases like this call into question the adequacy of explanationism. As I
proceed to show next, non-standard Gettier cases like fake-barn cases do the same and
raise additional difficulties for the explanationist condition.

4.5 Kairetic Explanationism Exposed: Fake Barns

Recall another Gettier-style case, offered by Alvin Goldman (1976) but credited to Carl
Ginet:

FakeBarn. Barney, a reliable barn spotter, is driving through the countryside.
He looks out of the window, sees a barn on the hill and comes to believe that
he is looking at a barn. Whilst Barney’s belief is true, unbeknownst to him,
the structure he is looking at is the only real barn in an area filled with fake
barns that are indistinguishable from real barns.

What can the explanationist say about Fake Barn? Bogardus and Perrin (forthcoming:
16) tentatively suggest a no-knowledge verdict.9 However, their treatment of the case is
ambiguous between two different de re and de dicto readings: once disambiguated, their
diagnosis turns out problematic because of an especially troublesome closure failure. Let
me take each point in turn and start with the details of their diagnosis of Fake Barn.

Bogardus and Perrin begin by considering an ordinary case of seeing a barn, and treat
it on a par with equally ordinary cases of perceptual knowledge. In such ordinary cases,
this is the relevant explanation: “Barney believes that there’s a barn on the hill because

8Or can you? Explanationists may bite the bullet and hold that the agent knows in Defective Stopped
Clock. I anticipate the following problems with this response. First, linguistic evidence tells against ut-
terances like “I took a reading from a stopped clock, and I came to know the time”. Upon reflection, this
knowledge attribution sounds implausible. Second, the case features the double stroke of luck typical of
Gettier-style vignettes: one bad (the clock stops) and one good (the clock stops at an only accidentally cor-
rect time). If knowledge is absent in the original version, it should be absent in this structurally similar
version too. Perhaps the explanationist could treat the case as an unusual instance of testimony: Russell
gains knowledge from an unreliable source as in other alleged cases of unreliable testimonial knowledge
(Hawthorne 2005: 68; Goldberg 2005). While I take this to be the most promising response, I think it rests
on a too inclusive (and hence distorted) conception of testimony: the case doesn’t involve a single speech
act, arguably a key defining feature of testimonial knowledge. For reasons of space, I will not pursue this
issue further.

9For the purpose of this chapter, I shall grant to Bogardus and Perrin that some no-knowledge verdict
in Fake Barn is correct. However, I also note that both epistemologists (Lycan 2006; Sosa 2010: 472-473;
Turri 2016; Schellenberg 2018: 211) and experimental philosophers (Colaco et alia 2014) have adduced
arguments to challenge the correctness of the no-knowledge verdict in Fake Barn. Accordingly, I care to
emphasise that, unlike Defective Stopped Clock, the ensuing objections do not clearly apply to other ver-
sions of explanationism that provide a different diagnosis of fake-barn cases. I am grateful to an anonymous
reviewer of Episteme for pushing me to clarify this point.
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it looks like there’s a barn on the hill and it’s true that there’s a barn on the hill”. The
truth of p (that there is a barn on the hill) crucially figures in a complete explanation of
why Barney believes that there is a barn on the hill; accordingly, in this ordinary case,
Barney knows. However, in Fake Barn, a different explanation enters the picture. It goes
as follows: “Barney believes that there’s a barn on the hill because it looks like there’s
a barn on the hill. However, it looks like there’s a barn on the hill not because it’s true
that there’s a barn on the hill but only because he is in an environment where most objects
look like barns”. Otherwise put, Barney believes that there’s a barn on the hill because
he finds himself in Fake Barn Country. To back up such potentially surprising diagnosis,
Bogardus and Perrin offer the following remarks, worth quoting in full:

Even if your eyes happen to fall upon a real barn in a forest of fakes, we
might begin to think it false that it looks like there’s a barn before you because
there is a barn before you. As the barn facades proliferate, a rival explanation
looms into view: that it looks like there’s a barn before you because you’re
in a region full of structures that look like barns. In other words, it becomes
plausible to say that you believe there’s a barn before you because it looks like
there’s a barn before you, and it looks like there’s a barn before you because
you’re in Fake Barn Country. (Bogardus and Perrin 2014: 16; emphasis
mine)

This is how Bogardus and Perrin aim to capture the no-knowledge verdict in Fake Barn:
unlike ordinary instances of perceptual knowledge, in this case the truth of p doesn’t figure
crucially in the explanation of why the agent believes that there’s a barn. The agent doesn’t
believe that p because p is true: rather, they believe that p because p appears to be true.
According to Bogardus and Perrin, in Fake Barnwe ought to explain Barney’s true belief
by appealing to the fact that objects look like barns, not the fact that they are real barns.
Hence, no knowledge.10

It’s worth noting that Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist diagnosis seems prima facie
hard to make sense of. Let’s zero in on the alleged “rival explanation” of the belief under
consideration: why exactly should we explain Barney’s true belief by appealing to the
fact that “he’s in a region full of structures that look like barns”? The explanation sounds
ad hoc, and it doesn’t go far enough. Suppose that Barney is back in real barn country,
where barns look like barns and are actual barns. Should we also explain Barney’s true
belief by appeal to the fact that he’s in a region full of structures that look like barns?
If the explanation doesn’t stop at appearances in the good case of real barns, it’s unclear
why it should stop at appearances in the ‘bad’ case of seeing the only real barn in the
mists of papier-mâché copies. After all, in both cases the agent believes that there’s a barn
because it looks like there’s a barn and it’s true that there’s a barn. The two appearance-
based explanations are equally incomplete: Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationism seems

10Another early advocate of explanationism, Alan Goldman (1984: 44), also agrees: “In such cases …
the proper explanation for the belief appeals to the broader context of the perceiver’s being in the vicinity
of all these look-alike objects, any of which would produce the belief in question.” Bogardus and Perrin
acknowledge Alan Goldman’s point in a footnote (Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: 16, footnote 23).
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to lack the resources to provide a principled difference between the two cases. The main
motivation for the no-knowledge verdict starts to lose plausibility.

But even granting that their explanationist diagnosis is correct (as I shall charitably
grant), it applies at best to one version the case. For sake of clarity, it is worth distinguish-
ing between two versions of Fake Barn – de re and de dicto respectively.11

In the de re version, Barney comes to believe that that object on the hill is a barn.
Barney’s demonstrative belief is distinctively about that object, that particular barn on the
hill. In the de dicto version, Barney comes to believe, more simply, that there is a barn on
the hill. The indefinite article is crucial. Barney’s de dicto belief is not demonstrative: it
is not about that particular barn, it is just the belief that there is a barn on the hill.

With this distinction in play, let’s revisit Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist diagno-
sis. Consider the de re version of Fake barn. In this case, the explanationist has to grant
knowledge to de re barn beliefs: in fact, they are structurally identical to ordinary cases
of knowledgeable perceptual beliefs. Barney truly believes that that very object on the
hill is a barn because that very object looks like a barn and it’s true that that very object is
a barn: Barney forms a demonstrative true belief because that very object looks like and
is a barn, not because other objects look like barns. Thus, the explanationist is commit-
ted to presence of knowledge de re, just like they predict presence of knowledge in the
good case of seeing a barn and in general instances of perceptual knowledge. In general,
explanationists do not have much of a choice here: since it would carry over to ordinary
perceptual cases, a no-knowledge verdict in the de reversion of Fake Barn would open
the door to a significant (and hence disturbing) sceptical threat.

Now, on to the de dicto version. In this case, Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist
diagnosis may apply: Barney truly believes that there’s a barn on the hill not because it’s
true that there’s a barn on the hill, but because many other objects in that portion of the
environment look like barns. If the explanationist aims to capture absence of knowledge
in Fake Barn, then it inevitably has to be absence of knowledge de dicto. Thus, to sum
up, Barney knows de re but fails to know de dicto.

This is, however, a problematic result. Suppose that some version of the closure prin-
ciple on knowledge is true. For instance,

Closure. If one knows P and competently deduces Q from P, thereby coming
to believe Q while retaining one’s knowledge that P, then one comes to know
that Q. (Williamson 2000, Hawthorne 2005)

The principle enjoys independent plausibility, but defending it exceeds the scope of this
paper. For my purposes, I shall more simply point out that if we conjoin the de re and de
dictoversions of Fake Barn then this independently plausible principle fails. Let’s fill in
the details as follows: let P and Q be the de re and de dicto the barn propositions respec-
tively. Barney knows (de re) that that very object on the hill at is a barn, he competently

11For more discussion of de re barn beliefs, see Bernecker (2020: 1107), Hiller and Neta (2007: 312),
Pryor (2004: 71), Hawthorne (2005: 56, fn. 17) and Brown (2000).
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deduces that since that object is a barn then there’s a barn on the hill but, according to
Bogardus and Perrin, he fails to know (de dicto) that there’s a barn on the hill. Borrowing
DeRose’s (1995) terminology, their explanationist analysis is committed to the following
‘abominable’ conjunction: Barney knows that that object on the hill is a barn but he does
not know that there’s a barn on the hill. We shouldn’t accept this result light-heartedly:
how could Barney know that that object on the hill is a barn and not know that there’s a
barn on the hill?12

Let me make the same point, but from a different angle. Suppose further that some
version of the knowledge norm of assertion is correct. For example,

KNA. One must: assert p if and only if one knows p.

This norm has prominent advocates (e.g., Unger 1975, Williamson 2000, Sosa 2015, Kelp
and Simion 2019), but defending it here would also take me too far afield. For my pur-
poses, I shall more simply note that according to Bogardus and Perrin’s version of expla-
nationism Barney could permissibly assert the following: “I know that that object on the
hill is a barn, but I don’t know that there’s a barn on the hill”. Given Barney’s knowledge
de re, this sounds infelicitous. Moreover, if Barney asserted the de dicto proposition that
“There’s a barn on the hill”, according to Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist condition
he would strictly speaking violate the knowledge norm of assertion (though perhaps only
blamelessly). This is also implausible: Barney seems intuitively entitled to make this as-
sertion, even more so if we concede with Bogardus and Perrin that he knows de re that
that object is a barn. Yet another result we should not accept light-heartedly.13

On these last two points, I want to tread carefully. My objection does not rest on
accepting the closure principle or the knowledge norm of assertion: the problem has to do
with the too simple explanationist diagnosis of very hard fake-barn cases. Even granting
that Barney fails to know in Fake Barn, this applies only to the de dicto and not to the de re
version of the vignette. Oncewe conjoin these two distinct versions, Bogardus and Perrin’s
explanationist diagnosis turns out untenable. It may well be that the closure principle
sometimes fails, but this does not seem an acceptable case of closure failure. It may well
be also that the infelicity of Barney’s assertion can be explained away by further pragmatic
considerations, or that there is no theoretical pressure to square an analysis of knowledge
with an independent linguistic norm of assertion. However, granting knowledge de re
and denying knowledge de dicto remains problematic, and this is because Bogardus and
Perrin’s explanationist analysis doesn’t provide a complete and plausible treatment of the
Fake Barn vignette. The reason may be this: fake-barn cases are notoriously difficult,
and put pressure on very complex analyses of knowledge. McGlynn (2014: 173 nicely
makes this point as follows:

Barn cases seem to bring out just how demanding a state knowledge really is;
12For similar reasons, Bogardus and Perrin’s version of explanationism also struggles with Kripke’s red

barn example (Kripke 2011: Chapter 7).
13See Hawthorne (2005: 32) for a defence of closure principles of knowledge based on considerations of

conversational propriety.
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the moral seems to be that knowing that p makes demands on one’s external
environment to a greater degree than we might have otherwise expected.

His remarks equally apply to the explanationist analysis: knowing that p makes demands
to one’s external environment to a greater degree than just believing p because p is true.
Accordingly, it should not be so surprising that Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist con-
dition cannot properly deal with them. On this front too, their version of explanationism
fails to deliver.

Let me take stock. In the last two sections, I have argued that Bogardus and Perrin’s
explanationist condition remains insufficient for knowledge. InDefective StoppedClock,
their condition is met but knowledge is absent. In Fake Barn, the no-knowledge verdict
applies only to the de dicto version of the case, and this consequently leads to a problematic
closure failure. Overall, the explanationist analysis fails to provide a satisfactory diagnosis
of the two main types of Gettier-style cases.14 As I proceed to argue next, the different
safety approach outlined in Chapter 3 handles the very same cases rather easily.

4.6 Environment-relative Safety Defended

For my defence of modalism, I propose and endorse this formulation of the safety condi-
tion (slightly modified from the previous chapter):

Environment-relative Safety. In most or all close possible worlds in which
S believes that p via the same method of belief formation M that S uses in the
actual world and S occupies the same environment E that S occupies in the
actual world, p is true

Two points of clarifications are in order. First, like other formulations of safety, this ver-
sion allows for safety failure in case of false beliefs in different propositions than p. The
focus is not on whether a belief-forming method M employed in an environment E yields
true beliefs only in p, but also in propositions relevantly similar to p.15 Second, and unlike
other formulations of safety, this version is relative to both methods and environments.
Such double index betters captures the spirit of the safety condition on knowledge. Safety
theorists aim to assess whether a specific enough belief-forming method would produce

14To forestall misunderstanding and for sake of charity, I shall briefly consider a line of response on
behalf of the explanationist. In a short footnote, Bogardus and Perrin (forthcoming: 17, footnote 27) claim
that since warrant entails truth, under explanationism there are no justified beliefs without knowledge and
thus, a fortiori, no Gettier cases. This move does not let the explanationist off the hook. Firstly, factive
justification incurs what Kelp (2018: 84) helpfully dubs the ‘new’ Gettier problem, the problem to explain
why agents lack justification in Gettier-style cases. On this point, explanationists remain suspiciously silent.
Secondly, and more importantly, even granting that Gettiered agents lack justification, they nevertheless fail
to know: at best, they have a true belief rather than a justified true belief. The explanationist condition
remains insufficient for knowledge regardless of whether justification is present. Overall, this move does
not help the explanationist with the cases considered in this paper.

15Brown (2000), Williamson (2000) and Pritchard (2012a) advocate similar versions of global-method
safety. See Rabinowitz (2011), Bernecker (2020: Section 3) and Hirvelä (2019) for discussion.
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true beliefs in relevantly similar situations: to make such assessment, it’s crucial to fo-
cus on the method and the environment where the method is employed.16 Thus, let’s ask:
were S to form beliefs via the same method M in the same environment E, would she
continue to believe truly? With the proper focus on the relevant worlds, the answer is
‘yes’. In Atomic Clock, the error-possibility requires a change in the environment: the
isotope has to decay. If we keep both method and environment fixed and we focus on the
worlds where the subject reads from the atomic clock and the isotope doesn’t decay, then
the subject continues forming true beliefs. The safety condition is satisfied: accordingly,
the knowledge verdict is aptly captured. Let’s make the point with reference to a graphic
aid (viz. figure 4.1 and figure 4.2 below):

Figure 4.1: The dotted sphere represents the close worlds where only the method is held
fixed. In these worlds, the belief under consideration is false and unsafe.

Following Lewis (1973; 1986), let’s imagine possible worlds falling into concentric
circles centred on the actual world (the black sphere), with “proximity serving as a [visual]
metaphor for similarity” (2016 2016: 106). Figure 4.1 represents the Atomic counterex-
ample. The wide red sphere includes the worlds where only the method (reading from the
atomic clock) is held fixed: since the isotope decays, in these worlds the subject’s belief is
false. Figure 4.2 highlights the benefits of a double index to methods and environments.
In the smaller green sphere, we see the close similar worlds where both the method (read-
ing from the clock) and the environment (the isotope does not decay) are held fixed: in
such worlds, the subject’s belief is true. Crucially, the belief turns out false only in the
further red sphere, namely in the less similar worlds where the method is fixed but the

16A word of caution on the methodology adopted here. I invoke subjunctive conditionals because they
give us a better grip on which worlds count as relevantly close. By attending to these properly formulated
conditionals and focussing on their truth-values, we get a better (though not perfect) understanding of the
modal profile of the belief under consideration. Crucially, this is not the only way to flesh out the safety con-
dition: rather, it’s just a useful heuristic to achieve clearer judgements about especially controversial cases.
See Bogardus (2014: 6-9) for similar remarks and Smith (2016: 111-116) for an illuminating discussion on
the modal structure of the safety condition on knowledge.
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Figure 4.2: The striped sphere represents the close worlds where both the method and the
environment are held fixed. In these worlds, the belief under consideration is true and
safe.

environment changes. In the similar close worlds in the green sphere, the subject’s belief
remains true: for the belief to be false, we need to travel out to the worlds in the next
sphere, which may be similar but not similar enough to threaten a properly understood
safety condition.

In Atomic Clock, the explanationist focusses on worlds that may seem intuitively
close but nonetheless require a change in the environment: this change places them further
away from the actual world. Thus, the case is not strong enough to motivate a full rejection
of modalism. It’s easy to come up with error-possibilities, but way harder to evaluate
precisely how close they are: given a suitable index to both methods and environments,
the error-possibility that the explanationist is appealing to is not after all close enough to
render the target belief unsafe. Accordingly, the knockdown counterexample to modalism
does not apply to the formulation of safety I am offering here. To do away with modal
conditions on knowledge, the explanationist must do better.

Now, let’s look at the Gettier cases that explanationism struggled with. Equipped with
the refined safety condition canvassed above, the modalist accommodates the right verdict
in each vignette. Consider again Defective Stopped Clock. Since the clock actually
stops at 8:22 pm, we should focus on the close worlds where the clock remains stopped.
Russell’s belief is not safe, and hence does not amount to knowledge: in the close worlds
where Russell looks at the stopped clock, he too easily forms a false belief about the time.
In fact, Russell too easily forms false beliefs in distinct but relevantly similar propositions.
Suppose that, two minutes later, Russell forms the belief that two minutes have passed
since 8:22 pm. Since the clock would still read 8:22 pm, Russell’s belief in this distinct
but relevantly similar proposition is false. Unlike the explanationist analysis, this refined
formulation of safety correctly predicts that Russell fails to know.

Next, on toFakeBarn. A properly understood safety condition delivers a no-knowledge
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verdict in both the de re and de dicto versions of the vignette. This is due, once again, to the
fact that safety is best understood as globalised to a set of relevantly similar propositions.
The agent lacks knowledge de re because they would easily form a false belief in distinct
and yet relevantly similar de dicto and de re propositions. Barney fails to know that that
the very object is looking at is a barn because in close possible worlds he could have easily
formed the false belief that there’s a barn on the hill, or that another barn-looking object
is three-dimensional, inhabited by farmers, meant to stock hay, and so on (cf. Bernecker
2020: 5107). Crucially, by denying knowledge to the de re version of fake barn, this ver-
sion of safety avoids the closure failure that the explanationist is inevitably committed to.
On this count too, modalism is superior – and hence preferable – to explanationism.

Before concluding, one final and very important caveat. I do not pretend to have shown
that the superiority of modalism is definitive. I amwell aware that no formulation of safety
is problem-free: modal conditions on knowledge incur serious (and perhaps unavoidable)
difficulties. Modalists face four uphill battles in the form of the following questions. First,
in what sense are beliefs, methods and environments relevantly similar? The vagueness of
the notion of similarity is a well-known source of problems for modalism. Second, how do
we individuate the set of propositions that the safety condition is globalised to? Modalists
usually rely on an intuitive grasp of the set of relevantly similar propositions without being
too specific on this point. Third, how fine-grained the individuation of the belief-forming
method and environments has to be? This is a version of the generality problem, which
has plagued modalist analyses of knowledge for a long time. While certainly pressing, I
hasten to flag that none of these issues affect my modest defence of modalism: the action
here is primarily on Gettier-style cases rather than on the more general problems that affect
modalism.

Crucially, as we have seen in Chapter 2, one key aspect where explanationism does
generally better than virtually any version of modalism is the case of knowledge of nec-
essary truths which, as such, are true in every nearby world and thus trivially safe. Worse
still for the sufficiency ofmodalist conditions on knowledge, the absence of an explanatory
connection between the method employed and the truth of the belief in question suggests
that beliefs in necessary truths may be only luckily true. Conversely, given the key focus
on explanatory – rather than modal – connections between belief and truth, explanationists
easily deal with such long-standing problem afflicting modalist analyses of knowledge.17

For all these reasons, a full-fledged defence of modalism exceeds the scope of the
chapter andwill have to wait until the next one. My aim here is far moremodest: all I argue
is that when it comes to the Gettier-style cases considered here, my modalist condition
easily delivers the intuitively correct verdicts, while Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist
analysis clearly does not. This gives us defeasible but strong enough reason to prefer my
modalist approach to Bogardus and Perrin’s explanationist alternative.

17See especially Faraci (2019: 12-15), Korman and Locke (2020: Section 3) for discussion of the advan-
tages of explanationism over modalism in the case of beliefs in necessary truths. See Hirvelä (2019) for a
promising modalist attempt to deal with the issue.
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4.7 Chapter Summary

I have considered two competing approaches to the task of capturing the notion of non-
accidentality in the analysis of knowledge: the explanationist and the modalist. I focused
mostly on the most recent version of the former, and found it wanting. Bogardus and
Perrin’s explanationist approach promises to offer a full-blooded reductive analysis of
knowledge without modal conditions. However, when tested against a broader range of
Gettier-style cases, such approach does not live up to its promises. Their explanationist
condition is not sufficient for knowledge: in Defective Stopped Clock, the agent be-
lieves that p because p is true, and yet they lack knowledge. Moreover, their version of
explanationism fails to provide a satisfactory diagnosis of fake-barn cases: by delivering
a knowledge verdict de re and an ignorance verdict de dicto, Bogardus and Perrin are
committed to a troublesome closure failure. I take this to be a more general indication of
the inadequacy of the explanationist approach: however unpacked, the notion of expla-
nation does not seem to be well suited to deliver a satisfactory analysis of knowledge. It
is of course possible that other versions of explanationism may do better than Bogardus
and Perrin’s, but in light of the present discussion their specific explanationist proposal
remains problematic.

What about the modalist? Far from being perfect, the safety condition canvassed in
the last chapters has at least two important virtues. First, it escapes the knockdown coun-
terexample raised against any modalist approach: Atomic Clock poses no threat to such
refined formulation of safety. Second, it has a relatively easy time in dealing with the
same Gettier cases that beset explanationism: the formulation delivers the correct ver-
dict of ignorance in each of the Gettier-style vignettes considered in this paper. Does this
suggest that some version of the safety condition ultimately yields a successful analysis
of knowledge? I very much doubt it, and epistemologists should not get their hopes up.
However, if there exists such an analysis at all, it is more likely to rest on a modal rather
than an explanationist condition – or at least so I’ve argued here.
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Chapter 5

Modal Proper Functionalism Defended

5.1 Chapter Overview

As we have seen in the previous chapters, despite its once substantial appeal the safety
condition on knowledge seems to be losing significance. Given a range of powerful coun-
terexamples and the availability of better developed virtue-theoretic, normic and explana-
tionist approaches, these days fewer and fewer epistemologists are willing to accept the
necessity or the sufficiency of safety for knowledge. In this chapter, I aim to reverse this
trend: by combining it with proper functionalism, I propose a novel formulation of safety
and defend it against the most pressing objections raised in the literature. My conclu-
sion will be the following: once safety is suitably understood as a type of modal proper
functionalism, it stands a better chance as the right anti-Gettier condition on knowledge.

5.2 A New Hybrid

Since the publication of Gettier (1963), epistemologists have widely agreed that even if
belief, truth and justification may be individually necessary, they are nonetheless jointly
insufficient conditions for knowledge. While this point should be fairly uncontroversial,
what still remains controversial is how to best answer to the crucial question raised by
Gettier’s paper: in addition to belief, truth and justification, which fourth ‘anti-Gettier’
condition can be necessary and sufficient for knowledge? Many prominent anti-Gettier
conditions have been offered, and yet, to this day, such crucial question remains unan-
swered.

In this chapter, my aim is to revive an old answer to this question – an answer which
has now fallen out of fashion. I propose a novel formulation of safety and offer it as nec-
essary and sufficient anti-Gettier condition. I do so by developing a hitherto unexplored
hybrid: I shall elucidate safety by appeal to proper function. In keeping with safety-
theoretic approaches, the account of knowledge proposed in this paper is modal in that it
views knowledge as a matter of modal robustness across relevant possible worlds; how-
ever, modal robustness is in turn cashed out in terms of proper function of belief-forming
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methods in appropriate cognitive environments. This novel hybrid comes with impor-
tant advantages. First, in virtue of being indexed to both belief-forming methods and
environments, it advances our understanding of the safety condition – so far largely un-
derdeveloped and too uninformative to be satisfactory. Second, not only can it withstand
the most pressing objections moved against standard versions of safety, but it also passes
the necessity and sufficiency tests for knowledge. My plan is as follows. Section 1 gives
a brief survey of the present state of play: I map out the extant versions of safety and I
situate them in the context of other prominent modal and non-modal anti-Gettier condi-
tions. Section 2 explains why, given the way it has been usually understood, safety can no
longer be a serious contender as necessary and sufficient anti-Gettier condition for knowl-
edge. I also identify the key desiderata that a suitably understood safety condition ought
to meet. In Section 3 I put forth and motivate my novel formulation of safety in terms of
proper function and I show that it meets these key desiderata. Next, in Section 4, I check
my proposed formulation against the most pressing counterexamples to both the necessity
and the sufficiency of safety for knowledge, and I detail how it withstands each of them.
Section 5 brings out the distinctiveness of my proposed formulation by comparing it with
other prominent modal and non-modal anti-Gettier conditions. I conclude with a method-
ological afterthought, explaining to what extent the safety condition offered in this paper
can yield a definitive and successful analysis of knowledge.

5.3 The Rise and Fall of Safety

Even if once very popular, the safety condition on knowledge has now lost much of its
original significance: in fact, if it features at all in any of the most prominent contemporary
accounts of knowledge, it never really takes centre stage. Because the literature on safety
is extensive, at first pass we can introduce it by appeal to the following oversimplified
but intuitive gloss: a belief is safe if and only if, given the way it was formed, it couldn’t
easily have been false.1 Crucially, the ‘couldn’t’ is unpacked modally -– that is, in terms
of relevantly similar close possible worlds. Early advocates of safety include Williamson
(1994), Sainsbury (1997), Sosa (1999) and Pritchard (2005). Each of these authors has de-
fended a different version of safety with different motivations, but two general points are
worth emphasizing. First, unlike the other popular modal condition on knowledge (sensi-
tivity), safety complies with closure principles and permits to know the denial of sceptical
hypotheses. Secondly, safety also explains absence of knowledge in several key cases
routinely discussed in epistemology – most importantly Gettier cases and lottery cases.2

1See Rabinowitz (2011) for an overview of the safety condition of knowledge.
2Williamson (1994) firstly appeals to a safety-style argument in the context of the problem of vagueness,

and then returns to the safety condition for knowledge in later work (Williamson 2000, 2009b). Sainsbury
(1997) follows up on Williamson’s early work and expands on the notion of easy possibility. Sosa (1999)
focusses on a counterfactual formulation of safety which is meant to improve on both Nozick’s sensitivity
condition (Nozick 1981) and Goldman relevant alternatives theory of knowledge (Goldman 1976). Sosa’s
counterfactual formulation is not without problems: see Comesaña (2007) and McGlynn (2012) for criti-
cism; see Holliday (2015) for a formal discussion of counterfactual theories of knowledge. Pritchard (2005,
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But despite these prima facie advantages, at present not many authors would defend a ro-
bust version of safety: that is, not many authors would accept that safety is a necessary (let
alone sufficient) condition for knowledge. In what follows, I provide a quick overview of
the current state of play with a special focus on the role of safety in the most prominent
recent accounts of knowledge. I will begin with the accounts that are most sympathetic to
safety and end with those that reject it altogether: doing so will make it especially vivid
that safety is an endangered epistemological species, and it will also pave the way for the
fix that I offer in the later sections.

At the most sympathetic end of the spectrum, we find what is sometimes called ‘im-
pure virtue epistemology’ (Pritchard 2012a, 2016, 2020; Kelp 2013). Impure virtue epis-
temologists accept some version of the safety condition, but then they supplement it with
a separate ability condition. While safety does contribute to knowledge, it does so only
in conjunction with a different ability condition.3 Clearly enough, according to impure
virtue epistemologists, safety can’t stand on its own: hence, it needs to be paired with a
distinct ability condition.

On to pure or ‘robust’ virtue epistemologists (Sosa 2007, 2015, 2021; Greco 2010,
2020a; Carter 2016; Turri 2016). Here, depending on the robust virtue epistemologist in
question, safety is either supplanted or absorbed by a more fine-grained ability condi-
tion. Sosa no longer accepts a safety condition on knowledge (Sosa 2007), and now opts
for an ability condition elucidated in terms of the key concept of aptness (Sosa 2015).4

Greco (2020a 2010) develops an environment-relative conception of abilities that at best
entail some redundant (and weaker) version of safety. Carter (2016) also proposes a more
graded (as opposed to rigid) notion of abilities to capture the central intuitions standardly
accommodated by the safety condition.5 But crucially, safety by itself is not doing any of
the relevant explanatory work: in fact, it doesn’t even figure in these accounts of knowl-

2007) develops a safety condition in order to deal with cases of veritic luck – the type of luck which makes a
belief only accidentally true and prevents it from constituting knowledge. Pritchard’s safety condition also
purports to explain absence of knowledge in Gettier and lottery cases. As should be clear, each of these
authors develops the safety condition for different reasons; some of these authors have also revised their
view during the years (e.g., Sosa and Pritchard). For present purposes, it’s important to note the diversity of
the main formulations of safety and the key reasons that make it attractive.

3Impure virtue epistemologists pair safety with an ability condition for reasons having to do with coun-
terexamples to the sufficiency of safety for knowledge (e.g., TrueTemp; see Pritchard 2012a). I return to
these cases later on inthe chapter and I show how to deal with them without supplementing safety with a
separate ability condition.

4This is not wholly uncontroversial: Greco (2020a) disagrees and argues that Sosa is in fact consistent
when it comes to reconcile the apparent tension between safety and aptness.

5Robust virtue epistemologists notoriously struggle with cases of environmental luck exemplified by
Ginet’s/Goldman’s famous fake-barn scenarios. While the agents in these scenarios do seem to successfully
exercise their cognitive abilities, they nevertheless intuitively lack knowledge because of the misleading
nature of the environment (Goldman 1976; Pritchard 2012a). Robust virtue epistemologists have either
bitten the bullet and conceded knowledge in fake-barn cases (Sosa 2015) or appealed to a more fine-grained
conception of abilities to capture the no-knowledge intuition (Carter 2016; Littlejohn 2014). I also note
that fake-barn cases are especially controversial: the no knowledge intuition has been challenged on both
philosophical (Lycan 2006, Schellenberg 2018) and experimental grounds (Colaço et alia 2014). I return
to these issues when I discuss what my proposed safety condition predicts about these cases; for now, it’s
important to note that even if an ability condition entails some version of safety, such safety condition will
be too weak to explain absence of knowledge in fake-barn cases, and the key explanatory work will be done
by some distinct ability condition. Yet again, safety is an idle wheel.
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edge. Indeed, according to pure robust virtue epistemologists, knowledge is primarily an
achievement which may or may not entail safety: for this reason, in their accounts the role
of the safety condition proves ultimately marginal.

A significantly different and thus stand-alone version of virtue epistemology is Pavese
and Beddor’s modal virtue epistemology (Pavese and Beddor 2018). While they are sym-
pathetic to safety, just like robust virtue epistemologists Pavese and Beddor also hold that
some version of safety is merely entailed by their ability condition restricted to normal
worlds (Pavese and Beddor 2018: 68). As a result, also this version of virtue epistemol-
ogy does away with safety and focusses on a more explanatory central ability condition.
Once again, safety is merely a redundant – and therefore less significant – condition on
knowledge.

Since I mentioned normal worlds, it’s worth moving on to the recent new wave of
normalcy epistemologies (Peet and Pitcovski 2018, Goodman and Salow 2018, Littlejohn
and Dutant 2020, Nado and Horvath 2021).6 While most of these views retain the spirit of
modal conditions on knowledge, the explanatory focus is on the key notion of normality,
which is in turn unpacked differently depending on the specific version of normalcy epis-
temology. It is therefore fair to say that, despite the general agreement with the safety the-
orist that knowledge is essentially a modal matter, in these normalcy accounts the safety
condition is simply replaced by a different normalcy condition. In these accounts too,
safety is absent.

We have now reached the opposite end of the spectrum – views that are unsympa-
thetic to safety and reject it altogether. According to more or less recent explanationist
approaches, it is the (non-modal) notion of explanation that holds the key to deliver a
successful analysis of knowledge (Jenkins 2006, Neta 2002, Bogardus and Perrin forth-
coming, Bernecker forthcoming). Explanationists are well aware that since their central
notion of explanation is hyperintensional (Nolan 2014: 157), it follows that knowledge
“cannot be captured in purely modal terms” (Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: 7). Ad-
vocates of explanationism have adduced a variety of motivations for their approach.7 But
given their discontent with modal conditions on knowledge in general, they also reject a
fortiori any relevance of safety for knowledge.

Before ending this section, I want to briefly focus on what we may call the ‘circu-
lar’ accounts of safety. These accounts are prominently defended by champions of the
knowledge-first approach to epistemology (Williamson 2000, 2009b; Lasonen-Aarnio
2010; Kelp 2017). While these authors accept the necessity (Williamson 2000) or the
sufficiency of safety for knowledge (Williamson 2009; Lasonen-Aarnio 2010), they elu-
cidate safety in terms of knowledge rather than the other way around (Williamson 2009b;

6My focus is on knowledge, but see Smith’s extensive work on normic support as a view of propositional
justification for a detailed discussion of a modal conception of normality (Smith 2016, 2010).

7Some explanationists build on debunking arguments in metaethics (Korman and Locke 2020). Others
point out the shortcomings of modal accounts of defeat: for example, Korman and Lock (forthcoming) and
Bogardus and Perrin (forthcoming) criticise the modal security account of defeat defended by Clarke-Doane
and Baras (2021). Others emphasise the difficulties incurred by modal accounts of knowledge in dealing
with the problem of necessary truths (Faraci 2019).
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Kelp 2017). As I explained above, I am primarily interested in a safety condition robust
enough to serve as successful anti-Gettier condition and make predictions on whether a
true belief constitutes knowledge: since these authors are not interested in developing
safety as an anti-Gettier condition, safety does not take centre stage in their knowledge-
first epistemological accounts.

Let’s take stock. As made clear by this quick overview, safety is losing significance:
most prominent accounts of knowledge reject safety as an explicit necessary or sufficient
condition for knowledge and if it features at all in the remaining accounts, safety plays at
best a secondary and ultimately redundant role. Given this rather negative picture, it is
natural to ask why exactly the safety condition fell out of fashion. In the next section, I
take up this question: I provide a new diagnosis of the shortcomings of extant versions of
safety and outline the key desiderata that a better safety condition ought to meet. With an
eye on such desiderata, I will then be able to develop and offer such better safety condition
in the remainder of the paper.

5.4 Diagnosis and Desiderata

Despite the advantages and the motivations that once made safety attractive, we can iden-
tify at least two main sources of discontent that substantially contributed to its decline in
popularity.

Firstly, there’s a serious worry about extensional adequacy: the safety condition faces
very strong counterexamples to its necessity and sufficiency for knowledge. To cast
doubt on the necessity of safety for knowledge, epistemologists have put forth several
cases of unsafe knowledge. In these cases, agents intuitively seem to know in the actual
world despite forming a false belief in relevantly similar close possible worlds (Neta and
Rohrbaugh 2004; Comesaña 2005; Baumann 2008; Kelp 2009, 2016; Bogardus 2014).8

To put pressure on the sufficiency of safety for knowledge, epistemologists have also of-
fered cases where agents form a trivially safe true belief and yet they lack knowledge:
for instance, new versions of meta-incoherence cases à la Mr. TrueTemp (BonJour 1980,
Lehrer 1990, Pritchard 2012a) and the long-standing problem with trivially safe necessary
truths (Roland and Cogburn 2011). In addition to these counterexamples, other authors
have questioned the success of safety as anti-Gettier condition. De Re versions of Gold-
man’s fake-barn cases (Pryor 2004), the conjunction of fake barn cases with epistemic
Frankfurt cases (Kelp 2016) and more refined Gettier-style cases (Miracchi 2015) strongly
suggest that safety fails as satisfactory anti-Gettier condition. All these counterexamples
led epistemologists to either implement safety with a separate condition or to abandon it
entirely.

So much for extensional adequacy. But on the top of this first worry, there’s a second
– and perhaps deeper – worry: the safety condition is too vague and uninformative. In

8See also Sosa (2010: 471) for the contention that the nearness of a dream scenario puts pressure on the
necessity of safety for knowledge.
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the previous section, safety was glossed as follows: a belief is safe if and only if, given
the way it was formed, it couldn’t easily have been false (in most or all relevantly close
worlds where the subject continues to form beliefs in the same/sufficiently similar way as
in the actual world, the subject’s belief continues to be true).9 While this gloss captures
both the core idea that modal robustness is essential to knowledge and that safety is best
understood as relative to the way the belief is formed (bases, or belief-forming method),
this basic formulation also leaves open far too many questions. Here’s a few: how do we
exactly individuate the relevant possible worlds? What are the appropriate belief-forming
methods? Is safety relativized to belief forming methods only, or, just like some concep-
tions of abilities, should it be relative also to environments? Some advocates of safety
such as Williamson (2009) and Pritchard (2012a) hold that safe belief-forming methods
yield true beliefs not in one single proposition p but in a range of propositions sufficiently
similar to p.10 If so, how can we precisely demarcate the relevant range of propositions?
The success of safety crucially depends on these questions, and yet safety theorists have
either answered too vaguely or not answered at all.11

Taken together, these worries highlight the two main shortcomings of the safety con-
dition. Firstly, it faces too many counterexamples to its necessity and sufficiency for
knowledge: it’s not extensionally adequate. Secondly, and relatedly, it is also too vague
and underspecified: overall, it’s not informative enough to serve as a satisfactory neces-
sary and sufficient anti- Gettier condition. This diagnosis suggests two main desiderata
for a better safety condition, which ought to be:

• Extensionally adequate, and withstand the most pressing counterexamples to its
necessity/sufficiency for knowledge and its tenability as anti-Gettier condition.

• More informative, and provide a set of exhaustive criteria to individuate (i) the rel-
evant possible worlds, (ii) the appropriate belief-forming methods, (iii) the appro-
priate environments and (iv) range of propositions.

It’s worth pausing to set the record straight on the main upshot of the present discussion.
The safety condition remains too underdeveloped: it just offers a useful template with

9This gloss captures the spirit of the most prominent formulations of safety. For instance, Williamson’s
safety condition reads as follows: “if one knows, one could not have easily been wrong in a similar case”
(Williamson 2000: 147). Pritchard (2007: 281) writes: “S’s belief is safe iff in most nearby possible worlds
in which S continues to form her belief about the target proposition in the same way as in the actual world
the belief continues to be true”. Finally, Sosa (1999: 146): “If S were to believe that p, p would be true”.
See Ranalli (2014: 230, fn.12) and Blome-Tillman (2020: Appendix) for a nice taxonomy of formulations
of safety.

10For discussion on how to identify the relevant range of propositions, see Hirvelä (2019) and Bernecker
(2020).

11See Pritchard (2008: 444-446; 2013: 158) and Rabinowitz (2011: Section 3) for a brief discussion
of individuation of belief-forming methods; see also the exchange between Goldman and Williamson in
Williamson (2009). See also Alfano (2009), Grundmann (2018) and Hirvelä (2019). With the exception
of Hirvelä’s virtue-theoretic criterion, these discussions have focused on fine-grained/coarse-grained or in-
ternal/external individuation of belief-forming methods; what is absent is a precise criterion that specifies
belief-forming methods by appeal to more than some relevant features of the actual world. I provide such
criterion in the later section.
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different parameters that must be filled in a more informative and precise manner.12 Such
parameters include (but are not limited to): the proposition(s) believed, the relevantly sim-
ilar close worlds, the appropriate belief-forming methods and perhaps also the appropriate
environments where said belief-forming methods can be employed. More crudely put: to
stand a chance as an extensionally adequate, informative and successful anti-Gettier con-
dition which is necessary and sufficient for knowledge, safety must be made more pre-
cise. Importantly, a hitherto unexplored way to make the safety condition more precise
is to appeal to proper functionalism: such framework provides the necessary explanatory
resources to fill all the parameters that the safety template leaves blank. In the next sec-
tion, I rely on the proper functionalist framework and I proceed to fill such parameters.
The resulting safety condition will meet the two desiderata outlined above, and thus stand
a much better chance as extensionally adequate, informative and successful anti-Gettier
condition.

5.5 Modal Proper Functionalism Outlined

Given that safety stands in need of further clarification, it is natural to look for the right
explanatory framework that can achieve such vital clarificatory goal. My suggestion is to
look at proper functionalism. I do so for two main reasons. Firstly, proper functionalism
has a proven track record of success in elucidating key epistemic concepts like knowledge
(Millikan 1984; Plantinga 1993), entitlement (Graham 2012), and justification (Bergmann
2006; Simion 2019). Secondly, as I explain in this section, the safety condition is com-
patible with proper functionalism and perhaps even naturally lends itself to a proper func-
tionalist reading.

Let’s begin with the central notion of proper function. This notion is meant to expli-
cate not only the essentially teleological sense in which objects like organisms and artifacts
have a certain function (they are for something; they have a purpose or they display a de-
sign), but also how said objects are supposed to function properly in suitably specified
circumstances (appropriate environments). For example, a human heart is supposed to
pump blood by beating at approximately 70 beats per minute in a healthy enough human
body. When it does so, it’s functioning properly and it fulfils its purpose. But how does
an item acquire a purpose? When does it function properly, and how is an environment
appropriate? According to the influential etiological theory of functions, an item’s pur-
pose is equated with the selected effect that explains why the item was replicated through
biological reproduction or otherwise.13 When the item does what it was selected for, it’s

12For sake of vividness, take a moment to compare safety with clearly more complex virtue-theoretic
ability conditions (e.g., Sosa’s triple A performance normativity framework and triple S account of abilities,
or Greco’s environment-relative/contextualist account). There’s a clear asymmetry here: the vagueness
of the safety condition contrasts unfavorably with these more developed and informative virtue-theoretic
ability conditions.

13While I favour the naturalistic etiological theory of functions defended by Wright (1973), Millikan
(1984), Buller (1998), Graham (2012) and Simion (2019), the proposed safety condition can be developed
by appeal to different theories of function (e.g., Plantinga’s theistic conception; see Plantinga 1993 for a
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functioning normally and properly. And to function normally and properly, the item needs
to be located in a suitable normal environment, similar enough to the one where the item
originally came to have its function. This normal environment is appropriate for the item’s
function. Setting several complications aside, in order to develop a new version of safety
we can focus on these core concepts: purpose as etiological function, proper (normal)
function and appropriate (normal) environments.14

By appeal to these core concepts, we can fill more precisely and systematically the
parameters left empty by the too vague safety template. Recall that a properly understood
safety condition ought to be informative and specify all the following: a criterion of indi-
viduation for beliefforming methods, the environments where the belief-forming methods
are employed, the relevant swath of possible worlds and also the relevant range of propo-
sitions. To fill all these parameters, let’s plug in the notion of proper function and the
etiological theory of functions:

• Belief-forming methods (bases). Properly (normally) functioning belief-forming
methods individuated with reference to their etiological function.

• Environments. Appropriate cognitive environments for the proper function of the
belief-forming methods.

• Modal Robustness. All the relevant possible worlds where the proper functionalist
conditions for both belief-forming methods and environments are met.

• Range of propositions. All the propositions specified in accordance with the etio-
logical function of the belief-forming methods.

Some comments on each of these parameters are in order. As far as concerns belief-
forming methods, three points are worth noting. Firstly, the method under consideration
ought to be functioning properly. For example, safe perceptual beliefs will result from
properly functioning perceptual capacities, and in the case of inferential beliefs formed
on the basis of an instrument, said instrument also ought to be functioning properly (it
should not display any type of malfunction). Secondly, the belief-forming method must
be designed to aim at truth in line with the etiological theory of functions.15 To wit, a

locus classicus). See Graham (2011; 2012: 476, fn. 5) for a detailed comparison of these two theories.
14Anote on terminology. To avoid confusion with the normalcy views described above, I shall use ‘proper

function’ as ‘normal function’ and ‘appropriate environment’ as ‘normal environment’. After all, for the
etiological theory of functions proper function just is normal function. Graham (2011: 75) also identifies
the two. Moreover, despite the mention of the concept of normality, the explanatory work is done by the
notions of proper function and the etiological theory of functions. This marks an important difference with
normalcy epistemologies.

15On the issue of design, I want to tread carefully. For a satisfactory individuation of properly functioning
beliefforming methods, all that matters is only that they are designed to aim at truth. What is the exact source
of the design is an interesting question, but it doesn’t affect the proper functionalist criterion of individuation
of beliefforming methods offered here. That said, there are various proposals in the literature, and they all
seem prima facie compatible with a proper functionalist criterion of individuation of belief-formingmethods.
Plantinga (1993: Chapter 11) favours a theistic conception of design and opts for conscious intentional
design. Following the influential work in philosophy of biology of Wright (1973), Millikan (1984) and
Buller (1998), Peter Graham (2011) offers a different naturalistic evolutionary conception of design, and
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belief-forming method like reading from a horoscope won’t count as such: its etiolog-
ical function has nothing to do with truth. The same applies also to only accidentally
reliable belief-forming methods: for example, forming beliefs on the basis of a fully accu-
rate brain lesion will not count as a properly functioning beliefforming method because,
despite the accuracy, such brain lesion fundamentally lacks any function (etiological or
otherwise). Thirdly, the etiological function of belief-forming methods plausibly includes
a wider range of propositions instead of one single proposition. This applies to both non-
inferential belief-forming methods constituted by biological kinds (perceptual systems)
and inferential belief-forming methods based on artifacts (instruments). For example, a
clock’s etiological function is to reliably yield true beliefs in a range of propositions about
the current time; a barometer does just the same with a range of propositions about the
air pressure. Mutatis mutandis, similar considerations also hold for biological kinds: eye-
sight’s etiological function is to reliably yield true beliefs in a set of propositions about
the features of one’s surroundings. Once again, it is the etiological function of the belief-
forming method under consideration that determines the relevant range of propositions.

On to environments. Importantly, proper function of belief-forming methods is not
sufficient to elucidate the safety condition. A belief-forming method may be functioning
normally, properly, and even perfectly, but if the environment is not appropriate the belief-
forming method in question will not yield neither true nor safe beliefs. Beliefs formed on
the basis of properly functioning perceptual capacities employed in a broadly misleading
environment will not be accurate, nor safe. Accordingly, the safety condition must be in-
dexed not only to properly functioning belief-forming methods, but also to the appropriate
cognitive environment for the proper function of such belief-forming methods. Given the
etiological theory of functions, these will be suitably normal environments for the normal
functioning of the belief-forming method.

Finally, modal robustness. In keepingwith safety-theoretic accounts of knowledge, the
safety condition developed here requires that the belief under consideration is true in a set
of relevant possible worlds. However, modal robustness is cashed out in terms of proper
functioning: the relevant possible worlds are those where both the (properly/normally
functioning) beliefforming method and the (appropriate/normal) cognitive environment
of the actual world are kept fixed. Small changes in the belief-forming methods or en-
vironments will make the possible worlds under consideration irrelevant for the proper
functionalist safety condition developed here. Putting this all together, we get:

Safety asModal Proper Functionalism. S’s belief that p is safe if and only if
in all the possible worlds in which S continues to form her belief in the target

adopts an etiological theory of functions according to which functions are equated with biological benefit
historically selected across a large enough period of time. Simion (2016b) also offers an etiological theory
of functions, but, unlike Graham, she relaxes the historical condition and demands only a more broadly
epistemic (rather than specifically biological) type of benefit. As I said, my preferences lie with Graham
and Simion’s accounts. However, I hasten to flag that questions about the source of the design are orthogonal
to the more pressing question for the safety condition – namely how to individuate belief-forming methods.
All that is needed for the individuation of belief-forming method is some design and the resulting proper
function, regardless of the ultimate source of each.
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propositions p via the same properly functioning belief-forming method M
employed in the actual world (sub-condition M) and in the same appropriate
cognitive environment E occupied in the actual world (sub-condition E), the
belief continues to be true.

Unlike other formulations, this version of the safety condition incorporates the central
insights of proper functionalism and the etiological theory of functions. As such, it is
indexed to both properly (normally) functioning belief-forming methods and appropri-
ate (normal) cognitive environments. Notice finally how this is a conjunctive formula-
tion: just like in order for a conjunction to be true both conjuncts need to be true, in the
same way both sub-conditions M and E have to obtain for this safety condition to be
met. This reflects the observation made above about the insufficiency of proper function
of belief-forming methods: what must be added and specified is the proper function of
belief-forming methods in cognitive environments that are appropriate (normal) for the
method under consideration.

I want to conclude this section by offering some remarks in support of a proper func-
tionalist reading of the safety condition. I shall do so by highlighting a few relevant con-
ceptual connections between safety and proper function within and outwith epistemology.
These connections clarify the hitherto unappreciated compatibility between these two ap-
proaches, and also bring out the distinctiveness of the novel formulation of safety I am
offering.

Firstly, starting with safety, it’s important to note that safety theorists have excellent
reasons to appeal to proper function in order to make their modal condition on knowledge
more precise. Recall the key idea behind safety: given the way they are formed, safe
beliefs are meant to be modally robust, so that they continue to be true across a relevant
swath of possible worlds. Crucially, once we understand ‘the way they are formed’ by ref-
erence to properly functioning belief-forming methods employed in appropriate cognitive
environments, such beliefs are indeed modally robust: proper function offers the type of
(modal) protection from error which is essential to safety. Yet, despite the clear sense in
which safety and proper function are compatible and even complementary, safety theorists
have never developed their proposed condition by specifying belief-forming methods and
environments in terms of proper function. As a result, the safety condition incurred the
major difficulties pointed out above.

Secondly, as far as proper functionalism is concerned, there’s no clear tension between
safety and proper function, or between safety and the etiological theory of functions. Noth-
ing prevents advocates of proper functionalism from incorporating amodal reading of their
core notion of proper function.16 The two approaches are not incompatible. Rather, they

16The chancy nature of natural selection that contributes to determining the etiological function of belief-
forming methods might seem in tension with the anti-luck requirement on knowledge that motivates modal
epistemologies. But even granting that evolution is driven by a type of luck, such luck will ultimately be
of a benign kind. Borrowing from Pritchard’s taxonomy (2005), we can think of the chancy elements of
natural selection as a type of capacity luck: it is indeed a matter of good luck that belief-forming methods
acquired their etiological function, but this doesn’t prevent these belief-forming methods from successfully
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are complementary and this hitherto unexplored hybrid formulation can be very benefi-
cial to the safety theorists. Finally, and zooming out from epistemology, the combination
of safety and proper functionalism appears to be also pre-theoretically plausible because
it gains additional support from non-epistemic considerations. Interestingly, judgements
about safety seem to align with judgements about proper function. Take for instance the
case of a car that we deem to be safe. As such, the car is likely to be functioning prop-
erly and to be well designed; conversely, a malfunctioning or poorly designed car will
be rather unsafe. Much like the safety condition on offer here, all these judgments also
assume some implicit relativization to environments: a perfectly functioning and excep-
tionally designed car will not be safe if driven of a very icy road – environments always
play a key role. Overall, it looks like there are rather compelling reasons to combine safety
and proper functionalism both within and outwith epistemology.

Let’s take stock. After arguing that the safety condition stands in crucial need of clar-
ification, I’ve proceeded to make it more precise by appeal to proper function and the
etiological theory of functions. For the resulting safety condition, properly functioning
belief-forming methods individuated by the etiological theory of functions and employed
in appropriate cognitive environments will yield safe beliefs – beliefs that continue to be
true in the relevant possible worlds where the standards of proper function of methods
and environments are suitably met. So understood, the safety condition offered here is
more informative than standard versions of safety: as such, this formulation meets the
first desideratum outlined in Section 3. With this novel safety condition at hand, I now
proceed to defuse the most pressing counterexamples moved to the necessity and suffi-
ciency of safety for knowledge and the main objections against the success of safety as
anti-Gettier condition. Doing so will show how this novel formulation also meets the
remaining desideratum: in fact, it can also serve as satisfactory necessary and sufficient
condition for knowledge.

5.6 Modal Proper Functionalism in Action

The main objections against safety’s extensional adequacy are best sorted into three cat-
egories. In the first category we find objections to the success of safety as anti-Gettier
condition. Next, we find further counterexamples against its necessity (second category)
and sufficiency (third category) for knowledge. I now take each category of objections in
turn; I shall start with checking my new safety condition against the two most discussed
Gettier-style cases.

5.6.1 Gettier Cases: Clocks and Barns

Here’s two familiar Gettier cases, featuring stopped clocks and fake barns:

excluding key instances of veritic luck – the type of luck which is incompatible with knowledge. I offer
these remarks in support of the compatibility between safety, proper functionalism and the etiological theory
of functions.
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Stopped Clock. You take a competent reading from a clock that you know
to be reliable and have no reason to think is currently not working. Based on
this reading you form a belief that it is noon. What’s more, your belief is true:
it is indeed noon. Crucially, however, the clock is broken and the reason your
belief is true is that it happened to stop working exactly twelve hours ago.
(Kelp 2018)

Fake Barns. Barney, a reliable barn spotter, is driving through the country-
side. He looks out of the window, sees a barn and comes to believe that he
is looking at a barn. Whilst Barney’s belief is true, unbeknownst to him, the
structure he is looking at is the only real barn in an area filled with fake barns
that are indistinguishable from real barns. (Goldman 1976)

According to version of safety defended here, the beliefs under consideration may be jus-
tified and true, but they don’t constitute knowledge because, as emphasized in the text,
they fail to meet the key proper functionalist conditions on belief-forming methods and
environments in the actual world. Accordingly, the beliefs under consideration lack the
modal robustness necessary for knowledge. Take for instance Stopped Clock. Because
the clock is broken, the belief is not based on a properly functioning instrument. As such,
the belief under consideration doesn’t continue to be true in the relevant possible worlds
where the belief-forming method meets a proper functionalist condition. What’s more,
the belief under consideration could very easily be false: if we keep the (malfunction-
ing) belief-forming method fixed, the subject forms a false belief in nearby worlds. The
lack of proper function explains why the belief under consideration could easily be false:
the instrument is malfunctioning, hence the possibility of error. Standard formulations of
safety capture absence of knowledge in Gettier cases by emphasizing that the belief under
consideration could easily be false, but they don’t explain why exactly it could easily be
false.17 By appeal to proper function, we are now better positioned to offer such explana-
tion: in Gettier-style cases agents could easily form a false belief because of a cognitive
malfunction in their belief-forming method, some inappropriate feature of their cognitive
environment, or both.

What about Fake Barns? The safety condition defended here predicts absence of
knowledge in this much debated Gettier-style case, but instead of relying on some vaguely
described intuitions it does so for a principled reason: the no-knowledge verdict is ex-
plained by the further index of safety to appropriate (normal) environments. Even if the
agent’s perceptual capacities are functioning properly, the environment is clearly inappro-
priate. Since it is filled with mere replicas of real barns, it is too different from the suitable
normal environment in which the belief-forming method under consideration (perception)
acquired its etiological function. Given themisleading environment where the belief under

17Here’s Pritchard (2013: 156): “Safety can also deal with Gettier-style cases, for these are characteris-
tically cases in which the agent forms (on the same basis as in the actual world) a false belief in the target
proposition in a close possible world.” But Pritchard does not say more: we are never told why exactly the
agent forms a false belief in the target proposition in a close world.
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consideration is formed, it could easily be false: if we keep the inappropriate and abnormal
environment fixed, the subject forms a false belief in nearby worlds. The modal proximity
of error is again explained by appeal to the further index of safety to appropriate normal
environments: the belief-forming method is functioning properly, but the environment is
not appropriate for the belief-forming method.18

This proper functionalist safety condition predicts absence of knowledge in the two
most discussed Gettier-style cases (Stopped Clock and Fake Barn). Each of these cases
features a cognitive malfunction or an inappropriate cognitive environment: this impacts
on the modal profile of the beliefs under consideration, and it explains why they could
easily be false or why they lack the relevant modal robustness which is necessary for
knowledge.

5.6.2 Necessity

But does a true belief even need to be safe to constitute knowledge? Some epistemolo-
gists think that the answer is ‘no’, and have provided several cases of unsafe knowledge.
Kelp (2009; 2016; 2018) has pursued this line of argument most consistently. Leaning
on Frankfurt’s famous case (Frankfurt 1969), he begins by raising this type of epistemic
Frankfurt case in isolation:

Frankfurt Clock. Russell’s arch-nemesis, a powerful demon, has an interest
that Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock
in the hallway when he comes down the stairs. Russell’s arch-nemesis is
prepared to do whatever it may take in order to ensure that Russell acquires a
belief that it is 8:22 by looking at the grandfather clock when he comes down
the stairs. However, Russell’s arch-nemesis is also lazy. He will act only if
Russell does not come down the stairs at 8:22 of his own accord. Suppose,
as it so happens, Russell does come down the stairs at 8:22. Russell’s arch-
nemesis remains inactive. Russell forms a belief that it is 8:22. It is 8:22. The
grandfather clock is working reliably as always. (Kelp 2016: 28)

The case is supposed to show that Russell knows the correct time even if he forms a false
belief in nearby worlds – he could after all have checked the clock a few minutes later
and looked at a stopped clock. Then, Kelp proceeds to pair this case with the already
mentioned Fake Barns: once these two cases are raised in conjunction, it looks like the
safety condition will be either too weak to predict absence of knowledge in Fake Barns
or too strong to accommodate the knowledge intuition in Frankfurt Clock. Borrowing
from Kelp’s useful terminology (Kelp 2016), this is the ‘safety dilemma’. Safety doesn’t
deliver the right verdict, and given the first horn of the dilemma, it doesn’t even seem to
be necessary for knowledge. To back up the first horn of Kelp’s dilemma, we can list more
cases of unsafe knowledge. For instance, consider the following similar vignette:

18ice that neither the belief-forming method nor the environment is so specific as to include the real only
real barn: if it did so, safety would be trivially satisfied and thereby fail to capture the no-knowledge verdict
in Fake Barns. See Pryor (2004), Ranalli (2014) and Bernecker (2020) for discussion.
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Atomic Clock. The world’s most accurate clock hangs in Mia’s office. The
clock’s accuracy is due to a clever radiation sensor. However, this radiation
sensor is very sensitive and could easily malfunction if a radioactive isotope
were to decay in the vicinity. This morning, against the odds, someone did
in fact leave a small amount of a radioactive isotope near the world’s most
accurate clock in Mia’s office. This alien isotope has a relatively short half-
life, but – quite improbably – it has not yet decayed at all. It is 8:20 am. The
alien isotope will decay at any moment, but it is indeterminate when exactly
it will decay. Whenever it does, it will disrupt the clock’s sensor, and freeze
the clock on the reading ‘‘8:22.’’ Therefore, though it is currently functioning
properly, the clock’s sensor is not safe. The clock is in danger of stopping at
anymoment, even while it currently continues to be the world’s most accurate
clock. (Bogardus 2014: 12; Bogardus and Perrin forthcoming: 4)

We notice a common feature: much like Frankfurt Clock, the agent could very easily
form a false belief – indeed, they almost do form a false belief but at the very last moment
they don’t. Taken together, these two cases suggest that safety isn’t necessary for knowl-
edge: even if agents form false beliefs in relevantly close worlds, they nevertheless know.
This is bad news for safety in general and, a fortiori, also for the safety condition on offer
here.

For these cases to go through, it needs to be showed that the beliefs under consideration
lack the relevant modal robustness necessary for knowledge. Recall that once safety is elu-
cidated in terms of proper function, all the relevant possible worlds that matter for modal
robustness are only those where both the properly functioning belief-forming method and
the appropriate environments are kept fixed. For the possibility of error to obtain, all these
vignettes assume a change in the environment that then impacts on the proper function of
the belief-forming method. In Frankfurt Clock, the demon has to actually intervene
to manipulate the clock. Similarly, in Atomic Clock, the isotope has to actually decay.
However, both the belief-forming method and the environment meet the proper function
condition in the actual world, and once both belief-forming methods and environments
are kept fixed, the subjects do continue to form true beliefs (after all, they are employ-
ing a properly functioning belief-forming method in an appropriate environment). The
beliefs under consideration display the modal robustness that is necessary for knowledge
according toModal Proper Functionalism: the error possibilities trade on a change in the
environment and the belief-forming methods, and such changes place the worlds where
the agents form false beliefs further away. As a result, the allegedly close worlds where
the agents form false beliefs are ultimately irrelevant, and, since they fully meet the proper
function condition, the beliefs under consideration display the modal robustness which is
necessary for knowledge. Accordingly, these counterexamples against the necessity of
safety for knowledge do not land against the safety condition on offer here.19

19This strategy also applies to Neta and Rohrbaugh (2004), Comesaña (2005) and Baumann 2008 further
alleged cases of unsafe knowledge. Notice finally that the safety condition on offer here predicts knowledge
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5.6.3 Sufficiency

Even granting that safety is necessary, can it also be sufficient for knowledge? There
are two main influential objections that suggest otherwise. First, variations of meta-
incoherence cases show that trivially safe true beliefs do not amount to knowledge: even
if the belief under consideration is true in many close possible worlds, subjects may still
not know. Secondly, the problem of trivially safe necessary truths also shows that even
if the belief under consideration is true in virtually every possible world, it still doesn’t
amount to knowledge.20 Here are these two types of cases:

TrueTemp. Temp forms beliefs about the temperature by consulting a broken
thermometer. However, Temp has a guardian angel in the room who controls
the thermostat, ensuring that the room’s temperature matches the reading dis-
played on the thermometer. Assuming the angel manipulates the thermostat
in all nearby worlds, any belief Temp forms about the temperature in such
worlds will be true. (Pritchard 2012a)

Necessary truths. Emma is using a calculator to count the sum of 12 x 13.
As a result, she forms a true belief that 12 x 13 = 156. However, the calculator
is actually broken and it’s generating answers at random. Emma’s belief is
true in (every) close possible worlds. (Roland and Cogburn 2011; Pritchard
2012a)

Safety theorists have responded to these cases as follows. To deal withTrueTemp, Pritchard
(2012a, 2016, 2020) has incorporated a distinct ability condition in his analysis of knowl-
edge. Such condition explains why Temp doesn’t know (after all, his belief is not true in
virtue of the exercise of a relevant cognitive ability). As far as concernsNecessaryTruths,
safety theorists have globalised their safety condition. For a belief-forming method to
count as safe, it has to yield true beliefs in a range of sufficiently similar propositions. Ac-
cordingly, while Emma’s broken calculator yields true belief in one mathematical propo-
sition, given that it’s broken, it fails to do so with other sufficiently similar but distinct
mathematical propositions. However, neither strategy is particularly satisfactory. On the
one hand, incorporating a distinct ability condition concedes too much to virtue epistemol-
ogy, and indirectly suggests that safety fails as stand-alone modal condition on knowledge.
On the other, advocates of globalized versions of safety face the difficult task to demarcate
with precision the range of sufficiently similar propositions. Moreover, some globalized
versions of safety may be too strong and thus not necessary for knowledge.21 Taken to-

in Frankfurt Clock and ignorance in Fake Barns; accordingly, it also rises to Kelp’s dilemma outlined at
the beginning of the section.

20Even if they both threat the sufficiency of safety for knowledge, these cases are structurally different
from the Gettier-style vignettes considered above: the justification component essential to Gettier cases is
less stark, and the focus is on the triviality of safety (beliefs that are trivially true in most/every possible
world) rather than on the type of veritic luck at work in Gettier cases (beliefs that are only accidentally
true).

21Hirvelä (2019) proposes a promising virtue-theoretic criterion of demarcation. Sosa (2004: 180) and
Bernecker (2012: 140; 2020: 5108) independently argue that globalized versions of safety are not necessary
for knowledge.
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gether, these cases are particularly troubling, and have independently contributed to the
overall decrease in popularity of safety. As a result, epistemologists have either resorted
to distinct conditions (e.g., Pritchard’s impure virtue epistemology) or abandoned modal
conditions on knowledge altogether (e.g., explanationist epistemologies and their claimed
advantage in solving the problem of necessary truths).

What does the safety condition on offer here predict about these troubling cases? For-
tunately, a proper functionalist reading of safety correctly predicts absence of knowledge
in each. To see why, notice that the vignettes feature clear instances of malfunctions: the
thermometer and the calculator are broken. Moreover, in at least one case, the environment
isn’t appropriate for the belief-forming method: thermometers are not supposed to func-
tion in environments featuring interventions of guardian angels. Recall that, according to
the etiological theory of functions, an item’s appropriate (normal) environment must be
sufficiently similar to the one where the item came to acquire its function. This crucial en-
vironmental condition is clearly not met given the obviously abnormal and inappropriate
features of Temp’s environment.

With these points in play, here’s how the proposed proper functionalist version of
safety captures absence of knowledge in each counterexample. Start with Necessary
Truths. Since the calculator is broken, it fails to fulfil its etiological function. As a
result, it also fails to yield true beliefs in the range of propositions that it was designed
to yield true beliefs in. Plausibly, a calculator’s etiological function is to reliably yield
true beliefs in a range of basic mathematical propositions: it will not have extraordinary
computational powers, but, when functioning properly, it will be able to do many simple
mathematical calculations. This key condition is not met: the broken calculator will yield
false beliefs in a range of propositions specified with reference to its etiological function.
As such, the belief under consideration is not safe and doesn’t amount to knowledge.22

Let’s move on to TrueTemp. As noticed already, the belief under consideration is
formed in clearly inappropriate circumstances: thermometers acquire their etiological
function in normal environments that do not feature interventions of guardian angels. As
a result, Temp’s belief lacks the relevant modal robustness: in the relevant possible worlds
where the environment is appropriate for the thermometer’s etiological function (that is,
in absence of guardian angels), Temp’s belief is false. Because it lacks the relevant modal
robustness which is essential to the safety condition offered here, Temp’s belief is not safe
and as such it doesn’t constitute knowledge.23 Overall, these two standard counterexam-

22Williamson (2009) and Pritchard (2012a, 2016) also defend globalised versions of safety, but there are
two important differences between their versions of safety and the proper functionalist version of safety on
offer here. Firstly, I motivate globalisation to a set of propositions on the basis of the etiological theory
of functions. Neither Pritchard nor Williamson offer a motivation for globalising safety to a set of propo-
sitions. Secondly, the proper functionalist criterion of demarcation is more informative than Williamson’s
and Pritchard’s rather vague similarity criterion.

23This suggests that relevant modal robustness cannot be equated simply with the possible worlds similar
to the actual world where the belief under consideration is true. Since modal robustness is cashed out in
terms of proper function, the relevant possible worlds for this safety condition are only those where the
belief-forming method and the environment meet a proper functionalist condition specified with reference
to the etiological theory of functions. These relevant possible worlds need not be the close similar worlds
where the belief is true: the proper functionalist conditions must also be met in the worlds relevant for this
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ples to the sufficiency of safety for knowledge fail to land against the new version of safety
developed above.

5.7 Chapter Summary

I have developed a new version of safety by appeal to proper function and to the etio-
logical theory of functions, and I have explained how this version of the safety condi-
tion withstands the most pressing objections to the necessity and sufficiency of safety for
knowledge: as a result, it provides also a seemingly successful anti-Gettier condition. I
now proceed to compare this new formulation with the more standard versions of safety
and with other anti-Gettier conditions more generally. I do so to bring out the distinc-
tiveness of this proper functionalist safety condition and to mark further differences with
other prominent modal and non-modal conditions on knowledge.

Let’s begin with the standard versions of safety. Unlike Sosa’s formulation, the proper
functionalist safety condition makes no explicit reference to counterfactuals. Moreover,
unlike Pritchard’s and Williamson’s formulations, it is indexed to both (properly func-
tioning) belief-forming methods and (appropriate) cognitive environments. For all these
reasons, it is importantly different from the standard versions of safety.

These differences also distinguish the safety condition on offer from further prominent
modal and non-modal conditions on knowledge. Because it doesn’t incorporate any ability
condition, it diverges from both impure and pure/robust versions of virtue epistemology.
And since the concept of normality plays only a background role in comparison with the
more central notions of proper function and the etiological theory of functions, this safety
condition is different from both modal virtue epistemology and normalcy epistemologies
more generally. Recall also that the condition on knowledge developed in this paper is
essentially modal: it views knowledge as a matter of (suitably understood) modal robust-
ness across relevant possible worlds. Accordingly, it clearly contrasts with explanationist
epistemologies that reject modal conditions on knowledge altogether. Finally, this ver-
sion of safety is offered as robust anti- Gettier condition: as such, it parts ways also with
knowledge-first circular accounts of safety. In general, this version of safety differs from
any other extant anti-Gettier condition.

However, just like many previously proposed anti-Gettier conditions, this novel ver-
sion of safety may still fall prey to Gettier-style counterexamples. There are structural
reasons to think this: after all, following Zagzebski (1994), one need only apply a two-step
procedure to generate Gettier-style cases against any TB+X condition on knowledge, and
the proper functionalist safety condition developed in this paper certainly falls under this

version of safety. Pavese and Beddor (2018: 69) also divorce relevant possible worlds from close possible
worlds. While their ability condition is restricted to possible worlds that are “normal for the task at hand”
(Pavese and Beddor 2018: 70) this safety condition is restricted to possible worlds that are normal given
the etiological function of the belief-forming method under consideration. Their ‘performative’ account of
normality is thus different from the etiological account of normality endorsed here. For example, facts about
history and natural selection in the actual world contribute to determining the modal robustness relevant for
this safety condition, but they don’t matter for the modal robustness of Pavese and Beddor’s skill condition.
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category. But, not all is lost: even so, this proper functionalist version of safety remains
worthy of serious consideration. Counterexamples are always possible, but whether they
are decisive against a purported anti-Gettier condition also always remains to be seen. This
proper functionalist version of safety does better than the standard versions of safety: it is
more informative, it gains motivation from a number of epistemic and non-epistemic con-
siderations, it avoids the major counterexamples to the necessity and sufficiency of safety
for knowledge and it yields the right result in the most discussed Gettier-style vignettes.
In light of all these advantages, it would be premature to abandon it just because it may
fall prey to further (yet to be raised) counterexamples and objections.24 As an informative,
extensionally adequate and seemingly successful anti-Gettier condition this novel proper
functionalist version of safety at least deserves to be taken seriously: absent any such yet-
to-be-raised counterexamples and objections, the novel safety condition developed in this
paper is still standing.

24See Weatherson (2003) for a more extensive discussion of this point.
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Chapter 6

Modalism vs Explanationism: Legal
Proof

6.1 Overview of the Chapter

In this chapter I introduce and examine the contrast between modalism and explanation-
ism in the context of applied legal epistemology. To best do so, I first set the stage by
clarifying the key legal concepts routinely discussed in legal epistemology. Along the
way, I also explain the subject-matter of legal epistemology, and the points of contact be-
tween the study of knowledge and the study of legal evidence and judicial proof. I end
by laying out two key case studies at the intersection of epistemology and philosophy of
law: the proof paradoxes and the normativity of criminal conviction. While both modal-
ism and explanationism provide a plausible treatment of these case studies, this and the
consequent chapters will favour an explanationist – rather than a modalist – applied legal
epistemology.

6.2 Applied Legal Epistemology

It may seem initially striking to set up any kind parallel between epistemology and evi-
dence law. While epistemologists are interested in rather abstract concepts like knowl-
edge, justification and reasons, theorists of evidence law examine the structure and the
practicalities of actual trials (preliminary hearing, expert testimony, eye-witness testi-
mony, cross-examination, etc. etc.). Epistemologists develop arguments in favour or
against abstract views that are as abstract as the concept they employed, whereas theorists
of evidence are concerned with aspects of legal evidence that may make huge practical
differences for the verdict of a trial. What is more, epistemologists are interested in set-
ting out conditions for what counts as knowledge or justified belief; by contrast, theorists
of evidence of law are concerned with rules that determine what counts as legal evidence.
These initial considerations and examples suggest that epistemology – the study of knowl-
edge – and the study of evidence law substantially differ in their subject matters. However,
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appearances are misleading, and a closer looks reveals many more points of contact be-
tween epistemology and evidence law.

Firstly, there’s an interesting overlap in the terminology employed by the two disci-
plines. Here’s a few examples of linguistic overlap: “evidence”, “reasonable” “doubt”, “
expert testimony”, “eye-witness testimony”, “proof”, “relevance”. A quick glance at the
terms used in the two disciplines suggests, as Georgi Gardiner effectively puts it, that legal
practice in general – and evidence law in particular – is “up in epistemology to its neck”
(Gardiner 2019: 1).

Of course, linguistic evidence is never conclusive. Perhaps these terms mean different
things in the epistemology and evidence law contexts, but it’s at the very least striking
that the concepts and terms of interests of the two disciplines closely resemble each other.
However, clear differences between the two domains remain. More specifically, the epis-
temologist’s concept of evidence seems more inclusive that the concept employed by the
evidence law theorists. Epistemologists are generous when it comes to enumerate what
counts as evidence, and this holds across the board: for example, according to the proposi-
tional conceptions of evidence defended by Williamson (2000), a proposition will be part
of one’s evidence when one knows it regardless of how one came to know said proposi-
tion (see Kelly 2016 for discussion). Theorists of evidence law restrict legal evidence to
any fact of object that was obtained in compliance with specific evidentiary rules: one’s
proposition may be part of one’s evidence in virtue of being known, and yet, if illegally
obtained, will not count as legal evidence. Moreover, legal evidence is evaluated along
dimensions that epistemologists do not (and perhaps should not) consider: a belief can
be rational even if based on legally inadmissible evidence, and the probative value of a
piece of evidence may be much stronger in a trial setting than in a more everyday context.
Similar considerations apply to the sufficiency of evidence: perhaps what suffices to jus-
tify everyday beliefs is not enough when it comes to justify beliefs of guilt and liability.
I will return to discuss issues of sufficiency and admissibility in the subsequent sections
and chapters; for now it’s important to note that despite the initial linguistic overlap, there
remains important differences and asymmetries between the legal and epistemological
concept of evidence.

A second – and possibly more substantial – point of convergence between epistemol-
ogy and evidence law theory has to do with the (shared) aim or goal of epistemological
inquiry and trials: truth. With few exceptions, epistemologists are especially interested
in the value of truth: it is a necessary condition on knowledge, it plays key normative
roles (see for example truth norms of belief or assertion), it shapes different social insti-
tutions and illuminates key social phenomena.1 Several aspects of society have a clear
truth-seeking function, and legal systems make no exception. The point of a trial is to es-

1The most comprehensive defence of the value of truth in social epistemology is due to Goldman’s
influential veritism (2008) See also (Goldman & O’ Connor 2021: Section 2) for discussion. Another
influential defence of the value of truth for achieving the aim of criminal justice systems is due to Haack
(2014).
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tablish the truth, and evidence law is one of the many effective achieve this aim.2 Because
of how detrimental it would be for society as a whole if they constantly failed to do so,
legal systems show a number of mechanisms to maximize truth-seeking. Traditional epis-
temology has a key role to play here: it can clarify and illuminate these mechanisms either
to describe and better understand legal systems or even to improve them. We may call this
second point of convergence “teleological”: perhaps in occasionally different ways, both
epistemology and evidence law aim at truth.

Thus, to sum up, given the interesting points of contact between epistemology and
evidence law (both linguistic and teleological), applied legal epistemology examines the
epistemological issues raised by the concept of legal proof and evidence law. Before
actually engaging in applied legal epistemology, In the next section we’ll step back and
ask how we can best do so.

6.3 Meta-epistemological Desiderata for Legal Epistemol-
ogy

As we have done already in Chapter 1 in the context of traditional epistemology, before
moving on to do applied legal epistemology it may be worth to pause and outline the
assumptions that need to be made in order to best engage in it. The reason to do so is
two-fold: firstly, it will achieve more clarity in thinking about the intersection between
epistemology and evidence law. Secondly, theorising about the epistemic aspects of the
law must take into account genuinely legal aspects that are usually outside the scope of
traditional epistemology. To keep track of the realities of legal systems it is especially
important to get clear on these aspects.

In Chapter 1, we distinguished between different three approaches to the analysis of
knowledge: semantic, conceptual and metaphysical. Each approach in traditional epis-
temology focusses on different aspects of knowledge: the linguistic use of the term, the
features of its concept or its more fundamental metaphysical nature. Differently, applied
legal epistemology elucidates and clarifies several distinct dimension of legal practice.
Accordingly, applied legal epistemology is not concerned with providing a semantic, con-
ceptual or metaphysical theory of legal evidence or legal proof. Rather, it attempts to
clarify some key legal concepts that have a more or less strong connection to some other
notions routinely discussed in epistemology. Here’s two cases in point. For example, the
graded notion of legal evidence – its sufficiency – mirrors the equally graded notion of
justification (beliefs can be more or less justified). Accordingly, theories of justification
may shed light on the sufficiency of legal evidence.3 Criminal convictions obey to a de-

2In Funk vs United States, the Supreme Court declared that “The fundamental basis upon which all rules
of evidence must rest – if they are to rest upon reason – is their adaptation to the successful development
of the truth.” See Ho (2008: Chapter 2) for more statements from actual case law on the role of truth for
evidence law theory.

3According to the Lockean view of rational belief, a belief is epistemically justifie if and only if it’s
sufficiently probable. This picture woul fit naturally with an elucidation of the sufficiency of legal evidence
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manding “beyond reasonable doubt” standard; epistemologists have an awful lot to say
about what may or may not make doubts “reasonable”. But of course this clarificatory
theorising ought to be done always with an eye on the actual legal practice: any theory of
reasonable doubt should be in principle available to jurors and juries who are not attuned
to or concerned with the epistemology use of the term.

These quick points suggest two important metaepistemological desiderata for applied
legal epistemology:

• ((Legally constrained) extensional adequacy. Applied legal epistemology should
make extensionally adequate predictions; that is, epistemological reconstruction of
evidence law should be in keeping with what counts as an item of evidence accord-
ing to contemporary Anglo-American legal systems.

• Procedural feasibility. Epistemological theorising within the legal domain should
respect procedural constraints: in principle, it could be implemented by contempo-
rary Anglo-American legal systems, and it should not be in tension with the proce-
dural rules of these systems.

With these two desiderata in mind, we can now move on to consider some episte-
mological aspects of legal proof. This will pave the way for the discussion of the proof
paradox.

6.4 Legal Proof and Proof-Paradoxes

There are some preliminary and important aspects of doctrine and policy surrounding the
process of proof. Whether it is a matter of civil cause for action, serious crimes or affir-
mative defenses, one party has the initial burden to prove each litigated element. This is
referred to as “burden of proof”. In the case of a civil trial, it falls on the party that initiates
legal action – standardly referred to as “plaintiff”. In the case of a criminal trial, the bur-
den of proof falls on the prosecution. The burden of proof in criminal trials is constrained
by the presumption of innocence: because it is worse to convict the innocent rather than
letting the guilty go free, the defendant is by default presumed to be innocent until proven
otherwise.4 The presumption of innocence is considered to be a “golden thread” for con-
temporary legal systems, and it informs the burden of proof in criminal trials.5

for a rational belief of guilt. See Jackson (2020: Section 3.1) for discussion of the Lockean view.
4This asymmetry is often referred to as “Blackstone Ratio”. Blackstone famously (allegedly?) said that

“it’s better than that ten guilty defendants go free rather than even just one innocent be convicted”
5Statement of the presumption of innocence can be found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

Art 11(1) and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Art 48. In the context of the history
of Anglo-america Criminal law, It featured prominently in an actual trial, Woolmington v DPP, where the
it was referred to as the “golden thread”. Viscount Sankey famously sayd that “Throughout the web of the
English Criminal Law one golden thread is always to be seen,that it is the duty of the prosecution to prove
the prisoner’s guilt subject ... to the defence of insanity and subject also to any statutory exception. If, at
the end of and on the whole of the case, there is a reasonable doubt, created by the evidence given by either
the prosecution or the prisoner ... the prosecution has not made out the case and the prisoner is entitled to
an acquittal. No matter what the charge or where the trial, the principle that the prosecution must prove
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The burden of proof is best broken down into two parts: the burden of production (the
duty to present and provide evidence) and the burden of persuasion (the duty to persuade
the opposing party of the guilt or liability of the defendant). Crucially, burdens of proof
generate distinct standards of proof : loosely speaking, standards of proof specify how
and when a fact is proven for legal purposes, and legal proof corresponds to the evidence
adduced to prove the litigated facts.

Depending on the gravity of the charge and the trial under consideration, we can dis-
tinguish three different standards (one increasingly more demanding than the other):

• Preponderance of evidence; also called “More likely than not”. This standard is
applied in the context of relatively low-stakes civil trials (for example: trespassing).

• Clear and compelling evidence. Slightly more demanding than the preponderance
of evidence standard, this standard is applied in the context of more serious civil
trials (for example: adoption cases).

• Beyond reasonable doubt. Clearly more demanding than both the preponderance of
evidence and clear and compelling evidence standards, this standard is applied in
the context of serious criminal trials (for example: murder).

The distinct standards have clear features. They are increasingly more demanding, and
as such have a graded nature. They are also essentially connected to (legal) fact-finding:
they aim to prove and establish what has or has not happened. They apply to specific
elements: to prove trespassing in the context of a civil trial each element of trespassing
must be proven (actual trespassing and intention to trespass). Similar considerations can
be made regarding other civil and criminal trials.

However, the details are less clear, and trying to get clear on them raises a host of
philosophical – more specifically, epistemological – questions. What is it to prove a fact
for legally acceptable standards? Is it to justifiably believe it or to know it? How does
this difference carry over to more or less demanding standards? How is the risk of false
convictions to be managed? How is it to be understood?

Epistemological questions pertaining to the nature of standards of proof and legal proof
are made especially vivid by a number of seemingly intractable paradoxes discussed by
theorists of evidence law. One (once very popular) way to make progress on the questions
raised above consists in adopting a probabilistic interpretation of the standards. According
to the doctrine of legal probabilism, standards of proof can be reduced to suitably spec-
ified probabilistic thresholds.6 Accordingly, legal proof is a matter of sufficiently high
probabilistic support depending on the standard under consideration.

the guilt of the prisoner is part of the common law of England and no attempt to whittle it down can be
entertained”. See Picinali (2021) for a recent discussion of the value and significance of the presumption of
innocence.

6See Di Bello and Urbaniak (2021 for an updated overview. See also Ho (2008: Chapter 4; 2021: Section
3.2) for discussion. I return to legal probabilism in more detail in the next chapter.
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Legal probabilism has virtues. It provides a principled and informative elucidation
of the standards and it captures their graded nature. However, legal probabilism gener-
ates well-known paradoxes in evidence law. These paradoxes involve merely statistical
evidence and are made vivid by the following stylised court cases:

Blue Bus.7 While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s car. In the
accident, she breaks her leg. She realises that the vehicle was a bus, but she cannot
discern the colour. Jane runs a quick search, and discovers that the Blue Bus Com-
pany operates 80% of buses in town. The remaining 20% are operated by the Red
Bus Company. Jane sues the Blue Bus Company. Using only the evidence described
here, Jane expects to win the case. After all, given the evidence, it’s 0.8 probable
that the Blue Bus Company is liable.

Prisoners.8 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Suddenly 99 of
them attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th prisoner knew
nothing about. The 100th prisoner played no role in the assault and could
have done nothing to stop it. There is no further information that can be
used to settle the question of any particular prisoner’s involvement. Despite
the paucity of evidence, the guards pick prisoner 69 and convict him for the
attack. After all, given the evidence, it’s 0.99 probable that prisoner 69 is
guilty.

These hypothetical cases suggest that no matter how high the probability of liability or
guilt is, it still remains problematic and unfair to impose liability or guilt on the Blue Bus
company or one prisoner. These cases are commonly referred to as “proof paradoxical”
scenarios (2020b), and they put pressure on a probabilistic foundation of legal proof.

These are not merely hypothetical cases: examples like these abound also in actual
case law. For example, Blue Bus closely mirrors the civil lawsuit filed by Mrs. Smith
against Rapid Transit, a small bus company in Massachusetts. Here’s a more detailed
reconstruction of the case:

Smith v. Rapid Transit, Inc. At around 1:00 A.M. on Feb. 6, 1941, while driv-
ing an automobile on Main Street in the City of Winthrop, plaintiff Smith she
observed a bus coming toward her, which she described as a “great big, long,
wide affair”. The bus, which was owned and operated by defendant Rapid
Transit, Inc. (”Rapid”), was proceeding at about 40 miles an hour when, ac-
cording to Smith, it forced her to turn to the right, causing her automobile
to collide with a parked car. The department of public utilities had issued
a certificate of public convenience or necessity to Rapid for three routes in
Winthrop, one of which includedMain Street. However, another bus line was
in operation in Winthrop at that time of the accident, but not on Main Street.

7Redmayne (2008), Enoch et al. (2012), Smith (2018), Gardiner (2019) discuss this case.
8Originally described in Nesson (1979b), here I’m adopting the presentation from Redmayne (2008).
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Smith filed a lawsuit in Massachusetts commonwealth court seeking dam-
ages for injuries she sustained in the accident. Smith claimed that Rapid’s
employee was negligent in operating the bus, which caused the accident.9

Perhaps surprisingly for the advocates of legal probabilism, the court refused to impose
liability on Rapid. The words of the negative verdict returned by the court are espe-
cially telling. The liability of Rapid was “a matter of conjecture”, and the “mathematical
chances” were not enough to prove it.

Statistical evidence is not foreign to actual criminal law either. For example, the use
of DNA evidence is criminal trials is becoming increasingly popular, and it led to valuable
exonerations for wrongly convicted citizens.10 Conversely, the use of merely statistical
evidence has also led to problematic wrongful convictions. Lucia de Berk, a Dutch pae-
diatric nurse, was wrongfully condemned to life imprisonment on the basis of (incorrect)
statistical calculations. Similarly, a couple in California was wrongfully accused of mur-
der just because they were thought to match a witness description on the basis of incorrect
statistical estimations.11 Overall, these examples of actual case law suggest the virtues
(and the limits) of legal probabilism.

Applied legal epistemology can offer useful tools to solve the proof paradoxes and of-
fer different understandings of legal proof. Indeed, the two views discussed in the previous
chapters – modalism and explanationism – can be applied to both analyse and elucidate
both knowledge and legal proof. Counting also the probabilistic interpretation, we may
enrich the options by adding both modalism and explanationism:

• Probabilistic standards of proof. Legal proof is a matter of suitably specified
probabilistic support: legal verdicts must be likely to be true.

• Modalist standards of proof. Legal proof is a matter of suitably specified modal
robustness: given the evidence adduced, legal verdicts track the truth across rele-
vantly close possible worlds (given the evidence upon which they are based, they
continue to be true).

• Explanationist standards of proof. Legal proof is a matter of suitably specified
explanatory connection. Legal proof must meet explanatory thresholds: only suf-
ficiently good explanations of the evidence adduced can meet the standard under
consideration.

The modalist and explanationist accounts of the standards closely mirror the modalist and
explanationist analyses of knowledge laid out and discussed in the previous chapters. The
relationship between knowledge and legal proof is however delicate: while both knowl-
edge and legal proof display a relevant connection to truth, it may strike as odd to simply

9Available at https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/casebrief/p/
casebrief-smith-v-rapid-transit-inc.

10See Roth (2010) for an interesting discussion of the use of DNA evidence in actual case law. I return
to this in more detail in the next chapter.

11The legal case is People v. Collins.
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identity knowledge and legal proof. I return to the delicate relationship between knowl-
edge and legal proof in the next two chapters; in particular, I will look at the relationship
between knowledge, legal proof and epistemic luck. For present purposes, it’s important
to note that modalism and explanationism can provide the conceptual resources to better
understand the nature of legal proof.

Here’s an initial worry about the application of modalism and explanationism to legal
epistemology. One may worry that the graded notion of legal proof can’t be fully cap-
tured by all-or-nothing modalist and explanationist conditions on knowledge, and that a
probabilistic view is better suited. However, both modalism and explanationism can cap-
ture the graded notion of legal proof. Start with modalism: as we have seen in Chapter
2, a safety condition on knowledge can be weak or strong depending on the number of
close worlds where the belief must continue to be true. Advocates of modalist accounts
of legal proof can exploit this degree of demandingness to capture a weaker civil standard
and a stronger criminal standards. Similar considerations apply to explanationism: better
explanationions may be required to meet more demanding standards.

And here’s also an initial advantage in applying modalism and explanationism to legal
epistemology. In different ways, modalism and explanationism provide a diagnosis of
the proof paradox. Merely statistical evidence fails to meet a modalist standard of proof:
much like a lottery-style proposition, because the verdict is based on merely statistical
evidence it could easily be false (in close worlds, it could too easily be mistaken). Merely
statistical evidence also fails to meet an explanationist standard of proof: because of its
lack of connection with the facts at issue, the evidence doesn’t really explain why the
defendant is guilty or liable (more on this in the next chapters).

Let’s take stock. Interestingly, modalism and explanationism can be applied to make
progress on various epistemological questions underlying the nature of legal proof. Before
considering and assessing specific versions of what we may call “legal modalism” and
legal explanationism, I need to clarify how to best approach the proof paradoxes and lay
out two case studies for legal modalism and explanationism.

6.5 Explanatory, Descriptive and Normative Projects

I have already hinted at how modalism and explanationist interpretations of standards of
proof can diagnose what goes wrong with the proof-paradoxical scenarios. However, be-
cause we are trying to provide an answer which displays procedural feasibility and (legally
constrained) extensional adequacy, it is worth being more precise about these diagnoses
of the proof paradox. Here’s a number of distinct questions we can ask by approaching the
proox-paradox and while theorising about the epistemology of legal standards of proof:

• What do our (lay) intuitions say about the paradoxes? (Question 1)

• How do our intuitions diverge from the intuition of trained jurors, judges and legal
actors? (Question 2)
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• Can legal epistemology capture how legal practice actually works? (Question 3)

• Can legal epistemology inform how legal practice should ideally work? (Question
4)

These are all different questions, and there’s no reason to assume that we can give one
straightforward consistent answer to each.12 Following Fratantonio’s insightful taxonomy
(Fratantonio 2021), we can distinguish at least three independent approaches to the proof-
paradox:

• The explanatory project.

• The descriptive project.

• The normative project.

The explanatory project diagnoses the intuitions of laypeople and legally trained legal ac-
tors in reaction to the proof-paradoxical scenarios (Question 1 and 2 above). The descrip-
tive project aims at capturing and explicating how legal proof works (Question 3 above).
The normative project, more ambitiously, is supposed to theorise about how legal proof
should work (Question 4 above).

Crucially, modalism and explanationism can be applied and assessed in the context
of each of these projects. A safety approach to legal proof may diagnose the conflicting
intuitions of laypeople and legal actors towards statistical evidence (explanatory project).
It may capture how the law operates (descriptive project), or inform how the law should
operate (normative project). The same goes for an explanationist approach to the stan-
dards.

Crucially, emphasising the independence between the projects doesn’t meant that they
can’t be pursued together. Indeed, one may start out with the explanatory project and
then move on to the descriptive project: there is an independently plausible connections
between how the law operates and legal actors’ intuitions. One may as well take the intu-
itions against the use of statistical evidence as a symptom of some epistemic impropriety,
and then identify a normative aspect of the standards of the proof that statistical evidence
fails to meet. Carefully distinguishing the three projects does not preclude the possibility
of pursuing them together.

With these points in play, we can now move on to consider more carefully two im-
portant case studies in applied legal epistemology: the epistemic quality of individualised
evidence and the epistemic normativity of criminal convictions.

6.5.1 Case Study I: Individualised versus Statistical Evidence

The notion of “individualised evidence” represents a hugely debated legal category. Pre-
cise definitions of the notion are however scarce, and it’s best introduce it by means of

12These questions are implicitly raised and attended in virtually any recent legal epistemology paper.
These questions are explicitly distinguished in Spootswood (2021).
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examples from more or less realistic legal cases. It’s useful to think of individualised evi-
dence as the counterpart of merely statistical evidence: crucially, individualised evidence
displays a direct connection with the facts at issues. This is not the case with merely sta-
tistical evidence, which simply makes guilt or liability highly probable. Drawing on the
proof-paradoxical scenarios outlined above, here’s some examples of commonly discussed
instances of individualised evidence:

Eye-witness testimony. A guard reports that they saw the prisoner attacking
the guard, or an eye-witness reports that they saw a blue bus hitting the car.

Video-evidence. Recorded images of a prisoner attacking the guard, or of the
blue bus hitting the car.

As it is clear from these examples, the evidence under consideration displays some sort
of direct connection with the fact at issue.13 However, legal theorists and evidence law
theorists have often struggled to identify in details what makes evidence individualised
to the facts at issue.14 A potentially fruitful approach to this problem employs the two
frameworks discussed in this dissertation. For example, individualised evidence can be
characterised by appeal to a modalist or explanationist necessary condition which identi-
fies the epistemic quality of this much debated type of legal evidence.15 Accordingly, we
get:

• Modalist individualised evidence. A piece of evidence e qualifies as individualised
evidence only if it is safe (or sensitive).

• Explanationist individualised evidence. A piece of evidence e qualifies as individ-
ualised evidence only if it displays appropriate explanatory connections with the
facts at issue.

In the subsequent chapters, both approaches will be discussed and assessed.
13A potentially more controversial instance of individualised evidence is DNA evidence, and in this chap-

ter I will remain non-committal about whether DNA evidence counts as individualised. However, I want
to make the following two observations to explain to the reader why this issue is especially complicated.
First, like other instances of statistical evidence, DNA evidence is presented in court by an expert in statis-
tical form: basically, an expert testifies about the (usually) stupendously low probability of a random match
between the DNA profile found on the scene and the suspect’s. Secondly, like other instances of individu-
alised evidence, correct DNA matches are individualised in the sense that they refer to specific individuals
(they are, in some sense, about the suspect who may be substantially involved with the facts at issue). One
final word of caution: unlike other instances of individualised evidence (e.g., eye-witness testimony), DNA
matches should not be equated with guilt even when correct: a correct eye-witness identification somehow
naturally implies guilt (e.g., the witness correctly reports that they saw the defendant committing the crime
), but a correct DNA match suggests at best the presence of the defendant on the scene.

14See Spootswood (2021: ) for an exhaustive list of references.
15See Redmayne (2008: Section ) Dahlman & Pundit (2021) for arguments to the effect that the quality

of individualised evidence is moral as opposed to epistemic.
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6.5.2 Case Study II: The Epistemic Normativity of Criminal Convic-
tion

Another relevant case study in applied legal epistemology concerns the epistemic norma-
tivity of criminal convictions. When epistemologists talk about norms they have in mind
some sort of standard of appropriateness for the epistemic dimension of an activity with
an aim. Take for instance the extensive literature on the norm of assertion: each proposed
norm purports to capture the genuinely epistemic propriety of the speech act of asser-
tion.16 Similar considerations apply in the contexts of criminal verdicts: which norm, if
any, can capture the epistemic normativity of criminal convictions? This purported norm
is suitably restricted to the epistemic propriety of criminal convictions, and it’s meant to
sidestep issues concerning procedural, legal, moral or practical aspects of criminal con-
victions. Jennifer Lackey nicely makes this point as follows:

The kind of propriety that is at issue here is epistemic in nature. The norm
captures what status jurors need to have with respect to the question of the
defendant’s guilt in order to be free from distinctively epistemic criticism
when registering a guilty verdict. There may be other sorts of criticism that
are appropriate if one violates this norm,such as moral,legal,and so on.Butif
this norm is correct, then when, and only when, jurors have knowledge is it
epistemically appropriate for them to convict. (Lackey 2021: 1,2)

Options to capture the epistemic propriety of criminal convictions abound. Once we con-
ceive of criminal convictions as constituted by a suitable combination of speech acts (the
jury declaring the defendant guilty) and actions (the punishment inflicted on the guilty
defendant), the same norms governing speech acts and actions can be applied to capture
the normativity of criminal convictions. For example:

Knowledge Norm of Criminal Conviction. Convict a defendant if and only
if you know he is guilty.

Truth Norm of Criminal Conviction. Convict a defendant if and only if he
is guilty

Justification Norm of Criminal Conviction. Convict a defendant if and
only if you justifiably believe he is guilty.

As it should be clear, similar norms have been put forth to capture the epistemic propriety
of assertion.17 We can tell a similar story in the context of criminal convictions. Suppose
that a judge convicts the defendant on the basis of sheer prejudice, or by randomly flipping
a coin.18 Clearly, these convictions are not appropriate from an epistemic point of view.

16For a nice overview, see the supplement in Pagin and Marsili useful survey piece (Pagin and Marsili:
2021).

17Defenders of the knowledge norm of assertion include Unger (1968), 2000, DeRose (2002, Hawthorne
(2005), Engel (2008), Schaffer (2008), Sosa (2015 Simion (2016a).

18Judith Thomson (1986) famously considers this case; I return to this in detail in the next chapter.
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Or further suppose that the jury is Gettierised, and their true belief of guilty and liability
is also true as a matter of luck or coincidence (this verdict is based on a justified true
belief that yet fails to constitute knowledge).19 Or maybe the jury carefully considers
the evidence, reaches a verdict, but for an abnormal twist of event the verdict ends up
being false (this verdict is based on a justified false belief). Perhaps more controversially,
these verdicts are also epistemically improper, and different norms of convictions explain
why. The justification norm diagnoses the problem with a conviction based on prejudice
and a coin toss (the beliefs under consideration are not justified). The knowledge norm
diagnoses Gettierised convictions, and the truth norm does the same with any wrongful
convictions.

At precisely this point, modalism and explanationism enter the picture. For example,
suppose that, following a promising modalist approach, knowledge equates with a type
of safe belief. Then the knowledge norm of criminal conviction will require a safe belief
as necessary and sufficient for appropriate convictions. Similarly, suppose that justified
belief requires some kind of explanatory connection with the proposition believed: then
the justification norm will be unpacked along explanationist lines. Back to the examples
above: convictions based on prejudice do not track the truth in close possible worlds
and fail to display the relevant explanatory connection to the fact at issue. Gettierised
convitions fail to meet some type of modal or explanationist condition on knowledge.

Once again, both modalism and explanationism provide the needed conceptual re-
sources to articulate purported norms of criminal convictions. If we grant the criminal
convictions have a genuine epistemic dimension, then we can move on to develop a norm
that captures such dimension along modalist or explanationist lines.

6.6 Swapping: Against Modalism and For Explanation-
ism

With these points in play, here’s a road map for the upcoming chapters. While I have de-
fended modalism and objected to explanationism in the context of traditional epistemol-
ogy, I will now do the reverse: when it comes to applied legal epistemology, I maintain
that explanationism (rather than modalism) holds the key to yield a successful account
of individualised evidence, the epistemic normativity of criminal convictions and judi-
cial proof more generally. This is because knowledge and judicial proof are structurally
different, and require two distinct approaches (I will make sure point out these important
structural differences along the way). Accordingly, here’s a more detailed overview of the
remaining chapters.

In Chapter 7, I move on to make a rather negative point: I develop novel objections
against currently popular modal accounts of individualised evidence. Focussing on anti-
luck condition, I point out important differences between knowledge and individualised

19For example, Pardo (2010) equates legal proof with a non-Gettierised true belief.
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evidence, and I show how neither safety nor sensitivity can capture the legal notion of
individualised evidence.

In Chapter 8, I make a more constructive proposal: I diagnose the failure of safety
and sensitivity characterisations of legal evidence and provide a different explanationist
account. I offer two arguments in its support; along the way, I also sketch out important
consequences of explanatory connections for the epistemic normativity of criminal con-
victions. The final upshot is a well-informed account of legal proof which does away with
modal conditions and better captures the nature of juridical proof.

6.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter has introduced some key issues of applied legal epistemology. I have noted
some analogies and disanalogies with traditional epistemology, and looked at two case
studies (individualised evidence and the epistemic normativity of criminal convictions)
through the lens of modalism and explanationism.
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Chapter 7

Against Modal Accounts of Legal Proof

7.1 Overview of the Chapter

The notion of individualised evidence holds the key to solve the puzzle of statistical ev-
idence, but there’s still no consensus on how exactly to define it. To make progress on
the problem, epistemologists have proposed various accounts of individualised evidence
in terms of causal or modal anti-luck conditions on knowledge like appropriate causation
(Thomson 1986), sensitivity (Enoch et al. 2012) and safety (Pritchard 2018b). In this
chapter, I show that each of these fails as satisfactory anti-luck condition, and that such
failure lends abductive support to the following conclusion: once the familiar anti-luck
intuition on knowledge is extended to individualised evidence, no single causal or modal
anti-luck condition on knowledge can succeed as the right anti-luck condition on individu-
alised evidence. This conclusion casts serious doubts on the fruitfulness of the move from
anti-luck conditions on knowledge to anti-luck conditions on individualised evidence. I
expand on these doubts and point out further aspects where epistemology and the law
come apart: epistemic anti- luck conditions on knowledge do not adequately characterise
the legal notion of individualised evidence.

7.2 Individualised Evidence and Luck

A witness, a tape, a video, a trace: this is evidence individualised to a fact. It’s not very
reliable: witnesses lie or err, tapes can be faked, images are ambiguous, and tracesmislead.
Statistics, percentages, estimations of probability: this is bare statistical evidence. It seems
more reliable: it can make crucial incriminating facts highly probable, and seldom leads
astray. Yet, the law appears to prefer the former over the latter. But why? What’s so
special about individualised evidence? These are the main questions raised by the puzzle
of statistical evidence, and while the notion of individualised evidence may hold the key
to solving it, there’s still no agreement on how exactly to define it. In this passage, Judith
Thomson gives us a crucial hint:
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Suppose that a jury is puzzled by the evidence which has been presented to it, and
cannot arrive at a consensus as to its weight. “I know”, says one juror, “let’s decide by
flipping a coin: heads we impose liability, tails we don’t.” They agree, and they flip a
coin, which comes up heads. So they return and say, “the defendant is guilty.” Their
so doing is not made acceptable by the fact (supposing it a fact) that the defendant
actually is guilty. (...) It matters to us, not just that a defendant does not suffer a
penalty unjustly, but also that the penalty is not imposed on him unjustly. (Thomson
1986: 213, emphasis added)

Her remarks are significative, and suggestive. Justice demands that punishment and liabil-
ity are imposed on the basis of the right evidence, and the right evidence is incompatible
with (a certain type of) luck. It’s thus an important desideratum that individualised evi-
dence satisfies an anti-luck condition. The point is familiar to epistemologists: an identi-
cal desideratum applies to knowledge. Indeed, the main challenge underlying the Gettier
problem consists in identifying the right anti-luck condition on knowledge, as Duncan
Pritchard (2015: 94) points out here:

Gettier’s famous chapter didn’t just demonstrate that knowledgewasn’t (non-factively)
justified true belief. He also demonstrated that one could have a justified true be-
lief which was nonetheless subject to knowledge-undermining epistemic luck. This
raises a challenge regarding what condition or conditions must be imposed on knowl-
edge in order to exclude such luck. Call this formulation of the Gettier problem the
anti-luck problem.

The anti-luck problem seems to affect both knowledge and individualised evidence, and
indicates a deeper structural connection between the two. This connection did not go
entirely unnoticed: epistemologists have offered accounts of individualised evidence in
terms of epistemic qualities which are also advanced as anti-luck conditions on knowl-
edge. However, when imposed on knowledge, these conditions are unsuccessful: they
face perfectly general and possibly unavoidable difficulties. In this chapter, I take up the
task to show that the same difficulties carry over to individualised evidence: my conclu-
sion will be that, given the difficulties incurred with knowledge, no single causal or modal
anti-luck condition on knowledge can succeed as the right anti-luck condition on individ-
ualised evidence. And this is a potentially significant result, for it casts into serious doubt
the fruitfulness of the move from an anti-luck condition on knowledge to an anti-luck
condition on individualised evidence.

My plan is as follows. In §1, I set the stage and lay out the puzzle in detail. In §2, I clar-
ify further the connection between knowledge, individualised evidence and luck. Next, in
§3 and §4, I offer Gettier-style variations of stylized court cases and show that prominent
causal and modal anti-luck conditions on knowledge fail also when imposed on individ-
ualised evidence. Finally, in §5, I advance a diagnosis of the failure of these prominent
anti-luck conditions. I expand on the relevance of such failure and I point out key aspects
in which epistemology and the law come apart; this has important repercussions for legal
epistemology in general.
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7.3 The Puzzle of Statistical Evidence

In a fair trial, defendants are not required to prove their innocence: the onus of proof al-
ways falls on the party who first takes legal action. Such asymmetry stems from what
is considered the golden thread of many contemporary criminal justice systems, the pre-
sumption of innocence. The burden of proof is so established: it is a necessary condition
for conviction that the State proves the guilt of the defendant, who famously remains in-
nocent ‘‘until proven guilty”.1

The burden of proof generates a standard of proof. While the current standard for
civil liability is the ‘‘preponderance of evidence”, the standard for criminal conviction is
the more demanding proof ‘‘beyond reasonable doubt”. These formulations are renowned,
but their exact meaning is far from clear. Actually, it appears to be surprisingly elusive:
explaining the precise nature of the standards is no easy task even for trained legal officials.
As chief judge Jon Newman (1993: 984) effectively put it, ‘‘I find it rather unsettling that
we use a formulation that we believe will become less clear the more we explain it”.

Among legal theorists, it is sometimes assumed that probability theory can provide
a way around this conundrum. A once very popular view in legal scholarship favours a
quantitative interpretation: roughly, the civil and criminal standards neatly reduce to quan-
tifiable probabilistic thresholds.2 Following Blome-Tillman (2017), they can be defined
in terms of evidential probabilities:

Preponderance of Evidence: Proposition p meets the standard iff P(p|e) > 0.5

Beyond Reasonable Doubt: Proposition p meets the standard iff P(p|e) ≥ 0.9

So understood, the preponderance of evidence and beyond reasonable doubt standards
are satisfied so long as, given the admissible evidence adduced to the case, the probability
of liability and guilt is at least 0.6 or 0.9 respectively. The key motivation for this proba-
bilistic interpretation is to ensure the accuracy of legal verdicts and secure the Blackstone
ratio, according to which the percentage of false convictions should be significantly lower
than false acquittals.

So far, so good. However, this probabilistic interpretation leads to a puzzle long dis-
cussed in evidence law – the puzzle of statistical evidence.3 Let’s consider the following
two cases, ranging over the civil and criminal standards:

1Scots law makes an exception, and permits a third verdict (‘‘not proven”) in addition to ‘‘guilty” or ‘‘not
guilty”. If this possibility obtains, then the defendant does not remain innocent until proven guilty.

2Using Haack’s established terminology, this view goes under the name of legal probabilism and it has
both prominent defenders (e.g., Calabresi 1961, Becker 1961, Posner 1973, Hedden and Colyvan 2019)
and prominent critics (e.g., Tribe 1971, Cohen 1977, Allen and Leiter ?, Allen and Stein 2013, Haack
2014). See Di Bello and Urbaniak (2021) for a thorough and updated discussion of legal probabilism. The
‘‘once” proviso is especially important: these days, theorists of evidence law have moved away from legal
probabilism and endorsed an explanationist interpretation of legal proof in terms of relative plausibility. See
Allen (2008), Pardo and Allen (2008, 2019) for an exhaustive presentation of an explanationist account of
the main standards of proof.

3The puzzle is also known as the proof paradox. See Gardiner (2019; forthcoming) Ross (2020b), Pardo
(2019: §3), Ho (2008: 135-142) and Redmayne (2008: §1) for an overview.
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Accident.4 While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s car. In the ac-
cident, she breaks her leg. She realises that the vehicle was a bus, but she cannot
discern the colour. Jane runs a quick search, and discovers that the Blue Bus Com-
pany operates 80% of buses in town. The remaining 20% are operated by the Red
Bus Company. Jane sues the Blue Bus Company. Using only the evidence described
here, Jane expects to win the case. After all, given the evidence, it’s 0.8 probable
that the Blue Bus Company is liable.

Prisoners.5 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Suddenly 99 of them
attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th prisoner knew nothing
about. The 100th prisoner played no role in the assault and could have done nothing
to stop it. There is no further information that can be used to settle the question of
any particular prisoner’s involvement. Despite the paucity of evidence, the guards
pick prisoner 54 and convict him for the attack. After all, given the evidence, it’s
0.99 probable that prisoner 54 is guilty.

A puzzle looms ahead. While the evidence presented in statistical form meets the prob-
abilistic standards, it also seems insufficient to undergird a positive legal verdict. In the
vignettes above, imposing liability on the Blue Bus Company and convicting prisoner
54 seems unjust.6 Conversely, a different type of evidence - individualised evidence -
changes our reaction to the cases. The notion of individualised evidence takes centre
stage in this chapter, but it has proven surprisingly resistant to a precise definition (I re-
turn to this in §3). Hence, at this preliminary stage I must appeal to canonical examples to
make it clearer.7 Suppose that in Accident, Jane’s usually reliable and trustworthy friend
Jack tells her that he saw a blue bus hitting her car. Or imagine someone seeing prisoner
54 assaulting the guard. Further suppose that, after running several tests, it turns out that
the eye-witnesses provide accurate identifications only 70% of the time in similar lighting
conditions. On such basis, verdicts of liability and guilt are more acceptable, but neither
piece of individualised evidence is as probative as the market share of the two companies,
or the stupendously high probability that prisoner 54 assaulted the guard. As respectable
psychological studies show, eye-witnesses are only imperfectly reliable.8

4Redmayne (2008), Enoch et al. (2012), Smith (2018), Gardiner (2019) discuss this case.
5Originally described in Nesson (1979b), here I’m adopting the presentation from Redmayne (2008).
6The use of toy-cases like these may muddy the waters. As Steele and Colyvan (2022) emphasise, the

presentation in Prisoners is problematic because the intuitions of unfairness that it prompts track more
equity issues rather than the use of statistical evidence: since each prisoner has the same probability of
being guilty, it’s unfair to randomly single out and punish only one prisoner. To better appreciate the point,
imagine a line of cars that are all illegally parked. A parking inspector arrives, sees and knows that they
are illegally parked but fines only one of the owners. This is unfair because of inequity: one car owner is
unreasonably singled out (thanks to a referee for Philosophical Studies for raising the case). Perhaps the
Prisoners case can be changed so that each of the 100 prisoners is punished, but then it’s no longer clear that
securing 99 known to be correct convictions is unfair (many would take this to be a very good outcome).
These observations bring out the complexity underlying these toy-cases and anticipate the problems with
using them to advance the debate on statistical evidence (more on this in §5).

7See Enoch and Fisher (2015: §1) and Pardo (2019: 262-266) for discussion of extant attempts to dis-
tinguish statistical from individualised evidence.

8Kahneman and Tversky (1982), Coady (1992: Chapter 15), Loftus (1996; 2019: §3).
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The puzzle gets closer. On the basis of canonical pieces of individualised evidence,
the probability of liability and guilt is lower than it would be if only statistical evidence
was adduced. Individualised evidence would even fail to meet the probabilistic threshold
required for criminal conviction: given the reliability of eye-witnesses, it is only (roughly)
0.7 probable that prisoner 54 attacked the guard. Yet such evidence seems better suited
than mere estimations of probability for securing a positive verdict. This squares badly
with the probabilistic interpretation of the standards: why do we intuitively eschew highly
reliable statistical evidence but accept imperfectly reliable individualised evidence?

This question is neither just a matter of subjective intuitions nor an instance of abstract
philosophical speculation: legal practice also shows a rather conflicted attitude towards
purely statistical evidence.9 Accident is very similar (almost identical) to an actual civil
lawsuit, Smith v. Rapid Transit Inc. Unsurprisingly, the bus company was not found
liable. Moreover, studies involving mock juries suggest that trained judges are equally
reluctant to impose liability using statistical evidence alone, and also have a preference
for individualised evidence (e.g., Wells 1992).10 Such antipathy is best appreciated in
terms of sufficiency rather than admissibility: statistical evidence is not inadmissible, but
legal officials seem hesitant to convict solely on the basis of it.11

The puzzle is here. On the one hand, according to a probabilistic interpretation, sta-
tistical evidence should be sufficient to meet the standards, but both intuitions and legal
practice deny this. On the other, according to a probabilistic interpretation, individualised
evidence should often be insufficient to meet the standards, but both intuitions and legal
practice deny this too. We face a puzzle: the puzzle of statistical evidence.

9This is an empirical observation about the law, so I must proceed carefully. Legal practice is usually
averse to certain pieces of statistical evidence, but not to others, such as DNA evidence. DNA evidence is
presented in statistical form, and yet it has helped to secure many post-conviction DNA exonerations. See
Roth (2010) and Ross (2021b: §3) for an illuminating discussion of the use of DNA evidence in trials; con-
sult this page to learn more about post-conviction DNA exonerations https://www.innocenceproject.
org/about/.

10The generally widespread convergence of intuitions against statistical evidence and in favour of indi-
vidualised evidence may be telling but it’s far from decisive. An experimental study conducted by Ebert et
al. (2018) suggests that laypeople attribute a positive epistemic status to lottery-style propositions supported
by sufficiently high statistical evidence. Moreover, the preference for individualised evidence can be ex-
plained by appeal to cognitive bias: Pennington and Hastie’s (1991) story model of trial predicts that jurors’
decision making is guided by attempts to impose a narrative structure to the evidence presented in court.
Crucially, the informational richness of individualised evidence (e.g., eye-witness testimony) displays the
exact narrative structure that could explain why it’s usually preferred to individualised evidence (see Ross
2020a for helpful discussion). I offer these remarks to weaken the weight that is sometimes attributed to
people’s intuitions against statistical evidence.

11Another empirical observation about the law that warrants caution. The point on sufficiency doesn’t
always apply: in some key civil cases like toxic torts, statistical evidence is deemed sufficient. This is made
especially vivid by the doctrine of market share liability (see Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories for a locus
classicus). Suppose that a defective product causes harm to the plaintiff and it’s hard to establish which
of the many manufacturers who sell it did in fact sell the defective product to the plaintiff. In this case,
each manufacturer selling the product has to reimburse the plaintiff according to the market share which,
crucially, is determined by statistics. See Ross (2021b: 9; 2021a) and Enoch and Fisher (2015: 562) for an
illuminating discussion of the genuine doctrinal complications with the use of statistical evidence in actual
case law.
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7.4 A Common Anti-luck Condition?

The puzzle has been long discussed in evidence law, but it has recently sparked a lively
debate also in epistemology.12 On the negative side, legal epistemologists have rejected
a probabilistic interpretation of the standards.13 More positively, they have proposed to
identify individualised evidence in light of specific epistemic qualities usually imposed as
necessary conditions. At this point in the picture, enter knowledge: crucially, the epistemic
qualities imposed as necessary conditions on individualised evidence are posited also as
anti-luck conditions on knowledge. In this chapter, I am not providing a novel solution
to the puzzle. Rather, I shall argue that there can’t be one in terms of a single anti-luck
condition on knowledge. But to do so, I first have to clarify the link between knowledge,
luck and individualised evidence.

At closer inspection, such link is not surprising: knowledge and individualised evi-
dence share several common features. Knowledge is factive, so let’s start with truth. Per-
haps controversially, we can assume that individualised evidence also retains an essential
connection to truth: it’s propositional and consists of true propositions. This is because
one key subproject in legal epistemology (though not the only one) is a normative project
concerned with the type of evidence that an ideal legal system would employ.14 Once
we appreciate such normative dimension and concede that accounts of individualised evi-
dence are cast as normative theses, it should be easy to appreciate also that an ideal system
would not (and should not) base convictions on misleading evidence.15

Like knowledge, individualised evidence requires more than truth. The point is fa-
miliar: it is an important datum in epistemology that knowledge and luck are essentially
incompatible.16 The same holds in the law: legal verdicts which are correct only as a re-
sult of luck violate fundamental principles of justice. To appreciate why, recall the thought
experiment offered by Judith Thomson (1986: 213). Imagine an incredibly lucky jury that

12Thomson (1986), Enoch et al. (2012), Buchak (2014) Smith (2016: Chapter 2, 2018), Blome-Tillman
(2015, 2017), Pritchard (2018b), Littlejohn (Littlejohn), Moss (forthcoming, 2021), Backes (2020), Gardiner
(20192020), Ross (2020a, 2020b, 2021a, 2021b), Di Bello (2019), Fratantonio (2021). It’s worth noting that
the puzzle has also received a decision-theoretic discussion in Regan et al. (2001).

13Hedden and Colyvan (2019) offer a contrary view.
14Some legal epistemologists explicitly engage in a normative project (e.g., Hedden and Colyvan 2019:

449, 458). Others are more interested in the descriptive enterprise of interpreting existing legal practice,
and prefer to remain neutral on the potentially revisionary consequences of their views (e.g., Smith 2018:
1200).

15I must add an important point of clarification. This paragraph won’t be palatable to those who reject
a factive standard, and see accommodating the possibility of (procedurally correct) wrongful convictions
as a virtue (Smith 2018: 1202; Gardiner forthcoming: 7). Perhaps more sophisticated versions of factive
standards can be reconciled with the possibility of wrongful convictions (e.g., Blome-Tillman 2017), but a
full elaboration of this claim exceeds the scope of the chapter. To the unconvinced reader, I want to offer the
following remarks. First: the necessary conditions discussed in this chapter inevitably imply truth. Causal
relations do not obtain without causal relata, sensitivity implies factivity (false beliefs are never sensitive),
and so does the counterfactual formulation of safety originally offered by Sosa (1999: 146), according to
which if S were to believe p, then p would be true (B(p)→ p). Second: as the opening quote from Thomson
shows, we have good independent reasons to think that truth, even if necessary, is ultimately insufficient
for individualised evidence (hence the need for an anti-luck condition). In light of these points and in order
for my discussion to get off the ground, I ask the reader to charitably concede that individualised evidence
requires truth.

16See Unger (1968) for early work on luck, and Carter and Berrocal (2017) for a more recent overview.
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ends up convicting the guilty by basing every verdict on a series of coin flips. Intuitively,
the correctness of the verdicts does not guarantee fairness. Legal fact-finders are not con-
cerned with mere accuracy: plausibly, they also aim to instil public confidence in the trial
as an institution. They must ensure not only that the verdicts are right and just, but also
that they are perceived to be right and just. To do so, an anti-luck condition is needed: just
like knowledge is incompatible with luck, so is the evidence upon which a legal verdict is
based.

In light of these common features, striking similarities between the project of analysing
knowledge and the attempt to provide an epistemic account of individualised evidence are
brought into focus. According to Goldman (1967), knowledge requires causal relations,
and so does individualised evidence according to Judith Thomson (1986). Nozick (1981)
argued that knowledge requires sensitivity to truth, and so does individualised evidence
according to Enoch, Fisher and Spectre (2012). Sosa (1999), Pritchard (2005, 2012a) and
Kelp (2013) have proposed a safety condition on knowledge: other legal epistemologists –
Pritchard included – have followed suit and imposed a safety condition on individualised
evidence (Pritchard 2018b, Pardo 2018).

I now want to pause to register the following: the two debates significantly mirror
each other. Within traditional epistemology, these conditions were proposed to fix the
tripartite analysis of knowledge (allegedly) refuted by Gettier.17 Importantly, an adequate
solution to the Gettier problem presupposes a successful anti-luck condition: after all, the
tripartite analysis clearly lacked one, as Dancy (1985: 134) and Pritchard (2015: 94) have
later observed. Within legal epistemology, the same conditions were proposed to identify
individualised evidence, which, like knowledge, also presupposes a similar non-accidental
link to truth. This is the structural connection between knowledge and individualised
evidence, and legal epistemologists have taken notice of it: more or less explicitly, they
have assumed that the very same anti-luck condition on knowledge will also be necessary
for (and so properly characterise) individualised evidence. Redmayne (2008: §4) dubs
such an approach ‘‘knowledge-based” approach.

The knowledge-based approach enjoys initial plausibility, but I worry that it is not
being pursued correctly (perhaps it’s not even worth pursuing; more on this in §5). Let’s
pay heed to a key neglected detail. It bears noting that the knowledge-based approach
proceeds in a somewhat indirect fashion: rather than on knowledge, so far the action has
been on a separate anti-luck condition on knowledge. Building on this, I want to high-
light an important and yet hitherto overlooked feature of the knowledge-based approach.
The structural connection between knowledge and individualised evidence has been un-
derstood in a very indirect fashion: in fact, the focus is on separate anti-luck conditions on
knowledge like (appropriate) causation, sensitivity and safety. The knowledge-based ap-
proach assigns explanatory priority to these separate causal or modal anti-luck conditions
on knowledge and, as such, it turns out to be an essentially indirect approach.

The indirect way in which legal epistemologists have developed the knowledge-based
17See Ichikawa and Steup (2018), and Antognazza (2015) for a more accurate historical reconstruction.
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approach deserves special scrutiny. The assumptions underlying it are suspicious, and
rest on shaky foundations. These separate anti-luck conditions on knowledge featured
in once prominent analyses, but, after all, the project of analysing knowledge has not
borne much fruit. As Williamson (2000: 2-5, 30) observes, given the endless plethora
of counterexamples faced by every purported analysis of knowledge, it is reasonable to
conclude that none of them is problem-free. This invites the following question: granting
that there is a structural connection between knowledge and individualised evidence, why
think that such connection is best couched in terms of problematic anti-luck conditions on
knowledge? Once imposed on individualised evidence, these conditions are likely to face
the same difficulties that they face with knowledge. And this is precisely what we find.
If legal epistemologists aim to uncover the structural connection between knowledge and
individualised evidence, they’d better learn from the problems of anti-luck conditions on
knowledge in lieu of simply reimposing them on individualised evidence.

In the remainder of the chapter, I will substantiate this thought and show that, once
imposed on individualised evidence, prominent anti-luck conditions on knowledge run
into the same familiar and perhaps unavoidable difficulties that we see in post-Gettier
epistemology. My strategy paves the way for a potentially far-reaching conclusion, which
I revisit more extensively in §5: if I am right, no single causal ormodal anti-luck conditions
on knowledge can succeed as the right anti-luck condition on individualised evidence.
As I will clarify, this conclusion has wider repercussions not only for the relevance of
traditional epistemology to the understanding of individualised evidence, but also for legal
epistemology more in general.

Having clarified these issues, I now proceed to assess three prominent and indirect
knowledge-based approaches, starting with Thomson’s causal account of individualised
evidence.

7.5 Causation

Two elements stand out in Accident and Prisoners. Firstly, statistical evidence lacks the
right type of direct connection with the relevant facts. Secondly, statistical evidence does
not eliminate the possibility of luck: impositions of liability and guilt based on statistical
evidence can still be correct as a matter of luck. Judith Thomson (1986) takes these ob-
servations as starting points, and develops an account of individualised evidence in terms
of causal relations.

Her account comprises two theses. First, individualised evidence plays an essential
role: it provides a non-accidental guarantee of guilt and liability. Second, only causally
specified evidence provides such guarantee. Putting the two together, Thomson concludes
that individualised evidence is causally specified: causal relations provide a guarantee
which is meant to be immune to malign luck. Crucially, the resemblance with Goldman’s
(1967) causal analysis of knowledge is stark:

Causal Analysis of Knowledge. S knows that p if and only if S’s belief that p stands
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in an appropriate causal relation to the fact that makes p true.

Causal Individualised Evidence. Individualised evidence guarantees that p if and
only if it stands in an appropriate causal relation to the fact that makes p true.

In keeping with the indirect knowledge-based approach, Thomson moves from an anti-
luck causal condition on knowledge to an anti-luck causal condition on individualised
evidence. Her account is motivated by the overarching role that luck plays in making a
verdict of guilt based on statistical evidence only accidentally correct (Thomson 1986:
214), so I’d better be clear on how luck relates to statistical and individualised evidence.18

Following Pritchard (2012a), I read Thomson as holding that individualised evidence,
unlike statistical evidence, should be incompatible with veritic luck, a type of luck which
makes a belief only accidentally true and thus prevents it from constituting knowledge.
Veritic luck operates at different levels. In the well-known barn façade example originally
credited to Ginet, veritic environmental luck makes a belief luckily true for reasons having
to do with the external environment: the belief is true but it could easily have been false.
In standard Gettier cases (for instance, the sheep in the field case discussed in Chisholm
1966: 105), veritic intervening luck interferes in a more direct manner: an otherwise false
belief accidentally hits the truth only courtesy of an intervention of luck. In what follows,
I assume that both types of veritic luck are incompatible with individualised evidence
(perhaps illegitimately: I return to this below).

We now get a better purchase on Thomson’s causal account: while statistical evidence
is compatible with veritic luck, causal individualised evidence is importantly immune to
it. However, her proposal is plagued by the same problems that beset a causal theory of
knowledge, and one of such problems has to do precisely with veritic luck. PaceThomson,
causal relations are compatible with environmental luck, as we learned from Goldman’s
early causal theory of knowledge. Consider the following case:

Fake Knives. The famous detective Sherlock Holmes and his loyal sidekick John
Watson are trying to solve a murder case. The manner of death of the victim is fairly
standard (stabbed to death multiple times with a knife), but the crime scene is pecu-
liar: it’s filled with countless seemingly identical bloody knives. In order to throw
off the detectives, the murderer made sure not only to cover each knife with the blood
of the victim, but also with the fingerprints of random innocent people. Crucially,
only one of them was used as the actual murder weapon – it’s been used to kill the
victim and it bears the fingerprints of the murderer. Sherlock inspects the scene, and
by sheer luck he picks the very knife which was used as the murder weapon. Watson
brings the knife as hard evidence to trial, and the murderer is convicted on the basis
of the incriminating bloody knife.

This is a fake-barn case directed against Thomson. Its correct description is the following.
The evidence is individualised and causally specified, and appropriate causal relations ob-

18We should grant to Thomson that causation is not probabilistic: if paired with more recent probabilistic
theories of causation (see Hitchcock 2021: §2), her account of individualised evidence would look very
different.
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tain between the relevant facts. The bloody knife is present on the crime scene because
it was used as the murder weapon; the bloody knife bears the fingerprints of the mur-
derer because they used it to commit the crime; the murderer is guilty because they used
the knife to commit the crime and because the knife bears their fingerprints; and so on.
However, just like the risk of error is too high to secure knowledge in fake-barn county,
so the risk of error is too high in the case of a conviction based on this piece of causally
specified individualised evidence. The verdict is only luckily correct. It could have easily
been mistaken, and based on a seemingly identical knife which would have further led to
the wrongful conviction of an innocent. Clearly, the verdict is correct only courtesy of
a double stroke of luck: one bad (there are many identical murder weapons), one good
(Sherlock happens to pick the right one). Causal individualised evidence is compatible
with undermining environmental luck, and thus fails to provide a non-accidental guaran-
tee.

I offered this case as a proof of concept that we can still have causally specified in-
dividualised evidence and malign veritic luck.19 In order to better appreciate this point
and to abstract away from too complicated thought experiments, I would like to offer two
Gettier-style variations of stylised courts cases like Accident and Prisoners:

Fake Blue Buses. While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s car. In
the accident, she breaks her leg. Thankfully, a passer-by witnesses the event: it was a
blue bus that hit Jane’s car, and so does the witness reports. However, there’s a twist
to the story: many more buses painted in blue but actually driven by the competing
red bus company drivers were also present on the scene of the accident and also
operated a route at the same time of the event. The eyewitness correctly identifies
the only genuine and liable blue bus, but they do so only as a result of sheer luck.

Twin Prisoners. 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Suddenly 99 of
them attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th prisoner knew nothing
about. The 100th prisoner played no role in the assault and could have done nothing
to stop it. Thankfully, a guard witnesses the event, and correctly identifies prisoner
number 58 as guilty. However,there’s a twist to the story: prisoner 58 has an identical
twin brother who happens to be exactly the 100th innocent prisoner. The eyewitness
correctly identifies the guilty prisoner, but they do so as a result of sheer luck.

To repeat: these are further fake-barn variations of Accident and Prisoners. Here too,
the evidence is individualised and causally specified, yet it fails to exclude veritic luck due
to misleading features of the scene. Again, appropriate causal relations obtain between the
relevant facts . The blue bus company is liable because a blue bus hit Jane’s car, and the
passer-by saw a blue bus hitting Jane’s car because a blue bus did in fact hit Jane’s car.
Prisoner 58 is guilty because they assaulted the guard, and the eyewitness saw prisoner
58 assaulting the guard because prisoner 58 did in fact assault the guard. However, even

19You may feel discomfort at advancing the debate on the basis of such seemingly contrived cases. I do
too: I return on this in §5 and point out this fundamental methodological problem for the knowledge-based
approach.
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if based on causally specified individualised evidence, the verdict is only luckily correct:
the passer-by could have too easily looked at a fake blue bus driven by a red bus driver,
and then the piece of individualised evidence would have incorrectly determined that the
blue bus company is liable. Similarly, the eye-witness could have too easily mistaken the
guilty prisoner 58 for their innocent identical brother, and then the evidence would have
incorrectly determined that prisoner 100 is guilty. The point remains: causally specified
individualised evidence is still compatible with an only (veritically) luckily correct verdict.

We have now come full circle. Thomson argues against statistical evidence because
verdicts based on it can be correct as a matter of luck, and she goes on to impose a causal
anti-luck condition on individualised evidence by leaning on a causal theory of knowledge.
However, her proposal suffers from the same problem she raises, since causal relations are
equally compatible with veritic environmental luck.20 Tellingly for my purposes, my ob-
jection against her causal account mirrors the counterexample against the causal analysis
of knowledge.

7.6 Modal Conditions

The same problem affecting a causal theory of knowledge also spells trouble for a causal
account of individualised evidence. Causal relations are compatible with veritic luck, and
therefore fail as anti-luck condition on both knowledge and individualised evidence. One
way of diagnosing this problem is to hold that individualised evidence should appropri-
ately track the truth; another is to maintain that it should not too easily support a falsehood.
These observations pave the way for two modal anti-luck conditions on knowledge, sensi-
tivity and safety. Can they do better than causal relations as anti-luck conditions on indi-
vidualised evidence? In the following two sections, I answer negatively. In §4.1, I show
that sensitive evidence also falls prey to veritic luck, and point out further difficulties with
other canonical instances of individualised evidence. Next, in §4.2., I argue as follows.
Even granting that safety is a successful anti-luck condition, the principle does not carve
at the right epistemological joints: in fact, it fails to distinguish between statistical and
individualised evidence.

7.6.1 Sensitivity

The sensitivity condition on knowledge was introduced by Robert Nozick, who suggests
that if S knows that p, then S’s belief that p tracks the truth. Following Nozick (1981),

20There is increasing tendency to accept that propositional knowledge is compatible with environmental
luck, most notably in Sosa’s bi-level virtue epistemology (Sosa 2015: 77-81). I remain neutral on whether
propositional knowledge is compatible with environmental luck: it should be granted that agents run a
high possibility of error in these scenarios, and that causally specified evidence does not insure against
environmental luck. This suffices to raise the objection against causally specified evidence, independently
of the potentially more controversial claim that knowledge and environmental luck are incompatible (e.g.,
Pritchard 2012a: §3). Notice further that causally specified evidence does not insure against intervening
luck either: I could equally press a case of deviant causal chains against Thomson, but here I’ve decided to
focus on environmental luck to highlight the analogy with Goldman’s causal theory of knowledge.
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I break down the sensitivity principle into two twin conditions, variation and adherence.
Here is a full-blown statement of sensitivity:

Sensitivity. S knows that p if and only if: had p been false, then S would not have
believed p (variation); and, had p been true, then S would have believed p (adher-
ence).

Enoch, Fisher and Spectre (2012) build on Nozick’s analysis of knowledge and impose a
sensitivity condition on individualised evidence.21 Accordingly:

Sensitive Evidence. Individualised evidence e is sensitive to p if and only if: had p
been false, then S would not have believed p on the basis of e (variation); and, had p
been true, then S would have believed p on the basis of e (adherence).

With an eye on the problems encountered by a sensitivity condition on knowledge, I shall
develop two main foci of attack against sensitive evidence, which is either too weak or
too strong. Too weak: it fails to safeguard against veritic luck. Too strong: it rules out
insensitive but acceptable instances of individualised evidence. Let me take each point in
turn.

First off, sensitivity does not preclude (Gettier-style) intervening luck. In fairness
to sensitivity theorists, their principle wasn’t originally offered as an explicit anti-luck
condition. However, several authors - Nozick included - have conceded that sensitivity
should preclude standard Gettier cases, which in turn involve intervening veritic luck.22

Sensitivity does not meet this desideratum: more ingenious Gettier cases can be raised
with equal force also against sensitivity.23 Here is a particularly apt one:

Lucky Cold Hit. A team of detectives is investigating a murder. The evidence
is scarce, but some biological traces are available. Genetic material is found at the
crime-scene: it’s a strand of hair belonging to the perpetrator. It gets tested, and the
results bring in a new suspect, Mr. X, who has indeed committed the crime. Upon
further investigation, Mr. X is found guilty and convicted on the basis of the DNA
evidence. There is, however, a twist to the story. The DNA found on the scene
matched the new suspect only by luck: courtesy of a previous lab error, Mr. X’s long
deceased monozygotic twin brother, Mr. Y, was accidentally registered in the DNA
database under the name of Mr. X. While it’s easy to see why the mistake was made
(their DNA profile is identical), the lab error is nevertheless the chief reason why the
DNA database included Mr. X’s profile in the first place.

21To forestall misunderstanding, I flag that sensitivity plays only a partial role in Enoch and colleagues’
overall account of individualised evidence. While they assume a sensitivity account of individualised ev-
idence, to avoid what they call knowledge-fetishism their incentive-based explanation carries more the-
oretical weight than sensitivity (Enoch et al. 2012: 220-223). But sensitivity remains relevant to their
incentive-based explanation: they acknowledge that ‘‘the epistemic story and the incentive-based story are
closely knit and interestingly related in light of their similar structures and ramifications in the legal arena’’
(Enoch and Fisher 2015: 565).

22Pritchard (2005: 158; 2013: §2) discusses the role of sensitivity in handling Gettier cases. Nozick
(1981: 173) admits that his sensitivity condition should serve as anti-Gettier condition.

23See also Goldberg’s Movie Set (Goldberg 2015: 279), and Becker’s Vase Hologram (Becker 2018:
124).
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The case I offer is a Gettierised cold-hit DNA match. As Smith (2018: 1215) also notes,
DNA evidence is usually sensitive, and satisfies sensitivity’s two-fold condition. InLucky
Cold Hit, the evidence satisfies variation. Had Mr. X not committed the murder, he
wouldn’t have left any genetic material at the crime scene and there would have been no
hit. On such basis, the investigators would not have believed him to be guilty. Likewise,
the evidence satisfies also adherence. Had Mr. X committed the murder in relevantly
similar circumstances, he would have left genetic material at the crime scene, and the
hit would have taken place. On such basis, the investigators would have still believed
him to be guilty. Yet in this case sensitive DNA evidence tracks the truth and supports a
correct verdict only courtesy of intervening luck: the DNA belongs to the culprit, but the
hit is lucky and the match accidental. In this respect, sensitivity is too weak to provide a
successful anti-luck condition.

In another respect however, sensitivity is too stringent: if knowledge required sensitiv-
ity, we’d have too little of it. Similarly, once sensitivity is imposed as necessary condition,
the resulting conception of individualised evidence is extremely impoverished. Sensitiv-
ity theorists struggle to account for cases of safe but insensitive inductive knowledge, as
Sosa (1999: 145) first noticed. In like manner, pieces of inductive evidence are safe but
equally insensitive. Consider:

Kantian Eye-Witness. Maria likes to take strolls. She does this with extreme
reliability, and her habit is often compared to Kant’s famous afternoon walks. During
her strolls, Maria regularly walks on the street where the accident takes place, and
regularly sees a blue bus operating the route. The day comes, and a blue bus hits the
car. Maria doesn’t witness the event, but testifies that she spotted a blue bus shortly
before the time of the crash, and that she has seen a blue bus operating the route in that
very street every other day until that day. To back up her statement, she lists every
time she’s taken her walk and seen a blue bus operating the route around the time
and place of the crash. The list is long, and provides (inductive) reason to conclude
that a blue bus is liable.

This is a case of inductive eye-witness testimony (and, a fortiori, individualised evidence).
Sensitivity gets the wrong result here: Maria’s testimony may be insensitive, but it’s nev-
ertheless acceptable in virtue of being safe. Her testimony is insensitive: in the closest
possible world where a blue bus is not liable (perhaps because a red bus mysteriously
went off-track and hit the car), one forms a false belief on the basis of her testimony. Still,
her testimony is safe, and thus acceptable: in more relevant close worlds, a blue bus is li-
able, and one does form a true belief on the basis of her testimony. Because of sensitivity,
this key aspect simply goes overlooked.

To further appreciate, on more general grounds, why sensitivity is a too strong nec-
essary condition for individualised evidence there’s one final case I want to offer - an
epistemic Frankfurt case. Notably, such cases have been successfully deployed against
safety conditions (Kelp 2016), but they apply with equal (if not major) force also against
sensitivity. Consider:
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Scheming Prisoner. 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Suddenly
99 of them attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th prisoner knew
nothing about. Prisoner 54 is guilty, but another scheming prisoner is not aware
of this and wants to make sure that prisoner 54 is punished anyway due to long-
standing resentment against him. The scheming prisoner hatches his plan to frame the
assault on prisoner 54, fully ready to tamper with any piece of exculpatory evidence.
However, he finds an authentic videotape that already implicates prisoner 54 and,
happy with the result, he doesn’t intervene.

Intuitively, the videotape provides insensitive but acceptable individualised evidence of
guilt. The evidence is insensitive: in the closest possible world where prisoner 54 is in-
nocent, the scheming prisoner intervenes, tampers with the evidence (the videotape) and
frames him. Had p been false, one would have believed p anyway given the evidence.
More precisely: had prisoner 54 been innocent, one would have believed him to be guilty
anyway thanks to the suitable intervention of the scheming prisoner. Yet, even if insen-
sitive, the evidence is acceptable. Any reason to discard it seems unmotivated: unlike
standard Gettier and fake-barn cases, there’s no actual environmental or intervening luck
involved. There’s no deviant causal chain, and no clear indication of any salient impro-
priety (epistemic or otherwise). Because of sensitivity, we are forced to deny the intuitive
status of acceptable individualised evidence to the videotape. The lesson to learn here is
general: sensitivity is too strong a condition for individualised evidence.24

Let me take stock. I’ve developed a two-pronged attack against sensitive evidence.
Firstly, sensitivity is too weak to safeguard against intervening luck: Gettier-style cases
are easy to find and generate (Lucky Cold Hit). Secondly, sensitivity is also too strong:
it rules out safe but insensitive inductive evidence (Kantian Eye-Witness), and delivers
the wrong verdict on plain cases of acceptable but insensitive individualised evidence
(Scheming Prisoner). Here too, problems faced by a sensitivity condition on knowledge
apply also to sensitive evidence.

7.6.2 Safety

Neither causation nor sensitivity succeed in excluding veritic luck. One final candidate
left to consider is another anti-luck condition proffered by epistemologists, the safety prin-
ciple. Pritchard also moves from a safety condition on knowledge to one on individualised
evidence:

The modal condition that we are imposing on legal evidence in this regard is what is
known as a safety condition. Such a condition is generally regarded as being a neces-
sary condition for knowledge, and also – relatedly – being the condition that excludes

24One may worry that epistemic Frankfurt cases put pressure on anymodal anti-luck condition on knowl-
edge and individualised evidence (both sensitivity and safety). After all, such cases were originally designed
to show that safety - rather than sensitivity - is a too strong condition (Kelp 2016: §2.1). The reader is free
to draw this stronger conclusion, but I aim for less. I offer the Frankfurt case to show that sensitivity is too
strong, and I prefer to remain non-committal on different (and perhaps less clear-cut) verdicts pertaining to
safety. As I will show in the next subsection, safety accounts of individualised evidence are problematic on
independent grounds.
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the kind of epistemic luck/risk which is incompatible with knowledge. (Pritchard
2018b: 117)

First, it bears noting that several authors have questioned the success of safety as anti-
luck condition: a true belief can be lucky even if formed through a safe method.25 Thus,
pace Pritchard, safety may not succeed to exclude the kind of epistemic luck which is
incompatible with knowledge. However, the problem is worse than this: even if safety
were a successful anti-luck condition, it would not draw the line in the right place. In fact,
in both its weak and strong formulations, safety does not distinguish between statistical
and individualised evidence.

Pritchard argues that while statistical evidence is unsafe, individualised evidence is
safe (Pritchard 2018b: §3). This is because, on the basis of the former, the modal risk of
forming a false belief is high: little would have to change in the actual world for a belief
based on statistical evidence to be false. Statistical evidence is unsafe: in similar nearby
worlds, beliefs based on it are false. Conversely, on the basis of the latter, the modal risk
of forming a false belief is low: a lot would have to change in the actual world for a belief
based on individualised evidence (e.g., eye-witness testimony) to be false. Individualised
evidence is safe: in similar nearby worlds, beliefs based on it continue to be true. These
are the core claims of Pritchard’s safety account.

Pritchard does not commit himself to a specific formulation of safety. Thus, the suc-
cess of his safety account turns on a preliminary terminological disambiguation and two
distinct questions. First, we need to get clear on whether safety is understood weakly or
strongly. Having clarified this, we can properly assess the safety account by focussing
on the following two questions. Given a more refined formulation of the safety princi-
ple, is Pritchard right in claiming that statistical evidence is unsafe (Question 1) and that
individualised evidence is safe (Question 2)? Let’s begin with the weaker formulation of
safety:

Weak Safety. S believes p on the basis of safe evidence if and only if S’s belief that
p is true in the actual world and in most close possible worlds in which S forms the
belief that p on the basis of the same evidence S uses in the actual world, p is true.26

(Greco 2012b: 196)

Statistical evidence satisfies weak safety. Recall our initial examples: let’s grant that
prisoner 54 is guilty and that a blue bus hit Jane’s car. These are not random aleatory
events: as Gardiner (2020: §6) notices, guilty prisonersmay riot also in closeworlds. Ditto

25See for instance Hiller and Neta (2007: 208); Lackey (2006: 288); Coffman (2010: 246); Goldberg
(2015: 275). To appreciate the strength of such counterexamples, it’s worth emphasising that while safety
is offered as a merely necessary condition on knowledge, it is nevertheless meant to be sufficient to exclude
knowledge-undermining luck (Pritchard 2013: 158).

26While standard construals of safety assume truth, there’s an additional reason to stipulate that p is true:
the truth of p impacts on its modal profile. As Ebert et al. observe (2018: 10-11), no world is more similar
to the actual world than the actual world itself. It’s thus difficult to make assessments on safety without
already taking a stand on whether the belief in question is true or false or on whether the defendant is guilty
or innocent. This is a structural feature of Pritchard’s conception of safety and risk, as Smith (2018: 1204-
1205) also notices.
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for liable bus drivers, who may equally drive negligently in close worlds too. Statistical
evidence can be weakly safe: there can be most close worlds where prisoner 54 continues
to assault the guard, and a blue bus still hits Jane’s car. Thus, on its basis, one does form a
true belief in most close worlds. The vignettes are admittedly underdescribed, but nothing
in their description suggests that the modal profiles of events like a a riot or an accident
are fragile: plausibly, prisoner 54 does not just riot on a whim, nor does the bus driver
‘‘just so happen’’ to hit Jane’s car. Once these events obtain in the actual world, they also
plausibly obtain in most close worlds.27

The foregoing points provide an answer to Question 1. In the cases of interest, beliefs
based on sufficiently strong statistical evidence are weakly safe: contrary to Pritchard’s
account, in nearby worlds beliefs based on it continue to be true. The prospects for the
safety account may start to look dim by now, but not all is lost for the safety theorists, who
can still appeal to a stronger formulation of safety:

Strong Safety. S believes p on the basis of safe evidence if and only if S’s belief that
p is true in the actual world and in every close possible world in which S forms the
belief that p on the basis of the same evidence S uses in the actual world, p is true.
(Greco 2012b: 196)

Strong safety is amore promising principle for ruling out statistical evidence, which fails to
satisfy this stronger requirement. After all, there will be one or more close possible worlds
where, on the basis of statistical evidence, one will falsely believe that prisoner 54 attacked
the guard, or that a blue bus hit Jane’s car. Accordingly, strong safety gives a compelling
negative answer to Question 1. So far, so good. What about Question 2? Here, safety
theorists have additional work to do: they have to show not only that statistical evidence
is not (strongly) safe, but also that individualised evidence is (strongly) safe. However,
under a strong formulation of the safety principle this is not feasible: just like statistical
evidence, individualised evidence also fails to satisfy a stronger safety requirement.

Here is why. Take a canonical piece of individualised evidence such as eye-witness
testimony. Inevitably, there will be a close possible world where one forms a false belief
on its basis. All we need is a close enough world where a very improbable possibility is
actual. Consider:

Dishonest Eye-witness. While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s
car. She realises that the vehicle was a bus, but she cannot discern the colour. A
huge crowd of bystanders witness the event. Jane asks to one of them the colour
of the bus which hit the car. The bystander answers sincerely: it was a blue bus.
Every other bystander would have answered in the same way – all except one. In

27Safety theorists can respond to Gardiner’s challenge in (at least) three ways. First, they may strengthen
the safety principle and deny that statistical evidence is safe. However, as I explain below, this is a costly
answer. Second, they may index the safety principle to specific belief-formation methods. This is also a
costly answer, likely to raise the generality problem famously pressed by Conee and Feldman (1998). Third,
they may restrict the focus to normal worlds instead of similar close worlds (see Smith 2016: Chapter 6 for
a comparative discussion of safety and normalcy). I take this to be the best response, but I lack the space to
consider it fully here.
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fact, unbeknowst to Jane, among the bystanders there’s also a dishonest eye-witness,
who works for the blue bus company and is prepared to lie to cover for his company.
Luckily, Jane picks one of the many sincere bystanders instead of the only dishonest
eye-witness.28

This is our close but improbable possibility. Jane could easily have formed a false belief
on the same basis: there’s a very similar close possible world where she casually picks
the dishonest eye-witness instead of the sincere bystander. Since strong safety does not
tolerate the possibility of error in any close world, this canonical instance of individualised
evidence is not strongly safe. Again, contrary to Pritchard’s account, in nearby worlds
beliefs based on it are false.

Overall, strong safety places too demanding a requirement on individualised evidence,
which, plausibly enough, supports the truth of a proposition in most close worlds rather
than in every close world. As a necessary condition, strong safety comes at a high cost:
while it may rule out statistical evidence, it excludes also canonical pieces of individu-
alised evidence.

At this point, each of Pritchard’s core claims is cast into doubt. Since it satisfies weak
safety, it’s not the case that statistical evidence is unsafe. And, since it does not satisfy
strong safety, it’s not the case that individualised evidence is safe. Safety theorists now
face a dilemma: either individualised evidence is weakly safe [Option 1], or it is strongly
safe [Option 2].29 Suppose that they choose [Option 1]: if individualised evidence is
weakly safe, then so is statistical evidence. Weak safety fails to distinguish between the
two. Suppose that they choose [Option 2] instead: if individualised evidence is strongly
safe, then neither statistical evidence nor canonical instances of individualised evidence
(e.g., eye-witness testimony) are strongly safe. Strong safety also fails to distinguish be-
tween the two.

This is a minimum desideratum for a successful safety-based account: individualised
evidence should have a modal epistemic quality (weak or strong safety) that statistical
evidence lacks.30 Safety does not deliver on this front. No matter which option is picked,
safety does not carve at the relevant epistemological joints: it does not distinguish be-
tween statistical and individualised evidence. It looks like the right anti-luck condition on
individualised evidence just can’t be found; I now proceed to say more on why it can’t be
found.

28To keep the discussion manageable, I ask the reader to bracket complicated issues pertaining to further
defeating and corroborating evidence Jane might acquire during later stages of her inquiry.

29Safety-theoretic accounts of knowledge face similar objections (e.g., Greco 2007: §1; Sosa 2015: 119;
Gardiner 2020: §6). The dilemma I raise here is a hybrid and hence novel one: in [Option 1], I borrow
elements from Gardiner’s objection. In [Option 2], I draw on Greco’s and Sosa’s versions.

30Blome-Tillman (2015) also implicitly accepts this desideratum. He objects to the sensitivity and causal
accounts of individualised evidence by showing that statistical evidence can also be sensitive or causally
specified.
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7.7 Diagnosis

At this point, let’s focus on the bigger picture: no account of individualised evidence in
terms of single causal or modal anti-luck conditions on knowledge is or can be correct.
Given the failure of these conditions on knowledge, we should expect them to fail also
when imposed on individualised evidence. The expectation is now confirmed: these con-
ditions fail on both knowledge and individualised evidence. But what should we make of
this double failure? I suggest to make an inference to the best explanation: just like any
analysis of knowledge in terms of separate causal or modal anti-luck conditions is unsuc-
cessful, so will be any account of individualised evidence in terms of the same anti-luck
conditions. Here’s my diagnosis: no single causal or modal anti-luck condition on knowl-
edge can succeed as anti-luck condition on individualised evidence. This also calls into
question the relevance of these anti-luck conditions to the understanding of individualised
evidence and to legal epistemology in general.

Before looking at the broader consequences of this diagnosis for legal epistemology,
it’s worth dwelling on its independent plausibility. That veritic luck is hard to exclude is
a familiar take-home lesson from the post-Gettier literature: purported causal and modal
conditions on knowledge fail to capture the right non-accidental connection to truth, nor
insure against veritic luck. The problem is general: as Zagzebski (1994: 72) explains,
veritic luck strikes ‘‘as long as there is a small degree of independence between truth and
the other conditions on knowledge”.

Given the inescapability of veritic luck, single causal or modal anti-luck conditions on
knowledge are intrinsically defective. This problem is also general. Here’s a telling quote
from Goldberg:

No purely modal condition (of the sort epistemologists have used to analyze knowl-
edge) will suffice as the anti-luck condition on knowledge, since we can concoct
examples in which it is simply a matter of luck that the method has that modal prop-
erty. (Goldberg 2015: 279)

So much for knowledge. However, and crucially for my purposes, this problem runs
deeper. In fact, as explained in §3, the knowledge-based approach championed by some
legal epistemologists takes knowledge and individualised evidence to be structurally con-
nected by a similar anti-luck condition: Goldberg’s pessimistic remarks apply also to in-
dividualised evidence. For sake of vividness, let me make this last point from a different
angle. Consider this rough and ready equation, where x denotes a causal or modal anti-
luck condition distinct from knowledge:

Knowledge ≡ Truth + Belief + x

These days, this equation has fallen out of favour. We learn from post-Gettier epistemol-
ogy that while truth and some separate causal or modal anti-luck condition may be individ-
ually necessary, they’re nevertheless jointly insufficient to exclude veritic luck and obtain
knowledge. Despite many attempts, no uncontroversial x has been found. Suppose that,
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drawing on a strong inductive basis, we throw in the towel and follow Williamson (2000:
3-4) in thinking that no x can be found.31 Then the same inductive basis gives us reason
to reject also this rough and ready equation, where x still denotes an anti-luck condition
distinct from knowledge:

Individualised Evidence ≡ Truth + x

Proponents of the knowledge-based approach accept or assume some version of this equa-
tion.32 In this chapter, I have considered three prominent candidates for x: a causal and
two modal anti-luck conditions. However, just like these conditions fail to identify the
non-accidental connection to truth which is necessary for knowledge, likewise they fail
to identify the non-accidental connection to truth which is taken to be necessary for indi-
vidualised evidence. What is more, they fail for similar reasons: objections to separate
causal and modal anti-luck conditions on knowledge apply also to accounts of individ-
ualised evidence in terms of the same anti-luck conditions. Crucially, these objections
are inescapable: they generalise to any account of individualised evidence built around a
causal or modal anti-luck condition distinct from knowledge itself.

These points are significant for legal epistemology. The failure of single causal or
modal anti-luck conditions on both knowledge and individualised evidence suggests that
the notion of individualised evidence can’t be successfully elucidated in terms of these sin-
gle causal ormodal anti-luck conditions. Because it employs these defective anti-luck con-
ditions, the knowledge-based approach is unfruitful and fundamentally limited. Firstly,
such approach consists in imposing on individualised evidence the very same anti-luck
conditions that already fail when imposed on knowledge: as such, this way of proceeding
appears to be a non-starter. Secondly, because it uses rather contrived counterexamples
made popular in mainstream epistemology the knowledge-based approach fails to engage
with the subtle and complicated realities of existing legal systems. The approach assumes
a somewhat omniscient observer (standardly absent in legal courts), and, in the case of
modal conditions, a somewhat precise and privileged access to the closeness of possible
worlds that determine judgements on safety and sensitivity (a privileged access which is
also standardly absent in legal courts). Thirdly, no matter which specific anti-luck con-
dition is picked, anti-luck conditions in general fail to provide a meaningful distinction
between statistical and individualised evidence. As we have seen, they do not draw the
line in the right place: that there is no real distinction between statistical and individu-
alised evidence remains a live option which the knowledge-based approach can’t rule out.
Accordingly, despite being motivated by what appears to be a common anti-luck condi-

31See Cassam (2009: 21-22) and Williamson (2009: 290) for discussion on the unanalysability of knowl-
edge.

32The equation is schematic, and does not represent (or attribute) a reductive analysis. I am concerned
with anti-luck conditions on individualised evidence: while these conditions are meant to be sufficient to
exclude luck, they are not meant to be sufficient for a positive verdict. Similarly, as noted above, anti-luck
conditions on knowledge are meant to be sufficient to exclude knowledge-undermining luck, not sufficient
for knowledge. I remain neutral on whether individualised evidence demands more than a successful anti-
luck condition to suffice for a positive verdict. Even a fully successful anti-luck conditionmay be a necessary
but still insufficient condition for this more demanding role.
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tion on knowledge and individualised evidence, the knowledge-based approach is not very
fruitful for legal epistemology. Given the focus on too many artificial cases, it is ill-suited
to advance the understanding of legal evidence. And since it fails to provide a successful
distinction between statistical and individualised evidence, it is also ultimately inconclu-
sive. Taken together, these considerations suggest that as far as veritic luck is concerned,
epistemology and the law seem to come apart.

This last point is best appreciated in the context of other important objections against
the relevance of epistemology to the understanding of evidence law. The problems that
single anti-luck conditions on knowledge incur when extended to individualised evidence
speak in favour of Allen’s complaint against a naive and simple application of epistemic
concepts to the law. As he puts it (Allen 2021a: 255), this application often results in rely-
ing on ‘‘weird hypotheticals” that place ‘‘impossible epistemological demands” on a cru-
cial type of legal evidence like individualised evidence.33 The problems of the knowledge-
based approach also bolster Fratantonio’s recent case against a purely epistemic solution
to the puzzle of statistical evidence (Fratantonio 2021). Borrowing from her useful tax-
onomy (Fratantonio 2021: §2), if legal epistemology is conceived as a descriptive project
that aims at elucidating legal concepts (e.g., individualised evidence) in epistemic terms
(e.g., causal or modal anti-luck conditions), then the main anti-luck conditions on knowl-
edge fail to achieve this clarificatory aim: after all, they don’t successfully distinguish
between statistical and individualised evidence. And if legal epistemology is conceived
as a normative project concerned with why an ideal legal system should not use statistical
evidence, then the main anti-luck conditions on knowledge also fail to achieve this aim
for similar reasons (we are still left without a meaningful distinction between statistical
and individualised evidence). Overall, anti-luck conditions seem irrelevant for the pursuit
of both a descriptive and a normative project in legal epistemology.

These remarks align well with further compelling attempts that build on normative
considerations to cleave epistemology from evidence law. Since the knowledge-based
approach has proven unsuccessful in tracking any substantial normative difference be-
tween statistical and individualised evidence, Enoch, Fisher and Spectre may be right in
holding that epistemology is not ‘‘intrinsically and directly relevant to normative evidence
law theory” (Enoch, Fisher and Spectre 2021: 85). Similarly, the limits of the knowledge-
based approach provide further reason to think, as Ross (2021a) is keen to emphasise, that
courts of law are subject to normative requirements fundamentally distinct from those ap-
plying to individual subjects routinely discussed in epistemology. There seems to be room
for fruitful interactions between epistemology and theory of evidence law, but neither the
knowledge-based approach nor the focus on anti-luck conditions are instances of such
interactions.34

I would like to note a few important differences with these influential objections to the
relevance of epistemology to the understanding of legal evidence. Because it is circum-

33See Allen (2021a, 2021b, 2021c) and Allen and Leiter (2001) for an illuminating elaboration of this
criticism.

34Pundik (2011) also agrees.
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scribed to anti-luck conditions, the point made here is more modest: unlike Fratantonio’s
objection, the arguments in this chapter do not target epistemic solutions to the puzzle
of statistical evidence that do away with anti-luck conditions on knowledge. Similarly,
unlike Enoch, Fisher and Spectre’s criticism, the arguments offered here don’t generalise
to every epistemic notion. However, these arguments do retain the spirit of these influen-
tial points against the relevance of epistemology for legal evidence and also contribute to
weaken such relevance.35

Having clarified this, I can take stock and conclude. In light of an intuitively similar
anti-luck condition, one approach in legal epistemology has consisted in moving from an
anti-luck condition on knowledge to one on individualised evidence. This modus operandi
has been foundwanting: no causal or modal anti-luck condition on knowledge can succeed
as anti-luck condition on individualised evidence. The chief moral to draw from post-
Gettier epistemology is that causal and modal conditions on knowledge fail as satisfactory
anti-luck conditions. If this much can be agreed upon, why should we expect them to
succeed when imposed on individualised evidence? In this chapter, my aim was to show
that it is probably just a false expectation.

7.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter has examined a prominent modalist approach to the identify the right epis-
temic quality of individualised evidence. By drawing on the literature on the Gettier prob-
lem, I’ve shown that no modal condition on knowledge can succeed as the right anti-luck
epistemic condition on individualised evidence. This also casts doubts on the prospects
of modalism in applied legal epistemology. To do better, the next chapter puts forth and
defends an alternative explanationist approach to individualised evidence and legal proof.

35Another conclusion consistent with this diagnosis is that the right anti-luck condition on individualised
evidence is knowledge simpliciter rather than a separate modal or causal condition on knowledge. Since
knowledge and veritic luck are by hypothesis incompatible, knowledge would (trivially) succeed as the
right anti-luck condition on individualised evidence. I would however urge caution before drawing this
conclusion. A flat-footed equation of knowledge and individualised evidence would place an even more
demanding epistemological requirement on legal evidence, and it would do so on the basis an objectionable
motivation (i.e., contrived versions of stylised court cases). Secondly, the putative difference between indi-
vidualised and statistical evidence doesn’t seem to be knowledge per se but rather what explains absence of
knowledge (e.g., appropriate causation, sensitivity or safety). A direct appeal to knowledge hardly makes
progress on the problem.
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Chapter 8

Legal Proof as Inference to the Best
Contrastive Explanation

8.1 Overview of the Chapter

As we have seen in the previous chapter, legal epistemology is on the rise, and special at-
tention is now devoted to study the genuinely epistemological aspects of legal proof. This
is not surprising: because it often involves notions like evidence, truth and testimony, le-
gal proof is up in epistemology to its neck. The present chapter also contributes to legal
epistemology: inspired the explanationist analyses of knowledge previously discussed in
this dissertation, I develop a novel explanationist account of legal proof. I first raise a new
problem for popular modal accounts of legal proof, and show that legal proof is sensitive to
the way information is presented at trial rather than to the modal profile of the information
in question. This key insight motivates a different explanationist approach. By bringing
out hitherto unappreciated connections between the structure of scientific explanation and
the nature of legal proof, I then develop a new account of legal proof as inference to the
best contrastive why-explanation. Unlike the modal account, the focus on explanation
captures the importance of the way information is presented at trial. In the remainder of
the chapter I articulate two motivations for the proposed account. The first is based on
the most established psychological interpretation of legal proof, the story-model of legal
fact-finding. The second is informed by communicative justifications of punishment: I
emphasise the special role of why-explanations in favouring the repentance of the offend-
ers and in helping the other members of the community to forgive the offenders. Overall,
in this final chapter I advocate an ‘applied turn’: the proposed account of legal proof will
finally yield a valuable understanding of key aspects of society such as legal evidence and
criminal punishment.

8.2 Pritchard’s Safety Account of Legal Proof

Recall the key proof-paradoxical scenarios discussed in Chapter 6:
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Blue Bus.1 While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s car. In the
accident, she breaks her leg. She realises that the vehicle was a bus, but she cannot
discern the colour. Jane runs a quick search, and discovers that the Blue Bus Com-
pany operates 80% of buses in town. The remaining 20% are operated by the Red
Bus Company. Jane sues the Blue Bus Company. Using only the evidence described
here, Jane expects to win the case. After all, given the evidence, it’s 0.8 probable
that the Blue Bus Company is liable.

Prisoners.2 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Suddenly 99 of
them attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th prisoner knew
nothing about. The 100th prisoner played no role in the assault and could
have done nothing to stop it. There is no further information that can be
used to settle the question of any particular prisoner’s involvement. Despite
the paucity of evidence, the guards pick prisoner 69 and convict him for the
attack. After all, given the evidence, it’s 0.99 probable that prisoner 69 is
guilty.

Suppose now that the guards pick and punish a random prisoner (any will do: after all,
they’re all very likely to be guilty). Or suppose that liability is imposed on the Blue Bus
company – also very likely to be guilty given the market share. Intuitively, these verdicts
based on statistical evidence would be criticizable and epistemically improper. But add
now a little twist to the case: suppose instead that an eyewitness saw a prisoner assaulting
the guard, or a blue bus hitting Jane’s car. In this second variation of the case, the verdict
seems to meet the required standards of fairness. A satisfactory account of legal proof
must account for this asymmetry in a principled and informative manner.

Pritchard’s safety account of legal proof is well-equipped to explain this asymmetry.
Here’s a quick but faithful reconstruction of his safety account:

Safety account of legal proof. Total evidence E provides acceptable legal
proof that p if and only if it meets a modal safety condition.3

There’s a number of ways in which the safety requirement on legal proof could be met.
One easy (but controversial!) way is doxastic: legal proof is supposed to actually gener-
ate a safe belief of guilt and liability. This is however problematic, for the relevant fact
finder may not form a safe belief even if legal proof provides evidence for it. Perhaps a
better and weaker way to understand the safety requirement would be to restrict it to legal
proof, which is supposed to have the potential to generate safe beliefs of guilt or liability
regardless of the mental state of the relevant fact-finder.

This modal account of legal proof has considerable explanatory power. Here is why.
When based on merely statistical evidence, legal proof fails to meet a safety requirement:

1Redmayne (2008), Enoch et al. (2012), Smith (2018), Gardiner (2019) discuss this case.
2Originally described in Nesson (1979b). However,for the purposes of this chapter I’m adopting the

presentation from Redmayne (2008).
3This account is forcefully defended by Pritchard (2018b, 2022).
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much like a criminal version of the lottery paradox, in close similar possible worlds the
guards could very easily (and mistakenly) punish the innocent prisoner regardless of the
very high probability. But when based on eye-witness testimony, legal proof does meet
a safety requirement and provides modal protection from error: in close similar possible
worlds, the guards continue to (correctly) punish the guilty prisoner. The safety condition
seems to deliver the right result. As Pritchard puts it:

In effect, the foregoing has placed a necessary condition on the evidence re-
quired to convict in criminal cases. In particular, what is required for a con-
viction is evidence such that, given that evidence, it cannot be an easy possi-
bility that the defendant is wrongfully convicted. Merely having evidence that
makes it highly likely that the defendant is guilty will not suffice to meet this
condition, as the existence of legal lottery-style cases illustrates. (Pritchard
2018a: 117)

Because it delivers the right result, it looks like the safety account is the right account of
legal proof. Indeed, at this point it’s worth pausing to appreciate some key advantages of
the safety account.

One key motivation for the modal account of legal proof stems from the pressure of
avoiding the risk of convicting the innocent – it is vital for a well-functioning legal system
to avoid such risk. If we step back and ask what standards of proof are for, one plausible
answer to this question is that they should minimise the risk of convicting the innocent (in
keeping with the Blackstone ratio). The safety account of legal proof understands such
risk in modal rather than probabilistic terms: given the evidence adduced, legal proof
should rule out an easy (modally close) possibility of wrongful conviction.

Pritchard’s safety account of legal proof also complies well with descriptive projects
in legal epistemology outlined in Chapter 8. Because it describes and captures the con-
flicted attitude of the law towards statistical evidence and the preference for individualised
evidence (e.g., eye-witness testimony), it provides a powerful explanatory framework to
capture existing legal practice. Moreover, it also clarifies the relevant concept of risk for
legal setting: if Pritchard is right, the law in general (and legal reasoning in particular) are
concerned with modal rather than probabilistic risk. Finally, Pritchard’s safety account of
legal proof also yields important normative consequences: safety is the required standard
of correct for epistemically proper legal judgements.

Despite these prima facie advantages, there are good reasons to believe that safety
is neither necessary nor sufficient for acceptable legal proof. In the next section I move
two counterexamples to the necessity and sufficiency of safety for acceptable legal proof;
these counterexamples pave the way for a different explanationist account.
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8.3 Two Counterexamples, One Diagnosis

A good way to test Pritchard’s account is to look at the necessity and sufficiency of safety
for acceptable legal proof. Can there be unsafe and yet acceptable legal proof? Or safe
and yet unacceptable legal proof? If the answer to these question is “yes”, then Pritchard’s
account is misguided. Indeed, there seems to be cases that suggest an affirmative answer
to these questions.

Start with necessity. Let’s consider two variations of the stylised court cases routinely
discussed in legal epistemology:

Hally. While driving back home, a vehicle suddenly hits Jane’s car. In the
accident, she breaks her leg. She realises that the vehicle was a bus, but she
cannot discern the colour. A witness, Hally, steps forward and testifies that
they saw a blue bus hitting Jane’s car. The tested and expected reliability of
eye-witnesses is only 70%. However, unbeknownst to the court and Hally
too, she suffers from colour hallucination. (Fratantonio 2021)

Scheming Prisoner. 100 prisoners are exercising in the prison yard. Sud-
denly 99 of them attack the guard, putting into action a plan that the 100th
prisoner knew nothing about. Prisoner 69 is the innocent one and video evi-
dence proves this. However, another scheming prisoner wants to make sure
that prisoner 69 is punished due to long-standing resentment against him. The
scheming prisoner sets out to hatch his plan to frame the assault on prisoner
69, fully ready to tamper with any piece of exculpatory evidence. However,
the scheming prisoner is also lazy and, at the very last minute, he doesn’t
intervene.

Simplifying a little, the instances of legal proof in the two vignettes draw on i) Hally’s
testimony and ii) the video evidence respectively. The evidence is accurate: Hally’s tes-
timony correctly identifies the liable bus and the video evidence also correctly exculpates
the prisoner. Yet, neither piece of evidence is safe: in relevantly similar close possible,
Hally hallucinates and misidentifies the colour of the bus. And the scheming prisoner
hatches his plan and frames prisoner 69. Does this modally close possibility of error make
these two instances of legal proof unacceptable or improper? Hardly so: it would be a huge
loss in accuracy if the fact finders were to disregard these two pieces of evidence. Despite
being unsafe, these two pieces of evidence provide acceptable legal proof. A tentative but
temptive moral to draw here is that safety is not necessary for legal proof.

On to sufficiency. Consider this other stylised court case:

Unhinged Iggy. Iggy Pop is on trial for public indecency after a wild gig
with the Stooges, and he’s accused of using and buying illegal drugs prior to
the gig. Two pieces of evidence are adduced:

(1) A witness testifies that they saw Iggy Pop sharing drugs with the other
band members.
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(2) A drug dealer testifies that they sold drugs over the phone toMr. James
Newell Osterberg.

Let’s grant for a moment that Iggy Pop is guilty. Crucially, the two pieces of evidence are
equally accurate and modally on a par: Iggy Pop and James Newell Osterberg are one and
the same person, so the close possible worlds where Iggy Pop is guilty and buys drugs are
the same close possible worlds where Mr. James Newell Osterberg is guilty and buys the
drugs. Accordingly, both (1) and (2) provide two equally safe instances of legal proof, but
(1) has some extra significance: it’s more informative and explanatory. Indeed, despite
being safe, the drug dealer’s testimony is not sufficient for acceptable legal proof.

As observed before, the witness’s testimony seems to have special value and signif-
icance. Such extra significance doesn’t seem to be captured modally: because Iggy Pop
and James Newell Osterberg are necessarily equivalent, it’s impossible to discriminate
between them in any close (or further) possible world. Put in another way: legal proof
passes the hyper-intensionality test (it introduces fine-grained distinctions between nec-
essarily equivalent contents). As such, it can’t be fully or satisfactorily captured in modal
terms.

We are now in a good position to offer a diagnosis of the cases raised here. These
cases question the necessity and sufficiency of safety for acceptable legal proof, and they
do so for the following crucial reason:

Diagnosis. Acceptable legal proof is sensitive to the way information is pre-
sented at trial regardless of the modal profile of the information in question.

This diagnosis sheds light on what went wrong with safety in the cases raised above.
Despite the close error possibility, the pieces of evidence adduced inHally and Scheming
Prisoner explain why the defendant are guilty or innocent. Differently, despite being safe,
the drug dealer’s testimony failed to explain why Iggy Pop was guilty.

The moral to draw from these cases is that the right account of legal proof is explana-
tionist rather than modal.4 In the next section, I move on to develop such an account.

8.4 Legal Proof as Inference to the Best Contrastive-why
Explanation

While initially plausible, the modal account has been found wanting: because of the hy-
perintensional structure of legal proof (and proof more generally), modal conditions are
simply ill-suited to capture the nature of legal proof. This observation calls for a different

4This diagnosis differs from Frantonio’s general pessimism about the feasibility of any epistemic con-
dition on legal proof (Fratantonio 2021). The problems is not with epistemic qualities in general. Rather, it
is restricted to modal conditions: modal conditions specifically fail to elucidate legal proof. I am making a
weaker point: legal proof can’t be fully captured in modal terms, but another explanationist condition may
still succeed.
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approach: what the foregoing shows is that legal proof is a matter of explanatory relations.
The aim of this section is to sketch out such an account.

Explanationist approaches to legal proof have been a minority in the legal epistemol-
ogy literature.5 At a minimum, these approaches must specify the type of explanation in
question and its key features. Let’s take each in turn.

According to the explanationist account of legal proof defended here, the relevant
type of inference is abductive (also called “inference to the best explanation”; see Harman
(1965 and Lipton 1991 for a seminal work on the topic). Roughly, an inference to the
best explanation consists in selecting the hypothesis that best (or better) explains the data.
Suppose for example that your refrigerator suddenly stopped working along with other
appliances in your apartment, and the lights in the houses nearby are also off (this being
the explanandum). Different candidate explanations (explanantes) are offered: perhaps
someone pulled a prank on the neighbours (explanans 1), perhaps the appliances stopped
working because they all have the same defect (explanans 2), or perhaps there’s a power
outage in your part of town (explanans 3). Clearly, the hypothesis that best explains the
data is the third one: the a general power outage better explains why the appliances stopped
working and also why the lights are off in the nearby houses. This is an instance of abduc-
tion: the comparatively better hypothesis is selected on the basis of explanatory virtues.
Judicial proof also follows this procedure: given the evidence adduced to trial, a positive
or negative legal verdict should align with the better explanation of the evidence adduced.

Focussing on abductive inference also helps to shed light on the key features of the
explanations that are relevant for judicial proof. Plausibly, these arewhy-explanations: in-
deed, the evidence adduced to trial should explainwhy the defendant is guilty in a criminal
trial. More precisely:

Total evidence E meets the beyond reasonable doubt standard (if and) only if
E provides the best satisfactory, comprehensive and robust de re why-explanation
of the defendant guilt.

This is a new and informative necessary condition on legal proof (I remain neutral on any
sufficiency claim). To be maximally clear, I now clarify each key term underlined in the
formulation with a special emphasis on the key features of the.

• Total evidence E refers to all the admissible evidence adduced to the case (e.g.,
eye-witness testimony, fingerprints, video evidence).

• An explanation is satisfactory if it’s acceptable by a normal rational agent, com-
prehensive if it covers most of or all the evidence adduced to case and robust if it
displays internal coherence.

5Allen (2008; 2013) and Allen and Leiter (2001) defend such approaches. However, their motivations
are different: because they draw on a naturalised a posteriori legal meta-epistemology, Allen (and Leiter) set
out to understand legal proof without any appeal to a priorimethodologies based on hypothetical cases. My
motivations are different: I defend explanationism in legal epistemology because of the problems of modal
accounts with ensuring the right explanatory connections between the evidence adduced and the verdict.
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• Why-explanations address relevant why-questions raised during various stages of
legal fact-finding. Why-explanations come in different degrees of specificity: they
target why-questions that are both narrow (e.g., why was the defendant present on
the crime scene at the time of the crime?) and broad (e.g., why should the defendant
be found guilty?). Crucially, acceptable why-explanations are de re – they refer
directly to the defendant rather than to a wider reference class.

For sake of vividness, consider how the proposed account deals with this toy example.
Suppose that Jones is accused of murdering Smith. The evidence presented is the fol-
lowing: Jones owed money to Smith, someone saw the two of them arguing in a bar and
Jones’ hunting knife was found on the crime scene. Each piece of evidence provides a
satisfactory, comprehensive and robust why-answer to key why-questions. First, motive:
why would Jones murder Smith? Because he owed him money and they had an argument.
Second, the murder weapon: why was the knife present on the crime scene? Because it
was used by Jones to kill Smith. Finally, the verdict: why should Jones be found guilty?
Because he owed money to Smith, he argued with him in a bar and his knife was found
on the crime scene.

We now have a more detailed picture of the relevant explanations for legal proof –
an inference to the best de re why-explanation. There’s one final element to add, and it
pertains to the contrastive nature of explanation. The point is familiar in the philosophy of
science literature on the nature of scientific explanation. Indeed, why-explanations never
explain just one fact; rather, they explain one fact rather than, or in contrastwith, another.6

As Bas Van Fraassen (1980: 127) famously puts it: “The correct general, underlying
structure of a why-question is... Why (is it the case that) P in contrast to (other members
of) X where X, the contrast class, is a set of alternatives”. For example, to ask why did the
water boil when it reached 100 degrees is to implicitly ask why did the water boil when it
reached 100 degrees rather than a different temperature, or why did the water boil rather
than turn into ice.

Crucially, the contrastive nature of why-explanations is found also in the structure
of legal proof. Plausibly, legal proof never proves a proposition p but rather proves a
proposition p rather than a different proposition q. A piece of compelling evidence against
the defendant doesn’t just prove why they’re guilty: instead, it proves why they are guilty
rather than innocent.

This last point bear special emphasis because it clarifies a general and important feature
of standards of proof. Legal proof is a matter of establishing facts at a level of comparative
plausibility: the claims of the prosecution and the defence are competing hypotheses that
purport to explain the facts at issue, and the relevant fact-finders (a judge or a jury) reason
to select the hypothesis that better explain the evidence adduced. The probabilistic and
modal accounts of legal proof struggle to account for this feature of the standards. The
probabilistic account assumes a very demanding probabilistic reasoning that is not avail-
able to the average fact-finder. And similarly, the modal account can’t accommodate the

6See Shan (2019) for extensive discussion on the contrastive nature of explanation.
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graded and comparative assessment of the hypotheses offered in court (modal reasoning is
also equally unavailable to the average fact-finder). The explanationist account sketched
out here does a better job at capturing this feature of standards of proof, and, as such, it
should be preferred.

Let’s take stock. I have defended an explanationist account of legal proof, which
amounts to an inference to the best contrastive de re why-explanation. After outlining the
account, I’d like to provide some motivations for it. In the next section, I move on to offer
three arguments in its favour.

8.5 The Linguistic Argument

One initial way to bolster the case for an explanationist account of legal proof focusses
on linguistic patterns surrounding judicial proof and impositions of criminal punishment
and liability. In a nutshell, the linguistic argument proceeds as follows:

P1 If linguistic evidence supports the account of legal proof under consideration,
then we have good reasons to take the account under consideration to be cor-
rect.

P2 Linguistic evidence supports the explanationist account of legal proof.

C: We have good reasons to take the explanationist account of legal proof to be
correct.

Before setting out this crucial pieces of linguistic evidence in support of the proposed
explanationist account, I will make the assumptions underlying the linguistic argument
a bit more explicit. Let’s zoom in on the first premise of the linguistic argument. The
key idea here is that inquiry into linguistic patterns surrounding legal proof advances our
understanding of legal proof itself. The first premise of the argument is intuitively plau-
sible and also accepted elsewhere: inquiry into the nature of other (epistemic) states also
proceeds by focussing on linguistic patterns and ascriptions.7

Having clarified the methodological assumptions underlying premise 1 of the linguis-
tic argument, we can now move on to the linguistic evidence that favours the account.
Consider the following:

Utterance 1. “The evidence adduced to trial proved that the defendant was innocent
but didn’t explain why they were innocent.”

7The focus on knowledge ascriptions in epistemology is long-standing (see for instance Stanley 2005 and
Gerken 2017). A similarmethodological approach can be found also in the literature on understanding. Egler
(2021: 6062) nicely makes the point as follows: “The central assumption underlying this approach is that our
evaluations of the sort ‘S understands why p’ can shed light on which conditions S must satisfy in order to
have interrogative understanding of p. Thus, it is generally assumed that we can gain explanatory purchase
on what is required to understand, say, why crows fly by investigating the circumstances under which we
ascribe understanding of why crows fly to others or to ourselves.” In the same vein, the linguistic argument
purports to advance the understanding of legal proof by focussing on the linguistic patterns surrounding
legal proof.
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Utterance 2. “The jury convicted the defendant, but they didn’t understand why
they were guilty.”

Utterance 3. “Total evidence E proves p, but it doesn’t explain why p.”

Crucially, these three utterances all sound infelicitous and therefore in tension with accept-
able legal proof. Take for instanceUtterance 1: in this case, it’s unclear to what extent the
evidence adduced can meet the standard of proof under consideration without providing
any explanation of the defendant’s guilt. On to Utterance 2: in this case too, we’d tent
to criticise the jury’s decision because of the lack of explanatory connections between the
evidence and the verdict. Finally, Utterance 3 also points at a tight link between success-
ful explanation and legal proof: successful explanation looks like a necessary condition
on legal proof.

More utterances in support of the explanationist account of legal proof can be gener-
ated. The 3 I have provided above can serve as a general recipe: the broad idea is to pair
successful legal proof with absence of explanation. Doing so shows how there can’t be
the former without the latter. The converse also holds: satisfactory explanation seems to
track successful legal proof. Consider:

Utterance 1. “The evidence adduced to trial proved that the defendant was innocent
and explained why they were innocent.”

Utterance 2. “The jury convicted the defendant and understood why they were
guilty.”

Utterance 3. “Total evidence E proves p and explains why p.”

In the revised versions of the utterances, acceptable legal proof aligns with satisfactory
explanations. This lends further support to the explanationist account of legal proof de-
fended here. Even if not conclusive, linguistic evidence provides us with good reason to
think that the explanationist account of legal proof is on the right track.

8.6 The Psychological Argument

The second argument I want to offer in favour of the explanationist account of legal proof
moves from some key observations regarding the psychological processes and reasoning
underlying legal fact-finding. As with the linguistic argument, for sake of clarity it’s worth
adopting the standard form:

P1 If a psychological model of legal fact-finding supports the account of legal
proof under consideration, then we have good reasons to take the account under
consideration to be correct.

P2 The “story model” model of legal fact-finding supports the account of legal
proof under consideration the explanationist account of legal proof.
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C: We have good reasons to take the explanationist account of legal proof to be
correct.

This time, most of the action is on the second premise. Here, more clarification is needed:
what is the story model of legal fact-finding, and how does it support the explanationist
account? In the remainder of the section, I will give an answer to both questions.

Pennington and Hastie’s psychological model of legal reasoning is sometimes called
the “story” or “scenario”model.8 Their basicmethodological approach is the following: to
advance our understanding of legal proof it’s worth looking at how agents actually reason
when they consider the (big) amount of evidence adduced in court. As such, the story
model is a descriptive theory (a psychological account) of legal fact-finding.

Central to their model is active story reconstruction: fact-finders strive to impose a
narrative structure to the evidence presented at trial. In essence, they try to impose a “nar-
rative story organisation” to the information available in court (Mackor and Van Koppen
2021: 216).

But what are stories? Simply put, stories are narratives that can be broken down into
elements and episodes. In turn, episodes consist of specific elements like initiating event,
a psychological response, a goal or an aim, an action and their consequence, and so on.
For instance, the following episode can be thought of a rather simple story: a husband
has a fight with his wife (initiating event), which makes him very upset (psychological
response). Because he wants to hurt her (goal), he hits her (action), which then causes her
death (consequence).9 The example shows that episodes have a common structure: ele-
ments are chronologically ordered and partly connected on the basis physical and mental
causal relationships. Stories are, overall, a hierarchy of episodes. This is what the story
model of legal fact-finding predicts: as an established psychological theory, it deserves to
be taken seriously.

On to the second question: how does this model support the explanationist account of
legal proof defended here? Crucially, the exercise of active story reconstruction and the
imposition of a narrative structure proceeds via instances of inference to the best expla-
nation. In Pennington and Hastie’s terminology, stories are nothing over and above the
hypotheses that best explain the evidence adduced at court. As a result, the story model
supports the explanationist account of legal proof defended here: indeed, the explanation-
ist account provides robust philosophical foundations for the story model.

The tight and important connection between the story model of legal fact-finding and
the explanationist account of legal proof has been noted also elsewhere. Here’s a telling
quote from Mackor and Van Koppen:

The scenario theory holds that in criminal cases explanations should be struc-
tured as scenarios consisting of episodes with the elements described by the
story model, such as an initiating event, psychological response, goal, action,
and consequences. In that manner IBE and the story model are combined.

8Pennington and Hastie (1991, 1993).
9Example borrowed and reworded from Mackor and Van Koppen (2021: 216).
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First, the elements take the form of hypotheses that together make up a sce-
nario, analogously to how scientific hypotheses together make up a scientific
theory. Since in a good scenario the elements are chronologically ordered
and partially causally connected, they are not a random bunch of hypotheses,
but form a more or less coherent whole, a holistic story about what may have
happened. (Mackor and Van Koppen 2021: 122)

Overall, a very accepted and established psychological theory like the story model of trial
supports the explanationist account of legal proof defended here. But even if admittedly
powerful, psychological evidence is never conclusive: accordingly, the limits of the psy-
chological argument should be pointed out. I do so to conclude the section.

The psychological argument is a descriptive argument: the best it can do is to show
that the explanationist account is psychologically feasible – it captures the way fact-finders
reason when they consider the evidence adduced to court. However, it remains silent on
the normative aspects of legal proof. It’s easy to think of cases in which the narrative re-
construction is based on explanatory powerful but racist or controversial stereotypes.10 In
this cases, the explanatory demands are met, and yet the conviction seems to be improper
(from a moral or perhaps even epistemological point of view). Accordingly, different the-
oretical commitments and further interests into the normativity of legal proof can provide
enough reason to be suspicious of the psychological argument.

8.7 Coda: Norms of Criminal Conviction and Explana-
tion

The explanationist account of legal proof defended here has noteworthy consequences for
another important case study in legal epistemology – the epistemic normativity of criminal
convictions. For example, a modal account of legal proof yields the following epistemic
norm of criminal conviction:

Safety Norm of Criminal Punishment (SN). Convict the defendant if and
only if, given the admissible evidence, you safely believe that they are guilty.
(Pritchard 2018b)

Motivations for the safety norm mirror the motivations for the safety account of legal
proof. Recall the prisoners example discussedin the previous chapters (Nesson 1979a).
Suppose that the guards pick and punish a random prisoner (any will do: after all, they’re
all very likely to be guilty). Intuitively, this criminal conviction based on statistical ev-
idence would be criticizable, and epistemically improper. But add now a little twist to
the case: suppose instead that an eyewitness saw a prisoner assaulting the guard. In this
second variation of the case, the conviction seems to meet the required epistemic stan-
dard for criminal punishment. Pritchard’s safety norm is well-equipped to explain why.

10See Gonzalez Rose (2021) for a representative sample of cases.
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When based on merely statistical evidence, the belief of guilt is unsafe: much like a crim-
inal version of the lottery paradox, in close similar possible worlds the guards could very
easily (and mistakenly) punish the innocent prisoner. But when based on eye-witness tes-
timony, the belief of guilt is safe: in close similar possible worlds, the guards continue to
(correctly) punish the guilty prisoner. Because (SN) delivers the right result, it looks like
safety can successfully elucidate the epistemic normativity of criminal punishment.

However, we have seen how safety is ill-suited to elucidate the structure of legal proof.
The key point here is that modal conditions fail to ensure the right explanatory connections
between the evidence and the verdict. Moreover, as we it’s been showed above, safety is
neither necessary nor sufficient for legal proof.

These considerations motivate a different norm of criminal punishment, one that pays
heed to the importance of explanatory connection. Such norm is an understanding norm:

Understanding Norm of Criminal Punishment (UN). Convict the defendant if and
only if, given the admissible evidence, you understand why they’re guilty.

This understanding norm drops out naturally from the explanationist account of legal proof
defended here. Notice also that the understanding norm nicely diagnoses what’s wrong
with merely statistical evidence: in fact, merely statistical evidence fails to explain why
the defendant is guilty. For these very reasons, the right norm for criminal conviction must
make reference to understanding instead of other epistemic states such as safe, knowledge-
able or justified belief.

8.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have expanded on the problems of modal accounts of legal proof by
pointing out the hyperintensional features of legal proof. Once these features are brought
into focus, the modal accounts are essentially limited. To do better, I sketched out a dif-
ferent explanationist account. According to this account, legal proof is an inference to
the best contrastive de re why-explanation. I have developed two arguments in support
of this account (a linguistic argument and a psychological argument). Finally, I derived
an understanding norm of criminal convictions from the explanationist account defended
here.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Knowledge and Safety

Recap. The starting point of this dissertation was found in the contrast between two com-
peting approaches to the analysis of knowledge: modalism and explanationism. The for-
mer employs a familiar intensional possible world framework made popular in other areas
of philosophy, and it equates knowledge with a belief which is true in a relevant set of
possible worlds. By contrast, the latter focusses on the hyperintensional notion of expla-
nation. According to explanationism, knowledge amounts to a belief hold on the basis of
the right explanation (for example, hold because it’s true).

I have assessed the two most developed versions of modalism and explanationism:
safety-theoretic accounts of knowledge and kairetic explanationism. This dissertation has
advanced the debate in the following ways:

• In defence of Modalism. Thanks to a better construal of the safety condition, coun-
terexamples to the necessity and sufficiency of safety for knowledge can be de-
fused. Both environment-relative safety and modal proper functionalist readings of
the safety condition successfully achieve that.

• Against Kairetic Explanationism. Themost recent and best developed version of ex-
planationism – kairetic explanationism – fails to deliver as satisfactory anti-Gettier
condition. Indeed, this version of explanationism is committed to bad closure fail-
ures (in de dicto and de re barn-style case), and it also falls prey to Gettier-style
counterexamples.

Directions for further research. As explained in Chapter 5, a hitherto unexplored and
promising way of developing safety consists in deriving a safety condition from a proper
functionalist condition. An even better way to derive safety would be to construe proper
function as a specific type of aptness: roughly, knowledge would be equated with a belief
which is true (accurate) because of/in virtue of an etiological proper function condition.
In future work, I plan to clarify this fit between truth and proper function in more pre-
cise terms. A natural place to draw inspiration from is virtue reliabilism: the fit between
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truth and proper function can be understood in explanatory terms like Greco’s theory of
knowledge or in dispositional terms like Sosa’s virtue epistemology.

9.2 Knowledge and Legal Proof

Recap. The contrast between modalism and explanationism can be found also in legal
epistemology – the branch of applied epistemology concerned with legal proof. When it
comes to applied legal epistemology, in this dissertation I have objected to modalism and
I have defended explanationism. First, I pointed out the inadequacies of modal accounts
of legal proof by divorcing anti-luck conditions on knowledge from anti-luck conditions
on individualised evidence. Then, I provided a diagnosis of the inadequacies of modal ac-
counts of legal proof by showing that legal proof is hyperintensional. Finally, I sketched
out an alternative explanationist account of legal proof where inference to the best expla-
nation takes centre stage. I argued in favour of this account by drawing on linguistic and
psychological considerations.

Directions for further research. In future work, I plan to better bring out the analo-
gies between scientific explanation and legal proof: I set out to make the contrastivist
features of legal proof more precise; doing so will strengthen the connection between ab-
duction and legal proof. I also intend to investigate what the account predicts when tested
against the civil and criminal versions of the proof paradox. Finally, I plan to extend the
explanationist account to cases of expert testimony in courts, and show how my proposed
account can capture such crucial legal phenomenon.

I don’t pretend to have provided exhaustive answers to the questions raised in this
dissertation, and I hope to make further progress on all these questions in my future work.
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Appendix A

Swampman Cases

In Chapter 5, I developed a proper functionalist version of safety:

Safety asModal Proper Functionalism. S’s belief that p is safe if and only if
in all the possible worlds in which S continues to form her belief in the target
propositions p via the same properly functioning belief-forming method M
employed in the actual world (sub-condition M) and in the same appropriate
cognitive environment E occupied in the actual world (sub-condition E), the
belief continues to be true.

To bring out the key elements of this novel version of safety, I also compared it and con-
trasted with other (and more standard) versions ofthe safety condition. But what about
standard proper functionalism? Since it contributes to provide a satisfactory criterion of
individuation of belief-formingmethods, appropriate environments andmodal robustness,
the concept of proper function is doing a lot of the explanatory work here. It is therefore
only natural to wonder whether – and to what extent – this new formulation of safety is
also substantially different from standard versions of proper functionalism.

Because it’s one of the key objections faced by standard versions of proper function-
alism, the case of Swampman represents the most meaningful test bench for the proper
functionalist safety condition. A good way to bring out the main differences between these
two accounts is to see how each deals with the much debated Swampman case, which goes
as follows:

Swampman. Suppose lightning strikes a dead tree in a swamp, and someone
is standing nearby. Their body is reduced to its elements, while entirely by
coincidence (and out of different molecules) the tree is turned into their phys-
ical replica. Such replica, The Swampman, moves exactly as the original did;
according to its nature it departs the swamp and begins to form true beliefs.
(Sosa 1993: 53)

The vignette spells trouble for standard versions of proper functionalism, most notably
the proper functionalist account of knowledge defended by Plantinga (1993). In fact, as
intuitions would have it, Swampman’s true beliefs amount to knowledge; however, since
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it’s the result of a cosmic accident, Swampman lacks any design – conscious, natural
or otherwise. Given the knowledge intuition in the absence of proper function, the case
suggests that proper function is not necessary for knowledge.

In response, proper functionalists have denied that the Swampman scenario is gen-
uinely possible and also that Swampman’s beliefs display any positive epistemic status
(knowledge, justification, entitlement or what have you).1 But this line of response is
not problem free: the knowledge intuition persists, and advocates of proper functionalism
do sometimes concede that the Swampman case is coherent, conceivable, and therefore
possible.2

These considerations pave the way for the first stark difference between standard ver-
sions of proper functionalism and the proper functionalist safety condition offered in Chap-
ter 5. Crucially, the advocates of the proper functionalist safety condition can wholeheart-
edly concede that Swampman is genuinely metaphysically possible. In addition, they also
have the theoretical option to deny or defend the knowledge intuition depending on their
preferred reading of the modal profile of Swampman’s beliefs. Given the central safety-
theoretic focus on relevantly similar close possible worlds, it is worth breaking down the
discussion of Swampman into two distinct parts: we can assess the case either indirectly
from the perspective of the actual world or directly by taking Swampman-style worlds as
actual. Let me take each in turn.

From the perspective of the actual world, Swampman is a genuinely conceivable but
nonetheless far off possibility. After all, Swampman-style worlds are too dissimilar: they
require a substantial change in the biological history, laws of nature, belief-forming meth-
ods and environments of the actual world. More to the point, from the perspective of
the actual world Swampman is on a par with the radically deceived victims of skeptical
scenarios such as a brain-in-a-vat which has always been envatted. Even if genuinely pos-
sible, both the Swampman and the brain-in-a-vat scenarios require a considerable change
from the actual world.3 But since all that matters for the safety condition on offer here
(and for the safety condition in general) is the swath of relevantly similar close possible
worlds, these substantially different – and therefore far off – possible worlds do not mat-
ter. If we focus on the actual world, the Swampman case doesn’t constitute a genuine
counterexample to the proper functionalist version of safety: the case is possible but too
dissimilar and, as such, ultimately irrelevant.

1Commenting on the case, Plantinga (1991: 206) writes: “I haven’t any reason to think this possible; I’m
not positive that it is impossible; but I am inclined to think it is, and hence don’t consider it a counterexample
to my account”. Similarly, Graham also denies that Swampman is genuinely possible: in fact, he explicitly
sets out to “deny the metaphysical assumption that Swampman has a mind” (Graham 2012: 467).

2As Sosa notices (1993: 56), Plantinga seems to concede that there’s something intuitively coherent
about the Swampman thought experiment (Plantinga 1991: 206). Graham (2014b: 30) appeals to biological
cases of macromutations to offer a more realistic Swampman case. See Simion (2016b: 2.2) for helpful
discussion.

3For example, Sosa (1999: 147) emphasises the anti-sceptical import of the safety condition by pointing
out the substantial dissimilarities between the actual world and the far-off sceptical worlds. Given the clear
nomological contrast between the actual world and Swampman-style worlds, the dissimilarities between
these two possible worlds should be even easier to detect regardless of the alleged anti-sceptical import of
the safety condition.
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But suppose that instead we take the Swampman’s world as actual: wouldn’t this un-
dermine the proper functionalist construal of safety developed in this chapter? After all,
Swampman would lack any intentional or natural design plan, and, accordingly, Swamp-
man’s beliefs would fail to meet the proper functionalist criterion of individuation of
belief-forming methods previously outlined. Just like standard proper functionalist ac-
counts of knowledge, the proper functionalist version of safety would also fail to accom-
modate the intuition that Swampman knows, and this is clearly bad news for both standard
proper functionalism and the proper functionalist version of safety on offer here.

Matters are delicate, but let’s begin to note that Swampman’s belief-forming methods
are prima facie functioning properly: even if he lacks any robust biological history, his
perceptual capacities seem to be meeting some proper function condition – there’s no clear
malfunction. The same goes for his cognitive environment: given the absence of mislead-
ing features, Swampman’s environment is appropriate for the belief-forming methods un-
der consideration. Once these two parameters are kept fixed, Swampman does continue to
form true beliefs across relevantly similar Swampman-style close possible worlds. These
considerations help to capture the intuition that Swampman knows. After all, the belief-
forming method and the environment under consideration both meet a proper functionalist
condition: as such, Swampman’s true beliefs seem to be safe and, accordingly, they are in
the market for knowledge.

Yet, Swampman lacks any history or design, and so do his belief-forming methods.
However, depending on where the source of the design is located, more can be said about
the (lack of) design of Swampman’s belief-forming methods. Under a strictly naturalistic
conception of design, functions are selected because of a rather long biological history
of success (Millikan 1984; Graham 2012). However, functions need not be individuated
by reference to a long history of biological benefit. Suppose for instance that Simion
(2016b: Section 4.2) is right, and what ultimate matters for function acquisition is some
positive epistemic rather than biological (and ultimately historical) benefit. Accordingly,
as long as Swampman forms true beliefs on the basis of an epistemically beneficial method
like perception, his belief-forming methods acquire a function and are therefore not only
functioning properly, but they are functioning properly according to a selected function
that aims at truth. Once the historical requirements on the source of the design plan are
relaxed, Swampman’s beliefs can meet the proper functionalist safety condition.4

Taken together, these considerations bring out important differences between standard
versions of proper functionalism and the proper functionalist version of safety defended
here. Unlike standard versions of proper functionalism, the proper functionalist version
of safety grants that Swampman is genuinely possible. This is the first important dif-
ference. Moreover, depending on the preferred reading of the modal profile of Swamp-

4Sosa (1993: 58) argues that such historical requirement could be abandoned entirely: building on his
influential conception of intellectual virtue, he proposes a weaker notion of proper function that makes no
reference to an evolutionary or divine design. While this notion of proper function is different and more
similar to a virtue-theoretic ability condition, it remains consistent with the strategy to elucidate safety that
I pursue in this thesis.
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man’s beliefs, advocates of the proper functionalist version of safety can reject the knowl-
edge verdict by dismissing Swampman-style worlds as too dissimilar or accommodate the
knowledge intuition by relaxing the historical requirement on the source of function of
belief-forming methods. This is the second important difference. Either way, the proper
functionalist version of safety diverges from more standard versions of proper functional-
ism. Given the emphasis on the modal profile of the beliefs under consideration (usually
unavailable to standard versions of proper functionalism), this should not be surprising.
Overall, this new proper functionalist version of safety displays important differences also
with the standard versions of proper functionalism developed in the literature.
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Appendix B

Epistemic Supervenience and the
Analysis of Knowledge

Overview

The central objections to knowledge-first epistemology, since its arrival on the scene more
than 20 years ago, are now mostly well known. While many of these objections have
been methodological, other criticisms have been more substantive. It is fair to say that,
at present, all of the main substantive objections to knowledge-first epistemology have
received sophisticated responses on behalf of knowledge firsters – all with the exception
of a very new kind of objection called the supervenience objection (e.g., Pritchard and
Kallestrup 2017). The supervenience objection challenges knowledge firsters’ metaphys-
ical credentials by maintaining that the view is incompatible with uncontentious super-
venience requirements on epistemic properties. This appendix charitably constructs this
hitherto entirely unaddressed objection on behalf of knowledge-first critics and shows that,
ultimately, the objection does not stick. The upshot is a clear appreciation of both why
supervenience does not make any trouble for the knowledge-first project, and moreover,
why knowledge firsters have stronger metaphysical credentials than even its proponents
have thus far appreciated.

Introductory Remarks

The knowledge-first revolution in epistemology takes knowledge as the most basic no-
tion of epistemological theorizing. Since its arrival on the scene twenty years ago, the
knowledge-first approach has marked a paradigm shift in the discipline: recent results
in epistemology and neighbouring areas such as the philosophies of language and mind
compellingly show that the knowledge-first approach is a thriving research programme.
However, its opponents have not been idle: many diverse and sophisticated objections
have been levelled against the key claims advanced in the knowledge-first camp (most
notably, the equation of evidence and knowledge, the knowledge norm of assertion and
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practical reasoning, knowledge as the most general factive mental state). Thus far, most
of these criticisms have received equally sophisticated responses on behalf of knowledge
firsters – all with the exception of an entirely novel kind of objection, the supervenience
objection. This objection has to do with the metaphysics of knowledge, and aims to show
that putting knowledge first essentially clashes with elsewhere accepted supervenience
constraints placed on epistemic properties. The primary aim of this appendix is to discuss
this hitherto unaddressed objection and argue that it fails: knowledge firsters have in fact
the resources to meet the supervenience challenge.

Here is the game plan. I begin by introducing the notion of supervenience and by
explaining its relevance to epistemology. Next, I charitably reconstruct the supervenience
objection. For sake of clarity, I split the objection into three different parts: the base
properties problem, the epistemic superdupervenience demand and the failure of priority.
Then, I proceed to show that each part ultimately fails. To anticipate: the base properties
problem is addressed by insisting that knowledge is a sui generis factive mental state.
The epistemic superdupervenience demand is fairly more complex, and therefore deserves
more extensive treatment. Hence, I develop two different lines of response – a refusal and
an acceptance line. The former rejects the requirement in light of implicit reductionist
assumptions; the latter provides an epistemic superdupervenience in terms of identity and
metaphysical grounding. Finally, I defuse the last strand of the objection by distinguishing
between conceptual and metaphysical priorities of knowledge. My conclusion will be that
knowledge firsters have strong metaphysical credentials, and that supervenience does not
cause any trouble to their project.

Epistemic Supervenience

Epistemic properties do not float free. Rather, they depend on more basic non-epistemic
properties in virtue of which they are instantiated. For instance, reliabilists notoriously
hold that a belief is justified when it has been produced and sustained by a reliable process
(Goldman 1979). What this renown example shows is that, intuitively enough, the epis-
temic property being justified depends on a different, more fundamental property, (i.e.,
being produced by a reliable process).1 This somewhat loose dependence relation is bet-
ter captured by supervenience: a set of properties A supervenes upon another set B in case
no two things can differ with respect to A-properties without also differing with respect
to their B-properties. In a slogan form, no difference in A-properties without a difference
in B-properties. Before moving on to the epistemic case and see how supervenience is
supposed to cause problems for knowledge firsters, it is worthwhile to dwell briefly on
such relation and its relata. Hopefully, doing this will clarify the forthcoming discussion.

As a metaphysical relation, supervenience has the following formal features: it is tran-
sitive, non-symmetric (i.e., compatible with both symmetry and asymmetry) and reflexive.
However, for the purpose of the present appendix, it will be assumed to be asymmetric.

1I follow the standard practice and refer to properties in italics and to concepts in small caps.
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In addition, it also has a specific modal force. Despite a variety of options,2 it will be
assumed to be Strong Individual: that is, quantifying over individuals across different
possible worlds. Borrowing from Kim (1993), here what a formulation of Strong Individ-
ual Supervenience looks like:

A-properties strongly supervene onB-properties if and only if for any possible worlds
w1 and w2 and any individuals x in w1 and y in w2, if x in w1 is B-indiscernible from
y in w2, then x in w1 is A-indiscernible from y in w2.

So much for supervenience relations. Next, onto supervenience relata. Here, matters
are not very straightforward, given the difficulties of identifying the epistemic and non-
epistemic domains with sufficient accuracy. However, intuitive examples will do at this
preliminary stage. Let supervenient epistemic properties be those properties epistemolo-
gists are typically concerned with: knowledge, justification, defeasibility, evidence, war-
rant, rationality. These properties certainly vary with respect to their degree of com-
plexity: while justification comes in at least two varieties, doxastic and propositional,
warrant entails non-defeated belief, which requires a number of (complex) conditions to
be met. However, it should be conceded that they all represent genuine instances of epis-
temic properties. Subvenient non-epistemic properties, on the other hand, are not as easily
identified. Still, given that epistemology is widely taken to be a normative enterprise, non-
epistemic properties will be henceforth identified with descriptive/non-evaluative proper-
ties such as mental properties, natural properties, psychological states and processes. This
will facilitate the discussion, and narrow down our focus to a reasonable extent. Accord-
ingly, we can formulate epistemic supervenience as follows:

Epistemic Supervenience (ES): Necessarily, whenever an agent A has a norma-
tive epistemic property E, then A also has a collection of descriptive non-epistemic
properties N such that, necessarily, any other agent A* with N also has E.3

So formulated, (ES) states an asymmetric covariance relation holding between epistemic
properties and their non-epistemic base. Nevertheless, when used as dialectical weapon,
epistemic supervenience raises a fundamentally two-fold challenge. Indeed, a suitable
non-epistemic base must be identified. However, identifying the correct subvenient prop-
erties will not suffice in itself: in fact, what is additionally required is a ‘superduperve-
nience’, i.e. a fine-grained metaphysical relation that explains why the covariance pattern
of supervenience holds in the first place, and it is not simply a further inexplicable brute
fact.4

Before explaining how exactly (ES) causes trouble to knowledge firsters, it is worth
spending a few words to characterise their lot. Knowledge-first epistemology has recently

2See McLaughlin and Bennett (2021: §3.1) for an overview.
3Readapted from Pritchard and Kallestrup (2017). See also Turri (2010) for a comprehensive overview

of the role of supervenience in epistemology. Van Cleve (1985) and Lyons (2009: chapter 2) both avail
themselves of supervenience arguments in epistemology.

4The term was firstly introduced by William Lycan, but see Horgan (1993: 566) for a formulation of the
superdupervenience requirement. More on this in §4.
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gained momentum among the practitioners of the discipline: in light of the failed attempts
to analyse knowledge into more basic components started with Gettier’s famous short
piece (Gettier 1963), knowledge firsters set out to take it as a primitive and then use it to
explain other epistemic, linguistic and psychological phenomena (such as evidence, justi-
fication, assertion and action). Williamson’s Knowledge and Its Limits represents the first
seminal attempt to reverse the standard order of explanation implicitly assumed by analytic
epistemologists since Gettier’s appendix; however, in spite ofWilliamson’s ambitious pro-
posal, knowledge firsters need not (and typically do not) embrace each of Williamson’s
theses. Putting knowledge first mirrors a broader methodological approach and the mem-
bership to a novel research programme rather than a complete acceptance of Williamson’s
own view(s).5 Be that as it may, a very significant advantage of knowledge-first episte-
mology is to avoid the long series of counterexamples that plagued the previous analytical
project, and to pave the way for novel conceptions of traditional epistemic notions such
as evidence, and justified belief.6 It thus holds far-reaching potential, and, accordingly,
such potential motivates a persuasive defence from the supervenience objection.

Importantly, this objection is particularly significant, and thus worthy of special at-
tention. Firstly, while many of the criticisms levelled against knowledge-first philosophy
have already been explored, this one has been thus far overlooked. Secondly, the superve-
nience objection aims to cast doubts on knowledge-first metaphysical credentials – i.e., it
purports to show that putting knowledge first is metaphysically inconsistent. If it hits the
mark, the objection threatens the viability of the knowledge-first project, since it would
show that putting knowledge first clashes with uncontentious supervenience requirements
on epistemic properties. Finally, it is worth noticing the potentially wide target of the
objection. First off, the objection applies to Williamson’s knowledge-first views, as we
will see in the next sections. However, far from being a mere quibble at Williamson’s
own knowledge-first philosophy, the objection generalises against each knowledge-first
project that explains epistemic (or evaluative) properties in terms of knowledge. These
projects include recent accounts of justification in terms of knowledge or would-be knowl-
edge (Sutton 2007, Bird 2007, Reynolds 2013, Ichikawa 2014, Kelp 2017, Miracchi 2015,
Simion 2019, Littlejohn forthcominga) or knowledge-based accounts of reasons and ra-
tionality (Littlejohn 2017).

For ease of exposition, it will be useful to split the objection into three parts: (1) the
base properties problem, (2) the epistemic superdupervenience demand (3) the failure of
priority. In the remainder of the appendix, I set out to outline every strand of the objection
and show that each ultimately fails. As already anticipated, my strategy hinges on two
relatively straightforward tenets of the knowledge-first approach, namely that knowledge
is a sui generis factive mental state (Williamson 2000: chapter I) and that knowledge ex-
hibits different kinds of priority (Ichikawa and Jenkins 2017). Accordingly, the plan is as

5Carter, Gordon and Jarvis (2017: 7) also stress this point.
6For detailed overview of the history of these counterexamples, see Shope (1983). For an alternative and

interesting line of narrative, see Antognazza (2015: §2) and Dutant (2015). For a critical take on knowledge-
first philosophy, see McGlynn (2014).
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follows. Given that the base properties properties and the epistemic superdupervenience
demand are tightly connected, I will address them consecutively in §3 and §4. Conversely,
I will devote a final stand-alone section to the failure of priority, since I consider its treat-
ment as fairly independent from the other two strands of the objection.

The Base Properties Problem

The first strand of the supervenience objection has to do with the non-epistemic base
properties upon which relevant epistemic properties are required to supervene. In fact,
the conjunction of the supervenience requirement with the main claim of the knowledge-
first approach suggests a prima facie incompatibility: if, by (ES), epistemic properties
are required to supervene on non-epistemic base, knowledge firsters seem to deny this –
arguably, one claim implicitly assumed by knowledge firsters is that relevant epistemic
properties supervene on knowledge, usually considered an epistemic property par excel-
lence.7 We can better outline the base properties problem as follows:

P1 By epistemic supervenience (ES), necessarily, every epistemic property (nec-
essarily) supervenes on a non-epistemic property.

P2 In the knowledge-first approach, relevant epistemic properties (justification,
evidence) supervene on a fundamental epistemic property, i.e. knowledge,
rather than on a non-epistemic property.8

C: Knowledge-first epistemology violates (ES).

Let’s begin by noticing that the proponents of the objection need to make an important
assumption to press the base properties problem, namely that supervenience is exclusive.
Crudely put, the assumption is the following: if A supervenes on B, then A cannot su-
pervene also on C. However, it should be stressed that supervenience is not exclusive as
the proponents of the objection take it to be. It is in fact compatible with supervenience
that epistemic properties supervene on knowledge and also on other non-epistemic prop-
erties. Indeed, this is to be expected given the transitivity of supervenience. In fairness
to the proponents of the objection, knowledge-firsters nevertheless violate (ES) even if
supervenience isn’t exclusive, since relevant epistemic properties supervene on an epis-
temic property, i.e. knowledge. Absent any clarification of the further non-epistemic base
upon which knowledge supervenes, the objection still stands. Be that as it may, pressing
the base properties problem against knowledge firsters is still instructive, because it bids
knowledge firsters to identify the non-epistemic base of these relevant epistemic proper-
ties.

7Here is Turri: “Epistemic properties include justification, rationality, reasonableness, warrant, and
knowledge” (Turri 2010: 1).

8The reader might worry that friends of the knowledge-first approach are not committed to this super-
venience claim. Admittedly, knowledge-first epistemology does not imply any such claim. However, this
supervenience claim plausibly underlies and captures the explanatory priority of knowledge over justifica-
tion or evidence, as defended by Ichikawa (2014: 185), Miracchi (2015: §4.3) and Kelp (2017: 66-67).
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Coming back to the objection: fortunately enough for the advocates of the knowledge-
first approach, P2 is false. To see why, recall that in a knowledge-first setting, knowledge
is not merely an epistemic property; rather, knowledge is a factive mental state in its own
right (Williamson 2000: chapter 1). As such, it qualifies as subvenient mental base for
epistemic properties such justification and evidence. The reasoning underlying the base
properties problem enjoys prima facie plausibiity, but a closer inspection reveals it to be
ultimately misleading: this strand of the objection does not cause any concern for knowl-
edge firsters who hold that knowledge is a factive mental state.9 Accordingly, here is a
plausible counterargument to the base properties problem:

P1 By epistemic supervenience (ES), necessarily, every epistemic property super-
venes on a non-epistemic property.

P2 In the knowledge-first approach, relevant epistemic properties (justification,
evidence) supervene on a mental state, i.e. knowing.

C: Knowledge-first epistemology accommodates ((ES): epistemic properties su-
pervene on a non-epistemic mental base.

P2 can be outlined more clearly as follows:

Knowledge-first Epistemic Supervenience. Necessarily, relevant epistemic prop-
erties necessarily supervene on a subvenient non-epistemic base, i.e. a (factive) men-
tal state (knowing).10

It is worth making two important points of clarification. Firstly, I should emphasise that
the view that knowledge is a mental state has received several criticisms.11 However,
these criticisms need not concern us here: this argument does not support the view that
knowledge is a mental state. Rather, it aims for a weaker conditional claim: if knowl-
edge is a mental state, then the base properties problem is easily addressed. Secondly, the
reader might be puzzled by the two sets of properties discussed here – epistemic properties
and mental properties of mental states. But this is certainly no news: evidentialist men-
talists such as Conee and Feldman (2004: Chapter 3) also hold that justifiers are mental
states.12 Knowledge firsters apply the same evidentialist mentalist template, but with a

9The proud few include Bird (2007), Nagel (2013) and Miracchi (2015). The view is endorsed also by
authors who do not take themselves to be contributing to the knowledge-first programme, such as Schellen-
berg (2018: §2) and Sylvan (2018).

10A word of caution. Some contributors to the knowledge-first programme will probably reject this for-
mulation in terms of supervenience, and advocate for a different hyperintensional relation holding between
the epistemic and non-epistemic domains. For instance, Ichikawa (2014: 185) formulates his knowledge-
first project in terms of (relative) metaphysical priority rather than supervenience. In this appendix, I adopt
the supervenience formulation for the following three reasons. The first reason has to do with my aim to
charitably reconstruct the supervenience objection: accordingly, I borrow the proponents’ formulation in
terms of supervenience. Secondly, supervenience is a coarse-grained metaphysical relation (see also section
4 of this appendix, fn 22), broad enough to encompass also views like Ichikawa’s. Third, the proponents
of the objection could run the same type of argument against knowledge firsters by using a different meta-
physical relation (e.g., metaphysical priority).

11McGlynn (2012: 167-195), Fricker (2009), Smith (2017).
12A quick but important note on the terminology adopted here. I use the term “mentalism” to refer to

any view that unpacks epistemic properties in terms of mental states. Mentalism is nevertheless silent on
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crucial difference in the type of mental states that confer justification: while Conee and
Feldman hold that non-doxastic, internally accessible experiences confer justificatory sta-
tus to beliefs, knowledge firsters typically hold that only factive, truth-entailing mental
states justify beliefs (e.g., Williamson 2000 and Millar 2014).

Before moving on to the second strand of the objection, let’s consider a possible re-
joinder on behalf of the knowledge-first critics. As they correctly observe (Pritchard and
Kallestrup 2017: §1), one of the main motivation for (ES) is physicalism: in virtue of mild
physicalist commitments, all (positive, non-indexical) properties of our world strongly su-
pervene on physical properties of our world, where a property is physical just in case it
occurs in current physical theory (or an improved version thereof). Therefore, it follows
that mental states (knowledge included) are equally subject to a supervenience constraint.
If that is the case, what is the non-mental, physical base of this particular type of mental
state, i.e. knowledge?

To make progress on this question, a brief detour in the metaphysics of normativity
is needed. Recall that epistemic properties such as justification, evidence and rationality
are a subset of a broader class of normative properties – right, good, virtuous etc etc. It is
in fact not surprising that epistemology is widely taken to be a normative discipline, and
attempts to unify ethics and epistemology are becoming increasingly common in the litera-
ture.13 The challenge faced by knowledge-firsters is to explain epistemic normative prop-
erties in terms of a paradigmatic epistemic normative property, i.e. knowledge. Nonethe-
less, there is room for doubt that knowledge has a normative nature just as other epistemic
properties seem to have. Borrowing useful terminology from Kurt Sylvan (2018: §1), I
dub the view that sees knowledge as having a wholly normative nature Epistemic Nor-
mativism. With Epistemic Normativism in play, let’s proceed to see how it can help to
address this potential rejoinder.

Epistemic Normavitism is best understood as a metaphysical view on the constitution
of normative properties: following Sylvan (2018: 192-193), we can say that a property
is normative if and only if it is identical or partly constituted by a normative item. Back
to epistemology: many of the post-Gettier analyses of knowledge mention justification, a
paradigmatic normative property, as analysans.14 Given the metaphysical account of nor-
mativity in play here, these analyses are all committed to Epistemic Normativism: knowl-
edge has a normative nature inherited by its normative constituents (e.g., justification).
By contrast, the knowledge-first approach goes against it in at least two ways. Firstly, it
denies that justification is a constituent of knowledge, hence denying that knowledge has
a paradigmatically normative constituent such as justification. Secondly, if knowledge is

the relevant type of mental state in question. I should also warn the reader that Pritchard (2012b: 238)
understands mentalism as the view that assigns equal justification to two mentally identical subjects. I am
not following Pritchard in my choice of terminology.

13This is certainly no news: Clifford’s deservedly influential work might be taken to show that epis-
temology is up to its neck in ethics (Clifford 1877). However, also more contemporary work in virtue
epistemology (Zagzebski 1996, Sosa 2015) proves the same point.

14Notable exceptions here include Goldman’s early process-reliabilism (Goldman 1976) and Foley’s di-
vorce of a theory of knowledge from a theory of justified belief (Foley 1987). Sylvan (2018: 196) also
quotes these two relevant examples.
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the most general factive mental state, then knowledge is not constituted by any normative
element. Mental states are not normative in nature, even though they might have norma-
tive significance. For instance, belief is a mental state with specific normative standards,
but these normative standards do not make it normative (compare: chess also has norma-
tive constraints, but this does not make the game of chess normative in nature). To make
this point clearer, it is helpful to abandon talk of metaphysical constitution in favour of
a more fine-grained relation – the determinable/determinate relation. Knowledge is the
most general determinable of a specific set of determinates (factive mental states such
as seeing that p, hearing that p, perceiving that p…) that entail knowledge. Williamson
does not say more on the nature of such mental states, but we can make two important
observations. If the determinates are not normatively constituted, then the determinable
is not either.15 Second, the determinates of knowledge are not normatively constituted:
they have a non-normative nature just like any other mental state (whether factive or not).
Accordingly, it follows that knowledge lacks a normative nature.

Building on Lyons (2009: 88-98) and Sylvan (2018: 197-198), one way to characterise
the physical base of the determinates of knowledge is to appeal to modules and cognitive
systems. In a nutshell, factive mental states amount to modular systems that give access
to a fact and store it in the central system, as Fodor would put it.16 Intuitively, modules
are not normative in nature – they are sub-personal cognitive mechanisms that ground
personal level mental states. As sub-personal cognitive mechanisms they have a physical
base, and such base constitutes the relevant physical base of factive mental states.17 Thus,
given the non-normative nature of its determinates, knowledge is non-normative too. And
if knowledge is not normative, then it properly qualifies as the non-normative mental base
for other epistemic properties. Perhaps unsurprisingly, views labelled as mentalism can
satisfy the epistemic supervenience requirement.18

It might be argued that despite being a mental state, knowledge nevertheless retains a
fundamentally epistemic dimension. Perhaps it has a dual nature, both mental and epis-
temic.19 If so, the epistemic constituent would prevent it from qualifying as the suitable
non-epistemic base I am taking it to be. This is a fair worry, that I hope to soothe as
follows. Viewing knowledge as a mental state amounts to treat knowledge as a particu-
larly significant and non-normative perceptual relation – the relation one is in if one is
in a factive relation at all. Relations to facts are epistemically significant, yet they need
not be epistemic in nature. Belief is another case in point. Let’s take belief as a relation

15Worley (1997) makes this very same point with respect to mental causation, as Sylvan (2018) observes.
16Post Fodorian theorists such as Carruthers (2006) will appeal to a different notion of modularity to

unpack factive mental states, while other epistemologists will wholly reject the notion (Lyons 2009: chapter
4). Here, I adopt Fodor’s notion of modularity to keep the discussion manageable, but the reader is free to
adopt the reading she prefers.

17Lisa Miracchi (2015: 46) also unpacks factive mental states in terms of sub-personal cognitive mecha-
nisms. Unlike Sylvan and Lyons, she explicitly identifies her project as a contribution to the knowledge-first
research programme. As such, her proposal qualifies as an actual example of knowledge-first epistemology
which escapes the base properties problem.

18Turri notices this feature of mentalism in his discussion of epistemic supervenience (Turri 2010: 8).
19See French (2012) for a thorough discussion of these two components and their relationship.
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to a proposition: relations to propositions are undoubtedly epistemically significant, yet
they need not be epistemic in nature either. Knowledge is then an epistemically privileged
perceptual relation, but, qua perceptual relation, it hardly implies epistemic or normative
constituents.

Let’s take stock now. By epistemic supervenience, epistemic properties supervene on
a non-epistemic base. Given that knowledge is a factive mental state, it properly qualifies
as such base. Nevertheless, mental states are equally subject to a similar supervenience
requirement. But unpacking personal level mental states in terms of sub-personal cog-
nitive mechanisms addresses also these further physicalist concerns.20 Thus, pace the
proponents of the supervenience objection, the first strand of the objection does not go
through.

The Epistemic Superdupervenience Demand

In order to fully appreciate the challenge raised by the epistemic superdupervenience de-
mand we need to take another brief detour to understand the role played by superduper-
venience in metaphysics. It will be helpful to start by noticing how metaphysicians have
lately started to question modal notions such as supervenience, expressing doubts con-
cerning its explanatory power.21 These perplexities are not new though: Jaegwon Kim
(1993: 167) voiced them nicely in his discussion of supervenience:

Supervenience itself is not an explanatory relation. It is not a “deep” metaphysical
relation; rather, it is a “surface” relation that reports a pattern of property covariation,
suggesting the presence of an interesting dependency relation that might explain it.

The proponents of the supervenience objection share Kim’s worries, and in addition to the
individuation of a proper non-epistemic base, they also require a more fine-grained meta-
physical relation that explains the “surface” supervenience relation.22 This relation goes

20Here is an objection that was raised against my treatment of the base properties problem.
Objection: doesn’t the appeal to sub-personal cognitive mechanisms collapse knowledge-first epistemology
into process reliabilism? If a full knowledge-first explanation of epistemic properties ultimately appeals to
sub-personal cognitive mechanisms, aren’t we back to traditional process reliabilism?
Answer: No. Appealing to sub-personal cognitive mechanisms sheds light on the nature of factive mental
states, but it does not explain evidence and justification. Knowledge firsters can concede that factive mental
states supervene on (or are grounded in) a physical base constituted by sub-personal cognitive mechanisms
without explaining epistemic properties in terms of such base. Justification and evidence will be explained in
terms of knowledge, rather than in terms of the physical base of knowledge. Notice further that knowledge-
firsters need not place a reliability condition on knowledge and cognate notions (although some do: see
for instance Miracchi 2015, Kelp 2017, Simion 2019). Thus, there is no risk of collapse. Section 5 of this
appendix and fn 32 address for similar concerns.

21See Fine (1994) and Wilson (2014: §1) for discussion.
22The reader might wonder about the difference between “fine-grained” and “coarse-grained” metaphys-

ical relations. To a rough approximation, while the latter are usually deemed to be too general (and therefore
compatible with a plethora of other metaphysical relations), the former indicate a specific way of depen-
dence. Supervenience is almost universally taken to be a coarse-grained relation, whilst identity, functional
realization and the determinable-determinate relation are prime examples of fine-grained relations. See
Wilson (2014) and Bennett (2017) for discussion.
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under the name of “superdupervenience”, and it’s supposed to explain how exactly epis-
temic properties supervene on their non-epistemic base – which has now been qualified
as constituted by mental states. Crucially, the proponents of the supervenience objec-
tion allege that knowledge firsters have not provided (and cannot provide) this important
fine-grained explanatory relation (Pritchard and Kallestrup 2017: 18). Hence, by exploit-
ing this further explanatory demand stemming from supervenience, they use also the su-
perdupervenience requirement to question the metaphysical viability of knowledge-first
epistemology.

In order to deal with the second part of the objection, I shall distinguish two different
lines of response: a refusal and an acceptance line. The main difference between the two
lines lies in whether the superdupervenience demand is ultimately legitimate. In what
follows, I fully develop these two lines, and count costs and benefits of each.

The Refusal Line

One initial reaction to the superdupervenience demand is to simply deny that the require-
ment is fair. First off, the kind of fine-grained metaphysical relations that provide a fur-
ther explanation of supervenience are not common in epistemology: different advocates
of different views are happy to formulate their position without going into such detail, and
while some authors can be read as providing an implicit superdupervenience in reduction-
ist or functionalist terms, very few authors have provided such superdupervenience ex-
plicitly. For instance, implicit versions of superdupervenience in epistemology plausibly
include Goldman (1979), who offers a reductive, identity-based account of justification
or Plantinga (1993), Graham (2014b) and Simion (2019), who explain epistemic warrant
and justification in terms of functional realization. But again, none of them explicitly pro-
vides an explanation of the supervenience relation holding among these properties.23 To
wit, let’s focus again on evidentialism mentalism: Conee and Feldman (2004: 101) fa-
mously argued that evidential facts supervene on a specific set of mental facts – occurrent
or dispositional non-doxastic mental states that support the truth of a given proposition.
Their view has attracted a number of criticisms, yet nobody has ever pressed Conee and
Feldman to explain how evidential facts superdupervene on mental facts, or why exactly
this supervenience relation holds. Crudely put: if evidentialists have not been pressed on
this particular matter, why should knowledge firsters be pressed too?

Secondly, knowledge firsters can point out that the superdupervenience demand is
unfair because it implicitly assumes a default commitment to reductionist views, without
leaving any non-reductionist explanation open. Here, “reduction”means to posit a relation
of identity between epistemic and non-epistemic properties. In order to make this commit-
ment clearer, it is worth considering an analogous case in metaethics. Moral properties,
which also fall under the category of evaluative and normative properties, are equally sub-

23One notable exception is Zangwill (2018), who develops a notion of epistemic dependence by appealing
to fine-grained metaphysical relations (such as metaphysical grounding and ontological dependence).
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ject to an identical supervenience (and superdupervenience) constraint.24 While there’s no
consensus about what exactly such superdupervenience consists of, this much is agreed
upon: reductive explanations that posit an identity relation between moral and natural
properties have a very easy time explaining the modal co-variation holding between these
two sets of properties. Trivially, if moral properties are identical with natural properties,
then obviously there can’t be a change in the former without a change in the latter.25 In
view of this, knowledge firsters can reject the superdupervenience demand because reduc-
tionism seems to be the only agreed way to heed it.

Given its simplicity, there’s something undoubtedly attractive about this way of deal-
ing with the superdupervenience demand; nevertheless, it carries a great cost. In fact,
to fully pursue this line leads to a pernicious dialectical stalemate: on the one hand, the
proponents of the supervenience objection demand a further explanation of supervenience
by leaning on seemingly uncontentious constraints commonly accepted in metaphysics;
on the other, knowledge firsters point out that such demand is unfair by making equally
plausible observations. Both parties stick to their guns, and progress is hardly made.

But, not all is lost. While the superdupervenience demand may not be totally fair, it is
certainly more charitable for knowledge firsters to compromise with their opponents, and
(at least attempt to) meet their demand. Luckily enough, this can be done by providing
two different types of superdupervenience – a reductive superdupervenience in terms of
identity and an non-reductive superdupervenience in terms of metaphysical grounding.

The Acceptance Line

First Stab: Reduction and Identity

Alternatively, knowledge firstersmay take up also the challenge underlying the superduper-
venience demand and provide a suitable, metaphysical fine-grained relation that explains
why supervenience holds in the first place. Building on the points made in the previous
section, the reductionist line is certainly available to knowledge fisters. All is needed is
an identity relation holding between epistemic facts (evidential facts, justification facts)
and mental facts. Accordingly:

Knowledge-first Reductionism. Necessarily, if subject S has justification to believe
p and/or has evidence supporting p, then these epistemic facts are identical with men-
tal facts (e.g., the fact that S knows p).26

Intuitively enough, a relation of identity easily explains the pattern ofmodal co-variation
suggested by supervenience, and this is an obvious benefit. However, such benefit comes

24See McPherson (2022: §4) for relevant discussion.
25Cornell realists all embrace some version of moral naturalism. The locus classicus for Cornell realism is

Boyd (1988). Jackson (1998) is also an advocate of moral naturalism, albeit in a more reductionist version.
See Miller (2013: chapter 8 and 9) for discussion of reductionist and non-reductionist versions of moral
naturalism.

26For simplicity sake, this formulation targets doxastic justification.
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with a price. Notice that the move is available only to strong knowledge-first reduc-
tive views – views that identify justified belief with knowledge.27 Unfortunately, these
views are strongly revisionary and notoriously face a number of objections on indepen-
dent grounds. A popular complaint against knowledge-first reductionism is that it simply
can’t accommodate important traditional roles that the notion of justification is supposed to
play. First, while justification intuitively comes in degrees, knowledge is an all-or-nothing
matter. Justification ascriptions often take the form of comparative judgements (we deem
certain beliefs to be more or less justified than others), but propositional knowledge does
not allow for such comparative evaluations. So, if justification just is knowledge, how
is the gradability of justification to be explained?28 Secondly, by identifying knowledge
and justification champions of strong knowledge-first reductive views can hardly account
for intuitively different types of cases.29 To wit, justification is denied to both true beliefs
of intuitively justified victims of Gettier cases and also to epistemically responsible false
beliefs formed by radically deceived subjects. Some false beliefs can be justified even
though they fall short of knowledge: this is a key distinction worth marking in episte-
mology, and strong knowledge-first reductive views do not seem to be well-positioned to
mark it.30 Hence, given how revisionary these views are, the costs of an identity-based
explanation of supervenience outweigh the benefits.

Doing Better: Non-reduction and Metaphysical Grounding

Amore promising variation of the acceptance line consists in appealing to a different fine-
grained metaphysical relation: metaphysical grounding. These days, grounding is all the
rage in metaphysics.31 More precisely, metaphysical grounding amounts to “an objective
and mind-independently obtaining hyperintensional and non-monotonic strict partial or-
dering relation, asymmetric, irreflexive, and transitive, always holding between what is
less and what is more fundamental such that the more fundamental grounds the less funda-
mental, but not vice versa” (Maurin 2019: 1). This formulation captures the orthodox view
of metaphysical grounding: in fact, while grounding theorists have internal disagreements
concerning different features of grounding, they all agree on one essential point: ground-
ing relations are explanatory – they provide a distinct form of metaphysical explanation.
Since the superdupervenience demand is roughly an explanatory challenge, metaphysical
grounding is a natural candidate to explain why supervenience relations hold: epistemic
properties supervene on the mental because they are metaphysically grounded in these
more fundamental knowledge states. More explicitly:

27E.g., Sutton (2007); Littlejohn (forthcomingb), Williamson (forthcoming).
28McGlynn (2014: 41, 42) makes this point, and Brown (forthcoming: chapter 4) also expands on this.
29See McGlynn (2014: Chapter 3) and Kelp (2016: §1) for relevant discussion.
30In fairness, advocates of strong knowledge-first reductive views have developed a system of primary,

secondary and tertiary norms and excuses to deal with these cases (Williamson, forthcoming; Littlejohn
forthcomingb).

31Bliss and Trogdon (2021), Correia and Schnieder (2012).
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Knowledge-first Metaphysical Grounding. Necessarily, if subject S has justifi-
cation to believe p and/or has evidence supporting p, then these epistemic facts are
grounded in/metaphysically explained by facts about S’s mental states (e.g., the fact
that S knows p).32

Before counting the costs and the benefits of this variation of the acceptance line, it is worth
making an important point of clarification. I’m not the first one to extend the ground-
ing research programme to epistemology: recently, epistemologists have started to look
at metaphysical grounding relations with increasing interest (Beddor 2015, Elgin 2018).
However, I care to emphasise that I have no stake at defending metaphysical grounding
per se here: even if it’s not the kind of deeper metaphysical relation that Kim originally
envisaged, it can serve as the sort of superdupervenience requested by the proponents of
the objection.33

Since epistemic facts and mental facts are distinct, metaphysical grounding yields a
prima facie non-reductive version of superdupervenience. Thus, it is available to a larger
number of knowledge firsters without a default commitment to strong reductionist ver-
sions of the knowledge-first approach. Accordingly, it carries a valuable benefit that an
identity-based explanation of supervenience lacks. However, one might wonder whether
grounding and identity are actually two different metaphysical relations, and admittedly
some grounding theorists disagree on the matter.34 Still, an initial and seemingly plausible
case can be made for divorcing grounding and identity by insisting that the two exhibit
different formal properties. Simply put, identity, unlike grounding, is symmetric and re-
flexive. Accordingly, grounding and identity come apart, and a superdupervenience in
terms of metaphysical grounding qualifies as the most beneficial strategy that knowledge
firsters can pursue.

Let’s take stock now. In sections 5 and 6, I laid out two different ways to deal with
the epistemic superdupervenience demand. While each of these lines is worth pursuing
for different reasons and depending on one’s theoretical commitments, I submit that the
acceptance line in terms of metaphysical grounding fares better. Be that as it may, also
this second strand of the supervenience objection clearly fails.

A Final Dilemma: Knowledge First?

The last strand of the supervenience objection does not have to do directly with superve-
nience constraints but exploits an intuitive consequence stemming from them. The risk

32See Beddor (2015: §7) for a similar formulation. Notice also that this would be a case of partial ground-
ing, since mental facts will in turn be grounded in more fundamental physical facts. As we’ve seen above,
it’s plausible that the fact that S has a personal level mental state is grounded in more basic physical facts
involving the proper functioning of S’s sub-personal cognitive mechanisms. For the purposes of explaining
supervenience relations, this shouldn’t matter. All that matters is that metaphysical grounding relations hold
between epistemic and mental facts.

33In passing, they concede that metaphysical grounding can count as a satisfactory superdupervenience
(Pritchard and Kallestrup 2017: 18).

34See Rosen (2010) and Wilson (2014) for relevant discussion.
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here is the following: even if knowledge firsters can meet the supervenience challenge by
identifying a non-epistemic base and by explaining why supervenience holds, epistemic
supervenience ends up being essentially incompatible with putting knowledge first. The
proponents of the objection argue as follows:

P1 By knowledge-first epistemic supervenience, necessarily, epistemic properties
supervene on a factive mental state, knowledge, which in turn supervenes on
a more fundamental physical base.

P2 By transitivity of supervenience, relevant epistemic properties ultimately su-
pervene on the more fundamental physical base on which knowledge super-
venes.

P3 In the knowledge-first approach, “first” means “metaphysically prior”: knowl-
edge should have a relevant metaphysical priority over other epistemic prop-
erties. Such relevant priority simply goes missing given that, by transitivity
of supervenience, epistemic properties do not ultimately supervene on knowl-
edge.

C: Meeting the supervenience constraints is incompatible with putting knowledge
first. Alternatively, in the form of a dilemma: either knowledge is put first, or
epistemic supervenience is met.

Admittedly, P3 is not made explicit in the discussion of the objection, but it is strongly
hinted:

Reflect finally that even if Williamson were able to accommodate (ES), a second
problem would appear. Suppose that evidence and justification supervene on non-
epistemic properties, because these epistemic properties supervene on knowledge
which in turn supervenes on non-epistemic properties. Remember that supervenience
is transitive. And the question is of course whether knowledge is still being put first
if such an account would provide a supervenience base for evidence and justification
in terms of wholly non-epistemic properties. (Pritchard and Kallestrup 2017: 17, 18;
emphasis added)

There is nevertheless room for blocking the conclusion of the last strand of the objection,
and showing that it amounts to a false dilemma. In fact, knowledge firsters have different
options to vindicate the priority of knowledge and, at the same time, meeting the super-
venience requirement. In the remainder of this section, I will outline two of these options
and explain how they both address the last strand of the objection.

A first promising line of response assumes a more precise gloss of ‘priority’ as start-
ing point. Ichikawa (2014) argues that knowledge has a relative metaphysical priority:
knowledge is prior to epistemic properties such as evidence or justification, but not to
more fundamental physical states.35 After all, knowledge-first epistemology should be
compatible with an in principle reduction of knowledge to more basic physical states, as
physicalism predicts. Here Ichikawa expressing such point nicely:

35See Sider (2011) for the notion of relative priority.
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As I understand it, the claim that knowledge is “first” should be read as a claim about
relative priority; knowledge is prior to the salient alternate states that one might be
interested in. I shall suggest that knowledge is metaphysically prior to justification.
There is no commitment to the stronger claim that there is nothing prior to knowledge.
(...) The knowledge-first stance is consistent with, e.g. physicalism, according to
which atoms are prior to knowledge. (Ichikawa 2014:185)

Alternatively, one could appeal to distinct kinds of priorities of knowledge, and argue
that although a certain kind of metaphysical priority may very well fail, at the conceptual
level knowledge does indeed come first. Carrie Jenkins and Jonathan Ichikawa, in joint
work, propose a taxonomy of priorities of knowledge, usefully distinguishing between
metaphysical and representational priorities: the former involves properties and exten-
sions, whilst the latter is a cognitive priority located at the level of thought and language
(Ichikawa and Jenkins 2017: §2). Moreover, even though the two different kinds of pri-
orities are not incompatible, they are nevertheless independent, to the extent that one does
not entail the other.

Accordingly, knowledge firsters can exploit such different priorities and argue as fol-
lows: while the concept of knowledge cannot be reductively analysed in terms of indi-
vidually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions, its extension smoothly supervenes on
more basic (physical) states. Simply put, the priority of a concept need not (and often does
not) go with the priority of its referent. Here is how to better flesh out this strategy. Sosa
(1991: 153-154; 2015: 8-10), while discussing the ‘doctrine of epistemic supervenience’,
dubs such view that divorces concepts and extensions as ‘pessimism’. Interestingly, by
adapting Sosa’s pessimism to their framework, knowledge firsters can easily vindicate
their anti-reductionist stance on knowledge by denying that knowledge is susceptible of
a reductive analysis, and nevertheless conceding, with physicalists and the proponents of
the supervenience objection, that worldy instances of knowledge supervene on a suitable
non-epistemic base.36 It is also worth noticing that the kind of pessimism described here
nicely dovetails with conceptual atomism. The view has been famously defended by Fodor
(1998) and Millikan (1993): roughly, conceptual atomists hold that lexical concepts have
no semantic structure, and therefore cannot be reductively analysed in terms of individu-
ally necessary and jointly sufficient conditions. Given that knows is a lexical concept, the
view correctly predicts that it can’t be analysed.37

Here what the two options consist of. While the second best captures different priori-
ties of knowledge within the knowledge-first approach, both successfully address the last
remaining part of the supervenience objection.

36Compare: advocates of the phenomenal concept strategy in philosophy of mind also hold that mental
concepts (such as phenomenal concepts) cannot be reductively analyzed, and yet they take these concepts
to refer to properties that supervene on non-mental properties. See Stoljar (2005) for discussion.

37Perhaps unsurprisingly, Williamson (2000: 31, fn 4) briefly mentions Fodor’s theory of concepts as
relevant, and so do also Ichikawa and Jenkins (2017: 17).
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Concluding remarks

In this appendix, firstly I charitably reconstructed the supervenience objection levelled
against knowledge-first epistemology, and then I showed how knowledge firsters can suc-
cessfully address it. The objection is three-fold, but each strand ultimately fails. The base
properties problem is solved by leaning on one of knowledge-first epistemology central
tenets, i.e. that knowledge is a mental state. Similarly, the epistemic superdupervenience
demand is also easily dealt with. I outlined two different ways to defuse this second strand
of the objection: a refusal line, which questions the legitimacy of the demand, and an ac-
ceptance line which consists in explaining supervenience in terms of identity and meta-
physical grounding. While each line carries its own costs and benefits, they both satisfy the
superdupervenience demand. Finally, I offered two strategies to address the last part of the
objection, dubbed as the failure of priority. The strategy with more far-reaching potential
consists in ascribing different priorities to knowledge, representational and metaphysical,
and then concede that while knowledge itself may not be metaphysically fundamental, its
concept cannot be reductively analysed. It follows that the supervenience objection ulti-
mately does not stick. Thus, it is fair to conclude that knowledge-first epistemology has
strong metaphysical credentials, even stronger than its proponents have hitherto appreci-
ated.
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